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The Committee on Legal AHai rs and Citi zens ' Rights hereby submits to the
European Parliament the following motion for a resolution together with

explanatory statement~

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION

on the right of asy lurn

The European parli ament,

having regard to the motions for resolutions tabled

1 . byMrs Heinrich and others on asylum for Basque refugees in France
(Doc. 2-619/84) ,

by Mrs Heinrich on the forced deportation of Basque refugees by the
French Government (Doc. 2-754/84),

by Mr van der Lek on the treatment of Tami l refugees from Sri Lanka by

the governments of the Member States (Doc. B 2-371/85),

by Mrs Hei nrich on ext radition laws in the Community (\)oc. B 2-786/85),

and

by Mrs Heinr'ich and others on the right to asylum and the practice

re lati n9 to asy lum in the European Communi ty (Doc. B 2-1064/85),

having regard to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of
10 December 1948, in particular Article 14: ' Everyone has the right to seek

and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution

havi n9 regard to the Geneva Convention relating to the Status of Refugees
of 1951 and the additional Protocol of 1967, which have been ratified by

all the Member States,

having regard to the ' ConcLusions on the International Protection of
Refugees ' of the Executive Committee for the programme of the High
Commissioner for Refugees (EXCOM), on which the following Member States of
the Community are represented: Belgium, Denmark, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece, Italy and the Netherlands,

having regard to the particular efforts made by the welfare organizations
involved in refugee work - without which it would be impossible to provide

housing and care for asylum- seekers in the Member States, and by individual

Member States of the Community and LocaL authorities to absorb a

disproportionate number of refugees, with considerable administrative,
social and financial cost to themselves,

havi og regard to the dec laration of the General Assembly of the United
Nations of 14 December 1967 on territorial asylum

1GA Res. 2312 (XXII)
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having regard to the United Nations Convention on Torture of
10 December 1984, which was signed by all the Member States of the
Community but which only France has so far ratified,

having regard to the resolutions and recommendations of the Committee of
Mi nisters and the Par liamenta ry Assembly of the Council of Europe on the

legal and social treatment of asylum- seekers

noting the unanimous view of the experts who gave evidence to its Committee

on Legal Affai rs and Citi zens' Rights that the most appropriate, up-to-date
and precise international definition of iii refugee is that adopted by
Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Convention on Refugees of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) of 10 September 1969,

having regard to its earlier resolutions on the subject3 in particular its
request s to the Counci land the commi ss i on to put forward proposa ls for

harmonizing visa requirements, laws on aliens, and the right of asylum
the specific appeal to the governments of the Member States not to deport
Tamils to sri Lanka , and on the drawing up of a common European policy

on refugees

having regard to the declaration by the representatives of the Member
States governments in the Council of 25 March 19645, to the effect that

the wish of refugees who are recognized as such under the terms of the 1951

Convention and are resident in the territory of 
one Member State to enter 

second Member State for the purpose of gai nful employment must be given

sympathetic consideration by the latter State with a view to ensuring that
such refugees are accorded favourable treatment in thei r territory,

having regard to the statement on human rights by the representatives of
the Member States ' governments in the Council of 21 July 19866

having regard to Article 2(1) of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No. 1408/71 of

14 June 1971 on the application of social security systems to workers and
thei rfami llesmigrating within the Community , which includes within its

scope stateless persons and refugeees living in the territory of a Member
St ate and thei r dependants and descendant s,

------

1Declaration of the Committee of Ministers of 18. 119 1977 on territorial

asylum; Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers No. (81)16 of 5.
110 1981

on the harman; zation of national asylum procedures; Recommendation of the

Committee of Ministers No. (84) 1 of 21. L1984; Recommendation 293(1961) of

the Parliamentary Assembly on the inclusion of the right of asylum in the
European Convention on Human Rights; Recommendation 773(1976) on the
situation of de facto refugees; Recommendations 817(1977).. 842(1918),
953(1983) and 1016(1985); the European Agreement on the transfer of
responsi bi l ity for refugees, with Annex, Strasbourg, 16 October 1980

20J No. C 184, 9. 1983, p. 112

30J No. C 175, 15. 1985, p. 219 et seq.

t~OJ No. C 283, 10. 11.'i986, p.

50J No. 1225, 22. 1964, p.

6Agence Europe, Noo 4365, 22-23 July 1986

, p.

70J No. L 149, 5. 1971

, p.
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having regard to the White Paper of the Commission to the European Council
on completing the internal market of June 19851 , in which it announces
that it wi II be proposing a di rective on the coordination of provisions
governi ng the right of asy lumand refugee status not later than 1988,

having regard to the Joint Declaration on racism and xenophobia of
11 June 19862

having regard to the thi rd ACP-EEC Convention (LomeIU) of
8 December 1984, in particular Chapter 1 (Objectives and principles) and
Artic les 203 to 205 (aid for refugees),

havi ng regard to Chapters 92 and 93 of the budget .of the Europ.ean
Communities

having regard to the report by fIIrs d' Ancona on behalf of the Committee on
Women s Rights (Doc. A 2-44/86)4

having regard to the report by Mr Verbeek on behalf of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation (Doc. A 2-122/86),

having regard ,to the reports of its Committee on Legal AHai rs and
Citi zens ' Rights (Doc. A 2-227/86),

A. aware of the moral and historical responsibi lity of the Member States of

the European Community towards asylum-seekers and refugees,

B. whereas, as a result of the process of decolonization carried out by some
Member States, some of the emergent states have artificial frontiers,
suffer from structural imbalances, have undemocratic systems of government
and are the scene of armed conflicts and civil wars, which create waves of
refugees

C. aware of the Community s role today as a leading industrial power in the
world economy,

D. whereas by means of an effe.ctive European development policy and within the
framework of European Political Cooperation CEPC) an important contribution
can and must be made to economic development and the restoration of peace
in the main refugee countries,

E. whereas the creation of large groups of refugees can ultimately be
prevented by economic progreSs and political and social stabi l ity in the
countries of origin,

F u whe reas the reasons forci ng peop le to f lee have changed si nce the Geneva
Convention on Refugees was signed in 1951 and so the definition of the
concept of refugee must bec hanged,

1COM(85) 310 final

20J No. C 158, 25. 1986

, p.

30J No. L 214, 4. 1986

4Resolution of the European Parl lament of 11 June 1986,
OJ No. C 176, 14. 1986, p. 73, in particular paragraph 48, p..
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believing that the European Community should take the initiative on behalf
of the Member States and draw up a proposal for a revised defihition of
the concept of refugee, with particular references to the Geneva
Convention and the Member States ' constitutions,

whereas only a small proportion of the 17 to 20 mi II ion refugees in the
world come to t he Communi ty,

convinced that what is an international problem cannot be dealt with by
national provi sions, because thi s only means that the problems are passed
on to anot her count ry 

concerned about the growing practice in the Member States of averting the

influx of asylum- seekers, particularly by restrictive visa requirements,
and about attempts in certain Member States to restrict the right of
asylum by constitutional or procedural changes or restrictive
interpretations of the criteria employed in the recognition of refugee
status or by violation of the principle of ' non- refoulement I

whereas the inadequate accommodation and care provided for asylum-seekers
during the often protracted asylum procedures, in particular the forced
assignment to camps, a ban on employment during the asylum procedure,
restri ctions on freedom of movement, the reduction of social aid and
payment of such aid in kind, should be improved,

convinced that all measures adopted in regard to the right of asylum must
take as their starting point respect for human dignity, the Convention on
Human Rights of the Council of Europe, the UN Declaration of Human Rights
and the guidelines adopted by the European Parliament on the drawing .up of
a European policy on human rights,

convinced that the European Community, as an integrated legal and social
area, and with a view to completion of the internal market, must lay down
common legal and social standards for asylum- seekers,

'!.

Urges the Member States to adopt a more generous attitude towards
asylum-seekers and calls on the Member States to be guided by the
following principles in their treatment of those seeking asylum.

(a) visa requi rements must not make it impossible, or possible only under
limited conditions, for people to seek refuge from their own countries;

(b) the border, immigration and aliens authorities must respect the
principle of not turning away refugees (' non- refoulement') and in
parti cular avoid di scriminati ng agai nst spontaneous asylum-seekers
(without vi sas);

(c) applications for asylum should be dealt with thoroughly and rapidly;
the decision on the request for asylum should be taken in the Member
States by a central authority, including ape'l'cS~)nal hearing without
any preceding examination as to admissibility, during which procedure
the applicant can present his case in a language he knows and, if
necessary, receive free legal aid;

(d) this central authority should be concerned only with consideration of
applications for asylum (recognition of status), whereas the police
authorities must be responsible forsupervisi.on; in other words, there
should be an administrative division between recognition of status and
supervi si on;
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(e) the existing international agreements, such as the Geneva Convention
on the Status of Refugees, the conventions and resolutions of the
Committee ef Ministers of the Counci l of Europe and the texts of th~
United Nations, must be strict ly adhered to;

(f) the handbook of the Office of the UN High Commi ssioner for Refugees Or!
procedures and criteria to be applied in order to determine the status

of refugees, and in particular the definition of a refugee cont~ined
in the Organization of African Unity s Convention on Refugees, should
also serVe as a basis for the consideration of requests for asylum;

(g) the provisions of the GeneVa Convention ought to apply by analogy to
all persons subject to persecution because of their sex

(h) a distinction must urgently be drawn between the first host countt'
and the country of asyLum; applicants for asylum should have a free
choice of country of asylum within the Community, and this country
should have sole responsibi l ity for granting the right of asylum;
national asylum procedures should be harmen; zed at Community leveL;

(i) the reasons for a deci sian to refuse asylum must be set down
adequately in writihg;

(j) the applicant must be notified Personally of the decision whether 01'
not to grant refugee status in a text drawn up in a language wt-deb hE!

understands and expLicitly mentioning the right to appeal in the case
of an adverse deci sian;

(k) a decision to refuse asylum must ultimately be subject to ind~p~~d~nt
judicial review and appeal, with suspensive effect;

(l) extraditions may not be carried out whi le the procedure is in progress;

em) the spouse and dependants of an asy lum-seeker must be accorded the
same position under the law as the asylum-seeker;

en) de facto refugees must be treated as recogni zed refugees duri ng th€i r
stay in the country; a time limit can be put on thei r residence;

(0) forced assignment to camps, a prolonged ban on employment, protracted
residence requi rements and restrictions on free movement violate human
dignity and should not be permitted, and should in no case be
permitted for longer than six months;

(p) if the procedure exceeds six months, those seeking asylum or refug~
and the relati lies referred to in paragraph (m) above must be all: f'-c1

access to the employment market, in accordance with the relevcJflt
regulations, and to social security~ as ~eLl as to education and
training in schools and elsewhere;

(q) the organ; zations work'i ng with refugees must be gi ven finandal
support and allowed to participate in discussions on policies
conce.rni ng asy lum and refugees;

(r) f'ecogn; zed refugee$ i n the European Community must have the s,-,me
rights and obI. ;gatiofiS as Community cHi zens from other Member State$;

1see also the resolution of the European Parliament of 13 April 1984
OJ No. C 127, 14. 1984

, p.

137, based on the report by Mr Chambeironp
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2. Expects geographical objections in regard to the Geneva Convention,
whereby it is contended that only asylum-seekers froll! Europe should be
recogni zed as refugees, to be withdrawn without further deLay;

3. Calls for the immediate ratification of the United Nations Convention on
Torture;

Is sure that the Commission wi II include in the proposal for a di rective
on the right of asylum announced in its White Paper the principles set out
in paragraph 1 of this resolution;

5. Advocates a sharing of the financial burden .between the Member States,
which are affected in different degrees by the influx of refugees;
recommends that the Community budgetary scale be used as a basis therefor;

Calls on the Counci l to take the initiati ve and ensure better and fuller
information for European citizens on the underlying reasons for its
refugee policy, with a view to countering doubt Cibout the Member States
responsibi l ity for helping to solve the international refugee problem and
to preventi ng mi sunderstandi ngs;

Requests the Counci l to ensure that measures are taken in the Member
States to provide properly organi zed education for asylum-seekers and
especially thei r chi ldren, so as to improve thei r chances of understanding
our European culture and way of life and to give them, among other things
sufficient command of the host country s languages to enable them to cope
effectively with daily life;

Asks that the Commission, in cooperation with the European Parliament,
appoint a Community spokesman on asylum questions;

Calls on the Member States that have not yet done so to ratify the
European Agreement on the transfer of responsibility for refugees, with
Annex (Strasbourg, 16 October 1980);

10. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the corresponding
exp lanatory statement to the Counci l, the Commission, the governments and
parl laments of the Member States, the Counci l of Europe, the UNHCR and the
voluntary organizations involved in refugee work.
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

INTRODUCT ION

L'ignorance, l' oubli ou le mepris des droits de l' homme sont les seules
causes des malheurs publics et de la corruption des gouvernements.

Preamble to the ' Declaration des
droits de L 'homme et du citoyen
of 26 August 1789

----------

Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 10 December 1948
Article 14(1)
Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in .other countries asylum from

persecution. '

----------

GeneraL provisions of the Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees of
28 July 1951
Artic :Definition of the term ' Refugee

For the purposes of the present Convention, the term ' refugee ' shaU apply to
any person who

has been considered a refugee under the Arrangements of 12 May 1926 and
30 June 1928 or under the Conventions of 28 October 1933 and
10 February 1938, the Protocol of 14 September 1939 .or the Constitution of
the International Refugee Organization;

Decisions on non-eligibility taken by the International Refugee
Organi zation during the period of its activities shall not prevent the
status of refugee being accorded to persons who fuL fi l the conditions of
paragraph 2 of this section;

Asa result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 , and owing to
well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, reLi gion,
nationality, membership of a particuLar social group, or political
opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unabLe or, owing
to such fear, i s unwilling to avail himself of the protecti on of that
country: or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country
of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unabLe or
owing to such fear, unwi II ing to return to it.

Article 33, paragraph 1 : Prohibition of expuLsion or return (refouLement)

. '

No Contracting State shaLL expel or return (refouLer) a refugee in any manner
whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom wouLd be
threatened on account of his race, religion, nationaLity, membership of a
particular social group or poLitical opinion.

---------
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Convention of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) on certain aspects of
refugee problems in Afri ca on 10 September 1969

Article H2): Definition of the term ' Refugee

The term " refugee" shall also apply to every person who, owing to external
aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disrupting
public o~der in either part or the whole of his country of o~igin or
nationality, is compelled to leave his place of habitual ~esidence in order to
seek refuge in another place outside his country of origin or nationality.

----------

Constitution of the Italian Republic of 1 January 1948

Article 10 (III) 

Foreigners, who in their own country are refused the possibility of enjoying
the democratic freedorn guaranteed in the Italian Constitution, shall enjoy the
right of asylum in the territory of the Republ ic in accordance with the
law 1 . '

----------

Preamble to the French Constitution of 1958

Anyone subj ect to persecuti on as a consequence of having worked to advance
the course of freedom shall have the right to asylum within the territory of
the Republ ic.

----------

Spanish Constitution of 27 December 1978

Article 13

... 4. The law shall lay down the conditions under which nationals of other
countries and stateless persons may have the right to asylum in Spain.

----------

Basi c Law of the Federal Repub 1 i c of Germany

Arti cle 16, paragraph II (second sentence) 

Persons persecuted on political grounds shall enjoy the right of asylum.

----------

United Nations Convention on Torture of 10 December 1984

, ",

Article 3 :

A Contracting State may not expel, deport or extradite a person to another
state, if there are serious grounds for beli eving that he runs the risk of
being tortured there.

----------

1 implementing laws were not passed
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White Paper from the Commission to the European Counci 

Measures will be proposed also in 1988 at the latest on the right of asylum
and the position of refugees. Decisi ons will be needed on these matters by
1990 at the latest ...
Di rective on the coordination of rules concerning the right of asylum and the
status of refugees.
(Paragraph 55, third indent, 4th sentence and Annex p. 12)

The problems

1. The countries of the European Community are increasingly having to contend
with problems arising from the influx of refugees from non-Member countries.

The response of the individual Member States in terms of legal and social
measures to deal with the influx varies from country to country, although the
problems are comparable.

Over the past few years there has been a steady deterioration in the lega land
social position of those seeking asylum in the European Community.

2. The Member States are trying to discourage the influx of those applying
for asylum by extending the visa requi rements for the princi pal countries of
origin.

Vi sa requi rements introduced by certain Member States have had the effect of
diverting the applicants for asylum to neighbouring countries in Europe. This
in turn leads to a more restrictive approach in these other countries to the
lega l and soci a l ri ghts of asylum-seekers.

3. The Member States are trying to d~3l with an international problem by
means of national provisions and thereby pass on the burden unilaterally to
neighbouring countries. The outcome of these attempts is not a balanced
distribution but rather i rresponsible asylum pol ides in Europe.

4. Ru les are requi red to help the Member States to dea l with the lega land
social aspects of this problem : the European Community, as a single legal and
social area and with a view to the completion of the internal market, must lay
down binding minimum standards for its Member States, to guarantee those
seeking asylum legal security and humane treatment.

Numb.ers of refugees i n the European Community

5. Over the past years there has been a growing influx of refugees from
non-member countries, in particular the Third World, into the Member States of
the European Community (see Table 2). The fi rst peak occurred in 1980 with
158 500 people seeking asylum. The sharp increase between 1979 (77 600) and
1980 is attributable to a number of factors. The major cause would appear to
be the increase in military clashes and inferna,l conflicts bordering on civil
war which force people to flee. But the changing national immigration
policies of the Member States of the Community are also of significance.
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Table 1

Estimated number of asylum-seekers in Eoro e
Source : UNHcR, Geneva - atest rev, s ,on 0 the fi gores 19 Apri l 1986)

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

13 000

14 000

19 600

19 600

20 600

29 900

49 400

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

77 600

158 500

116 500

80 700

69 800

103 750

167 000/168 000

6. The decline in numbers after 1980 may be due to the coming into effect of
the vi sa requi rements introduced by Member States for those countri es from
whi ch most of th~ refugees have been coming. The open bo.rder between East and
West Berlin is of some relevance here and partly explains the new increase
since 1984, which has mainly been concentrated in Belgium, France, the Federal
Republi c of Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands.

The agreement reached between the Federal Republic and the GDR in September
1986 that only refugees with visas should be allowed to go on to the Federal
Republic closed this loophole. Since the agreement the number of asylum
seekers in West Berlin and the Federal Republic has dropp~d sharply.
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Table 2

Applicants for asylum broken down by country

Denmark

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

954 117 2 427 2 728 2 445 3 056 2 948 3 683 5 357 7 659

225 203 298 332 4 312 8 698 1651

Be 19i urn

Federal
Republ i c
of Germany

16 4'10 33 136 51 493 107 818 49 391 37 423 19 737 35 278 73 832 99 8602

France 19 863 22 505 22 350 21 714* 28 810* 30 750

Greece 2 250 1 2000 450 750 1 400

Ireland
(no statistics
avai lable)

- 50

Spain

3 600 150 050 550 400 5 0702

993 390 754 1 214 2 015 603 644 9583

500 400

450 400 100 350

Ita ly

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Portugal

United
Kingdom

Switzer land

2 352 2 425 4 223 4 296 869 4 859

4 226 7 135 7 886 435 9 700

500 6 300 898 7 208 6 700Aust ria

*Figures supplied by French authorities;
unti l 14 September 1986

2from European countri es only
unti l 31 June 1986
4HomeOffi ce figures

according to UNHCR 1984 : 15 900 and 1985 : 23 200
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7. The actual number of refugees in the different countries is difficult to
determine. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) records
only those refugees who have been recognized in a country since the Geneva
Conventi on of 1951 came into exi stence.

Table 3
Refu ~es recognized as such according to the criteria of

the Geneva Convention in 1985 - 198

1 January 1985 1 January 1 86 % of total population 

Denmark

36 400

8 500

6 6 0 37%Belgi um

Federal Republic
of Germany

126 4 0

17%

France 167 300 174 200 31%

Greece 4 100 600

Ireland

Italy

500

15 100

600

200

Luxembourg

Iran

15 100 500

900 300

135 000 135 000

519 999 533 200

200

600

000 000 000

700 000 700 000

2 500 000 702 500

900000 2 300 000

256 300 267 500'

690 000 164 000

The Netherlands

Portuga l

Spai n

The United Kingdom

European Community

24%

16%

Switzerland

Sweden 09%

O. USA

Somalia 13. 

Paki stan 80%

Burundi

73%

Sudan 61%

Source :: UNHCR, January 1985 (countries with fewer than 500 recognized refugees
are not included)

1This column refers to the 1985 fi gures
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8. The Office of the UNHcR publishes statistics of refugees every year based
as far as possible on official public figures. However, it emphasizes that
refugee figures can change within a short time. National statistics do not
di ffe r signi fi cant ly from the UNHcR figures except in the case of the Federa 
Republic of Germany. The Federal Ministry puts the number of refugees with
and wi thout legal status under the Geneva Convention at 605 000 (30. 85) 1

These include:
- 59 000 entitled to asyLum
- c. 118 000 dependents of those entit led
- c. 31 000 quota refugees, who have been

humanitarian relief operations
- c. 52000 stateless foreigners
- c. 5 000 refugees fr.om abroad recognized
- 220 000 de facto refugees.

to asylum
accepted within the framework of

as such, with thei r relatives

This assessment has been much criti.cized in the Federal Republic itself and
also by the UNHCR, which gives a figure of 126 000 refugees recognized
according to the Geneva Convention.

The UNHCR criticizes the German figures for the following reasons:

(a) Refugee figures should only include refugees who have refugee status as
defined by the Geneva Convention.

(b) The figure for those entitled to asylum includes 10 000 quota refugees who
had applied for asylum before the law on quota refugees came into force.
These 10 000 are included again in the figure for quota refugees.
Moreover, for each of the 10 000, two relatives have been included.

(c) The inclusion of relatives in the figures has, furthermore, been
erroneously based on the assumption that refugees ' relatives are never
awarded refugee status in their own right.

(d) The figure for de facto refugees should only include those whose
appl ication for asylum has been rejected but who cannot be deported to
their earlier and first country of asylum or who have been granted a
residence permit pursuant to Paragraph 14(1) of the law on Foreigners

(e) Stateless foreigners are a special group of refugee which does not exist
as such in other European countries. Since a large number of them came to
Germany in the fi rst years of the war and many of them were born there,
they are not a relevant factor as regards integration and the refugee
burden.

The example of the Federal Republic il.lustrates the difficulty of making a
uni form assessment of asylum-seekers or refugees in the Member States of the
Community. If the Community wants to have comparable data as a basis for a
common refugee policy, it must first endeavour to establish common criteria.

9. The actua l extent of the burden represented by the influx of
asylum-seekers into the Member States cannot be deduced from the UNHCR
figures. Yet these are the only comparable data as yet available, being based
on uni form methods of calculation.

The figure at 11. 86 is 670 000
2In accordance with Article 33 of the Geneva Convention
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It has become clear to the rapporteur as he travelled about the Member States

that an increasing number of refugees in the Community are tolerated without
appearing in any statistics. These so-called de facto refugees, who do not
apply for asylum or whose application has been rejected, are not officially
acknowledged in certain countries or there are no estimates of their numbers
there. According to figures from the Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs,
there are 270 000 de facto refugees in the Federal Republic of Germany who,
for humanitarian or pol iti cal reasons, are not being deported to thei r own
country: according to estimates by the French Ministry for Foreign Affai rs,
there are some 30 000 in France; in Italy the number is put at 20 000 by the
UNHcR representative, at 100 000 by the Ministry for Internal Affairs and at
400 000 by ' caritas ; in Spain, welfare organizations estimate the number at
500 000.

10. The Federa l Republi c of Germany, Denmark, Be 19i um and the Nether lands are
experiencing the steepest rise in the number of people seeking asylum. 
Be 19ium the number of asylum-seekers has more than doub led in the past five

years, in Denma/"k it has grown by a factor of 40 and in the .Netherlands it has
tripled. In the Federal Republic of Germany about 100 000 asylum-seekers are
expected in 1986. The other Member States report relatively constant numbers
of appl icants. Yet there, too, there was a slight increase in 1985.

It is striking that France and the UK have fewer spontaneous asylum-seekers
than the Federal Republic, but that they offer protection to more recognized
refugees. This is due in part to the fact that both these countries accepted
large quotas of refugees from Indochina and Latin America (Chile) in the 1970s.

11. When estimating the trend in numbers of a.sylum-seekers in Europe it is
necessary to make compa ri sons wi th non-member states in order to obtain an
objective picture of the actual situation. According to the UNHcR' s figures
(see Tab le 3) there were 533 200 recognized refugees in the European Community
as at 1. 1986. If the group of de facto refugees and other asylum-seekers
not included in this estimate are added, the total could be 1 mi llion refugees
and asylum-seekers in the countries of the European Community.

12. Compared with countries such as Somalia, Pakistan and Iran, the numbers
of refugees in Europe are relatively small, as is the proportion of the total
population in the community which they represent. This does not however

permit the conclusion that the influx of asylum-seekers into Europe presents

no problems for the Member States.

According to UNHCR estimates there are some 17-20 mi II ion refugees worldwide
and 980 out of every thousand refugees want to be allowed to stay in their
neighbouring countries. This must be taken into account when there is
political talk of ' regionalization ,1 of groups of refugees. So only a small

part of the ' flood' of asylum-seekers is arriving in the Member States of the
Community.

Reaction of the Member States

13. In the many conversations that the rapporteur was able to have during his
fact-finding visits with representatives of the UNHCR, welfare organizations,

government and party representatives, it became clear that the influx of
asylum-seekers and the attendant problems in regard to accommodation and
social assistance are being evaluated and dealt with very differently in the
different countries.

This refers to the tendency for refugees to stay in the regions of the
world from whi ch they come
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The Member States are affected by these problems in varying degrees. About
80% of refugees in the European Community are concentrated in Be 19i um,
Denmark, the Federa l Republic of Germany, France, Italy, the United Kingdom
and the Nether lands.

14. A distinction must be drawn between countries with relatively constant
figures and those whi ch have had increasing numbers of ' spontaneous ' refugees
in the last few years. The latter countries are Belgium, Denmark, the Federal
Republic of Germany and the Netherlands. Here the increase in numbers is
regarded as a real problem.

Thus, for example, Belgium was forced last year to put up asylum-seekers in
hol iday accommodation on the Belgian coast or in an unoccupied barracks in
Brussels. Certain distri cts in Brussels with a high percentage of foreigners
have, in the meantime, introduced a ban on asylum-seekers. In the Federal
Republi c of Germany and in West Ber lin

, '

tent towns ' have been erected as
makeshift accommodation for those seeking refuge. In Denmark the reception
camp in Copenhagen - an empty barracks .. has been cont inuous ly overfu II for
several months and there have been physi cal clashes betwe.en residents and
refugees there as in the Federal Republ ic of Germany. Hosti le remarks about
foreigners are heard from many quarters, not only from hard-right minorities..

15. In the United Kingdom, France, Spain and Italy the ' refugee problem ' is

compounded by the 'immigrant problem . A typical remark was: ' We have no
refugee problem One factor here might be that about 80% of those seek ing
asylum choose the capital cities London, Paris, Madrid and Rome as the place
of refuge. In these cities, regarded as the melting-pot of many
national ities, asylum-seekers are often provided with basic essentials by
their fe l low-count rymen and qui ck ly absorbed into the communi ty. They then
share the same fate as the many other immi grants.

Italy, which has always regarded itself as a country of emigrants, is
increasingly becoming an immigration country for refugees, because most of the
Eastern Europeans who come to Italy have difficulty obtaining entry visas for
the USA, Canada or Australia. Refugees who had thought of Italy as a transit
country are now being forced to stay there..

16. The reactions of Member States to the problem may be summarized as
follows, although not applicable to all of them in the same degree:

.. In all the countries visi ted by the rapporteur the influx of asylum-seekers
is seen as a short-term phenomenon. There is no forward-looking consideration
of how the refugee problem in Europe and elsewhere can be solved in a properly
humane manner. Nor have there been any attempts within the framework of the
European Community to take positive action to deal with the refugee problem.
Even after the entry of larger groups of refugees at the end of the seventies
no preventative measures were taken to provide arrangements for thei r
reception and integration.

- Instead, attempts to check the influx of asylum-seekers were made by
extending the visa requirements for the countries from which most of the
refugees were coming (Iran, Sri Lanka , India, 'Afghanistan, Turkey, Paki.stan
the Lebanon, Ghana, Zaire, Ethiopia and Poland).

.. The failure of such a move is evident from the increase in numbers of
refugees whi ch occurred at the beginning of the ei ghties. The introduction of
national visa requirements merely meant that asylum-seekers were diverted to
nei ghbouring countries in Europe. The governments, partly with a view to the
dismantL ing of internal frontiers, encouraged cross-frontier cooperation
between national police and border authorities, as provided for in the
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Saarbruck agreement between France, the Federal Republic of Germany and the
BENELUX countries. Even such cooperation between the police authorities has
done basi cally nothing to prevent refugees barred from enteri ng one country
from simply turning to neighbouring countries.

- Attempts to restri ct the ri ght of asylum and change asylum procedures ar.
being made in the Federal Republic of Germany, Denmark and BeLgium. 
France, changes to the immigration regulations were introduced in July 1986
(conditions on entry, residence permi ts), but it is too early to estimate the

effects whi ch these wi II have on those seeking asylum. In Italy, too, changes
in the laws governing foreigners are being considererd. Moreover, the
criteria are being interpreted in differing and, in some cases, restri ctive
ways in the Member States.

- The accommodation and care provided for the asylum-seekers while awaiting

the outcome of thei r appli cation - a procedure whi ch often takes years - must
be described as deficient and partly even non-humanitarian in almost all
countries. Here again, practices differ from Member State to Member State.

Some of the treatment meted out to refugees in the Federa l Republ i c of Germany
can only be described as inhumane. The Federa l Government admits that the
intention is to turn asylum-seekers away from the Federal Republic by measures
to ' reduce its attractiveness , such as a compulsory stay in camps, a
prohibition on working, restrictions on freedom of movement, a ban on cooking,
reductions in welfare benefits or payment of such in the form of vouchers to
obtain goods.

- An important role is played by the numerous welfare organizations, which
provide considerable help for the asylum-seekers by way of legal aid and

social care with the help of public and private means, thereby lightening the
lot of the new arrivals. Without the work of these organizations it would be
impossible to provide accommodation and care for those seeking asylum in the
Member States. Thei r importance can hardly be regarded hi ghly enough.

- Since the Member States of the Community and the other countries of Western
Europe are attempting - in accordance with the St Florian principle - to deal
with an international problem by national measures, they are neither coping
with the problems nor finding a European solution.

Access for asylum-seekers to the Member States of the Communi 

17. Since the beginning of the eighties the Member States of the Community -
and other Western European countries - have increasingly tended to close thei r
borders to refugees from non-member countries, in particular from the Third
World. The rapporteur has still not been able to obtain exact information
from government representatives regarding visa requi rements and instructions

to consulates and airlines on how to deal with those seeking entry. The
following synopsis of visa requirements is therefore incomplete.

18. Belgium brought in compulsory visas in respect of entrants from the
principal countries of origin in 1983 and this was extended to other countries
in January 1986. Ai rUnes can now be made responsible and liable to recourse
if they transport refugees without visas.

19. Denmark has a general visa requi rement appl icable to most refugee

countries. Under a special agreement reached at the end of 1985 between the
German Democrati c Republic, Denmark and Sweden, people from the Near East,

Middle East and South-East Asia can only receive a transit visa from the GDR
i f they have a valid entry visa for Denmark or Sweden. The main purpose was
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to check the influx of Tami ls which had recently increased. Since September
1986 a monitoring procedure has been carried out at the frontier to enable
obviously unfounded' appl ications from spontaneous asylum-seekers to be

rejected within 48 hours. Changes in the aliens ' law allow asylum-seekers
wi thout .a valid passport and an entry visa to be refused entry at the border
if they have already found accommodation in another country or their lives are
not in danger in their home country.

Heavy fines can be imposed on airlines carrying asylum-seekers without valid
papers.

20. In 1980 the Federal Republic of Germany made entry visas compulsory for
people from the major ' refugee countries The situation at the border
between East and WestBerl in, however, was somewhat anomalous. Asylum-seekers
arriving at Schgnefeld Ai rport - in the GDR - or overland through the GDR were
able to cross the open border between East and West Ber l in into the Federal
Republic without a visa. Under Berlin s four-power status traffic between
East and West Ber l in is regarded as being between the two parts of Germany and
is not .subject to border checks. In 1985 the government of the Federal
Republ ic took steps to ensure that Tami ls from Sri Lanka would not be issued
with transit visas for onward travel to the Federal Republic unless they held
valid visas for the Federal Republic. In the autumn of 1986 this was extended
to include all refugee countries of origin. According to an Amnesty
International report, the Federal Republic s embassies in non-member countries
often refuse to issue visas to asylum-seekers on the grounds that their lives
are not in immediate danger. Since 1986 airlines carrying refugees without
visas are liable to heavy fines .and can be made responsible for flying the
refugees back to their country of origin.

21. In France nearly everybody from Third World countries has had to have an
entry visa since 1981. Asylum-seekers without a valid visa are said to have
often been refused entry in the past. However, there is an agreement whereby
persons who are refused entry to the country can inform Amnesty International
orcIMADE (Ecumenical Inter-Aid Service). Since 15 September 1986 all
foreigners - except EEC nationals and the Swiss -are required to have a visa.

22. It~ signed the Geneva Convention of 1951 and the additional protocol of
1967, but has nevertheless made use of the clause in Article 1,B(1) of the
Geneva Convention relating to geographical limitation. According to this,
only persons who have left thei r own home land because of events whi ch have
occurred in Europe may be recognized as refugees. In practi cal terms this
means that offi cially only those seeking asylum from Eastern European states -
in addition to quota refugees - have a chance of entering Italy and obtaining
recognition as refugees. People seeking asylum from Africa are receiving
generous treatment in Italy.

23. Most of those seeking asylum in Spain come from Latin Ameri can countries
with special links with Spain .and therefore generally require no visa (Cuba is
an exception)u For nearly all other countries there is no visa requirement.

24. In the United Kingdom foreigners must in principle have a visa to ent.
the countryu Exceptions are nationals from COmmonwealth countries, who merely
need an entry clearanceu Although in principle there is no visa requirement
for Commonwealth countries, in 1985 - after the Netherlands and the Federal
Republic of Germany had tried to restrict access for Tamils so that more and
more Tami ls were turning to the Uni ted Ki ngdom - a visa requi rement was
imposed for Sri Lanka. Because of the public controversy aroused by this
measure, it was described as temporary. An asylum-seeker on the way to the
United Kingdom needs a transit visa to pass through other countries. This
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creates problems in cases of countries in which there is no visa requirement
for the United Kingdom itself. Requests for transit visas or other
information regarding destination made known at intermediate stops before
arrival in the United Ki ngdom are recorded by the poli ce and passed on to the

United Kingdom, sO that the immigration officers are often notified in
advance. Ai rl ines may not transport persons without visas.

The visa requirement, whi ch was originally limited to Sri Lanka among
Commonwealth states, has recently been extended to nationals of India,
Bang ladesh, Ghana and Nigeria. Nationals of Pakistan, whi ch left the
Commonwealth in 1972, now need a visa.

25. The result of this 'closed border ' policy is for refugees to look for
loopholes by which to bypass the visa requirements or to enter the desired
country illegally. ' Helpers ' are also hired for the purpose. Transport
organizations cash in on the plight of the refugees.

However, it cannot automati ca lly be assumed that spontaneous asylum-seekers
who make use of such organizations are not suffering from politi ca l
persecution and are abusing the ri ght of asylum. On the contrary, indeed,
most refugees, even those that are not recognized as such, are given the right
to stay or to reside on humanitarian or political grounds. An eloquent
example of this was provided in July 1986 in the Federal Republi c of Germany,

whi ch received most of the spontaneous asylum-seekers from Iran and the
Lebanon. There can be no doubt in anybody s mind that the majority of these
refugees have fled from military conflict , systematic persecution and torture
and the fear of persecution.

Asylum procedures and aCCess thereto

26. The principle of non- return (' non- refoulement' ) of a person seeking
asylum at the state border is now a generally recognized principle of
international law. In other words, if such a person requests asylum at the
border, his request must be received. The rapporteur cannot confirm public
allegati ons that same Member States have turned back refugees at the border
and thus violated this principle

27. It is impossible to estimate exactly how far the principle of
non-refoulement has been eroded by restri ctive visa poli cies and a requi rement
in some cases that airlines vet passengers ' visas before departure.

28. Obviously there have been and are moves to repeal the principle of
non- refoulement, above all in those countries which are faced with a sharp
increase in the number of those seeking asylum there. Denmark withdrew a bill
which would have had such an effect in 1985, but has now introduced a
procedure whi ch undermines the princi ple of non-refoulement. In the Spring of
1986 the French Government introduced a bill which was withdrawn after strong
criti cism by refugees welfare organizations. Since July 1986 new entry rules
for foreigners have been introduced the effects of which it is too early to
estimate. In the Federal Republic of Germany, leading representatives of the
governing coalition expressed the view that legal measures were needed to make
it possible for asylum-seekers to be turned -awa~'at the border.

There have, however, been reports in the press of deportations which the
rapporteur has not been able to examine, such as the return of 60 Lebanese
to Beirut in July 1986 from the border of the Federal Republic and a
number of cases at Zaventem Ai rport in Belgi um
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29. Ev.en though the rapporteur cannot as yet adduce the exact impli cations of
existing practi ce and the measures being proposed, he must nevertheless draw
attention to international and regional conventions on human rights, which
include the principle of non- refoulement among the principles to be defended
by the contracting states.

300 In its declaration on territorial asylum of 14 December 1967, the United
Nations General Assembly confirmed the principle of non-refoulement (Article
33 of the Geneva Convention): no-one who can invoke Article 14 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (' everyone has the right to seek and to
enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution ) can be turned back at the
border or deported from the territoryo

In 1977 the UN convened a conference with a view to the adoption of an
agreement enshrining an internationally underwritten right to asylum. 
failed to achieve its objective because no decisions were reached and it has
not yet been reconvened as planned.

310 The Member States of the European Community, Belgium, Denmark, France,
the Federa l Republi c of Germany, Greece and the Nether lands have repeatedly
emphasized their recognition without reservation of the principle of
non-refoulement, even in cases where a non-member state is demanding the
extradition of a refugee or asylum-seekero All these states are members of
the Executive Committee of the Programme of the High Commissionet for Refugees
(EXCOM) .

32. The counci l of Ministers of the Council of Europe, in its Recommendation
of 50 110 1985 on the harmonization of national asylum procedures, laid down
that the principle of non- refoulement appl ies to all those who have a
justi fied fear of persecution. The attention of the border authorities and
a II other authorities concerned was to be drawn to the need to respect the
principle.

330 When an asylum-seeker makes his request at a state border, the procedure
for granting refugee status follows the same course in princi ple in all the
Member States:

- After the request has been regi stered in a poli ce records department, the
immi gration board or other authority responsibLe for forei gners receives the
appl ication and decides on its admissibi l it Yo

- A central office decides on the question of tefugee statuso

34. The fi rst stage is of cruci al importance to the subsequent course of the
procedure. The immi gration offi cials carry out the preliminary interviews
which form the basis for the centraL procedureo The rapporteur was therefore
very surprised to find that at this important stage in most of the countries
there was insuffi cient provision for translation by trained interpreters and
insufficient Legal advice. The legal advice is generally given by
representatives of the UNHCR or refugee welfare organizations. There is no
regular provision of translation. In the Feder-al Republic of Germany an
applicant for asylum can, if he decides to take legal action, claim public
assistance to pay the costs of the case.
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35. Some countries have authorized the border authorities or those
responsible for immigrants or aliens to decide whether an application is
admissible. So even at this early stage the application is examined to see
whether it warrants consideration. The rapporteur does not know which
criteria are used for this decision except in the case of Germany and
Be 19i um. In both these countries they are at least defined unambiguous ly.

Example In Belgium the aliens department decides on the admissibility of
requests for asylum by means of the following criteria, whether or not the
applicant arrived by regular or irregular means:

- whether the application was submitted within the prescribed time-limits;

- whether the applicant, after fleeing or leaving his own country, has
remained no longer than three months in another country and left it of his
own free will before entering Belgium;

- whether an appl ication for asylum had already been made in a non-member
country.

36. If the appl icant satisfies these criteria, his request is passed on to
the central office. If he fails to satisfy them and the authorities concerned
reject him, he has the right to appeal and most applicants avail themselves of
this right. In Belgium, for example, some 10% of applications for asylum are
declared inadmissible by the aliens department.

37. In this connection two problems arise: the criteria for the admissibi l ity
or non-admissibility of the appl ication for asylum are appl ied differently in

the Member States insofar as they exist at all. When an asylum-seeker has
already submitted an application in a non-member country, that is not normally
taken account of in the asylum procedure. Therefore, there are no clear rules

on which country is responsible for examining the appl ication - and this has

already been pointed out by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe and EXCOM.

Example In France, a Decree of 27 May 1982 defines the criteria for the
admissibi l ity of an appli cation for asylum from a spontaneous asylum-seeker.
It does not, howev. , spell out possible grounds for rejection.

Example In Denmark amendments to the ali ens law of 19 December 1985 have
made it possible to use a simplified procedure for the rejection of an
applicant. If his application 'is obviously unfounded' , he can be expelled
with the cooperation of the Danish refugee aid organization after a shortened
procedure (48 hours at the border post~). There is no possibility of appeal.
Nor is there any clear guidance on when an application is obviously
unjusti fied.

38. EXCOM, at its 30th meeting in 1979, drew up principles regarding the
question of whi ch country should be responsible for examining an appli cation
for asylum: as far as possible the appl icant' s own wishes should be
respected. Asylum should not be refused simply ~ecause another state can be
appl ied to. Agreements which allow people who have entered countries
illegally from another contracting state to be sent back there may be applied
in the case of asylum-seekers only when their particular situation has been
taken into account.
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At its 33rd meeting in 1982, EXCOM aLso proposed that the decision as to
whether an appL ication for asyLum is obviously unfounded or abusive may only
be taken by the authority which is responsible for deciding on the question of
refugee status, at least not without reference to that authority.

39. UndoubtedLy, given the different monitoring procedures, there is a need
for provisions to be laid down between the Member States of the European
Community and a Lso wi thin the framework of the Council of Europe to define
which country is the fi rst country of asyLum and when an appl ication for
asyLum is obviousLy unfounded.

40. The Par l iamentary AssembLy of the Counci l of Europe, in its
Recommendation 1. 016/1985, calls on the member countries to jointly define the
concept ' first country of asyLum ' in order to improve the position of refugees
in orbit' These are refugees who have been driven from one country to

another because they have already submitted an appLication for asylum in their
home region or another country.

ExampLe: A refugee from Ethiopia flees to the Sudan. Therefore, the Sudan is
his first country of asylum. If he is forced to remain there more than three
months, he wilL not normally be accepted in the FederaL Republic of Germany or
BeLgium. Often refugees are forced to go from one country to another, because
they are not aLLowed in after a three-month stay in the neighbouring country
or are the vi ctims of repressive measures. This often means that refugees who
have aLready been on the move for several months and finally reach Europe wilL
destroy their papers to prevent anyone establishing how long they have stayed
in another country.

41. The second stage in the asyLum procedure before the centraL authority is
much the same in most of the Member States of the Community.

In near Ly .aLL these countries there are joint boards composed of
representatives from the ministries responsibLe, the UNHCR, independent judges
and even representatives of refugee we fare organi zati ons.

The Federal Republic of Germany appears to be an exception here: the centraL
authority is composed of high-Level officials who decide on the question of
refugee status. On the grounds that uniform Legislation is required in alL
the Federal laender for questions of recognition, the FederaL RepubL ic has
appointed a Federal Commissioner for asyLum matters, who is subject to the
authority of the Federal Ministry for InternaL Affairs. He can raise
objections to any decision by the central authority. In many case his
intervention means that the procedure drags out for much Longer. For exampLe
in 1985 an administrative court recognized more than 3 000 Tamils as victims
of poLitical persecution. When the Federal Commissioner raised an objection
the procedure was passed on to the next highest court. In the end the Federal
Administrative Court refused to grant the Tamils recognition as potitical
refugees.

42. It is noti ceabLe that in aLmost aLL the Member States the asylum
procedure, that is from the moment of the appt'icant' s arrivaL at the state
border unti L the decision to grant or deny him refugee status, is increasingLy
tending to take longer.

Thus, for example, in Belgium the average period is one year. In individual
cases it can take several years, in parti cuLar when the refugee receives a
rejection from the second authority and takes Legal action. In 1986 aLone
some 1 500 cases have not yet been deaLt with because of the increased numbers.
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In Denmark, too, the responsible authorities are hardly managing to keep up
with the demand. With 1 400 cases sti II not dealt with in 1986 the
recognition procedure is lasting for between 8 and 12 months, and longer if an
appeal is lost. 35% of appl icants initially refused recognition succeed in
getting the refusal overturned on appeal.

In the Fedel"'aL Republic of Germany it takes on aVerage 12 months before a
decision is reached by the central authority. The elaborate legal proce.ss on
which the rejected appl icant can embark may make the procedure last as long as
seven years.

In France, the United Kingdom and theNetherlands, appl icants for asylum
genera lly have to wait for up to two years or longer before a decision i 
reached, and in Spain and Italy at least one year.

43. In almost all countries, therefore, suggestions are being made for
speeding up the pl"'ocedure eithel'" by increasing staffing levels in the central
authority or by changing the pro.cedure itself.

44. Until now, Belgium has been the only country in the Community to allow
the representative of the Hi gh Commi ssi oner for Refugees to decide whether
refugee status should be granted. In the opinion of the UNHCR and the Be 19ian
Govel"'nment , however, government representatives should be directly involved in
the decision-making in future.

45. A special probLem for Germany is the political decision on whether or not
to recognize citizens from Eastern European countries. Every national of an
Eastern European country who wants to stay in the Federal Republic must
undergo the recognition procedure, though it is unimportant whether refugee
status is recognized or not. In the case of PoLes this goes so far that they
are forced to submit a request for recognition as vi ctims of politi ca l
persecution even when they do not claim to be such themselves. This is the
only way that they can obtain the status of de facto refugees. Both
politicians and representatives of the welfare organizations have already on
several occasions called for these groups of refugees to be left out of the
recognition procedure, .since they are placing .an extra unnecessary burden 
the authorities concerned.

46. The rules governing appeals or objections vary considerably from Member
State to Member State:

In the United Ki ngdom, when the Home Offi ce rejects an appl ication the
possibi l Hies of appeaL depend on whether the appli cant is in possession of a
valid visa: if he is, he can - with the help of the Refugee Unit of the UK
Immigrants ' Advisory Service (UKIAS) , which in principle is informed whenever
anappl ication is refused - lodge an appeal fi rst with an arbitration tribunal
and then with an ordinary court.

If he is not in possession of a valid visa, he can only appeal again to the
Home Offi ce wi th appropri ate help from the voluntary welfare organi zati ons
referred to above. The same authority which haS' rejected his appl ication can
review its decision. A judi cial appeals procedure does not exist.

It should be mentioned that Members of Parliament have the right to intervene
and therefore occasionally succeed at the last minute in preventing an
immigrant from being deported.

In France there is a two-stage appeals procedure. Criticism is heard of the
manner in ",hi ch the written justi fi cation of a refusal is drawn up.
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In Italy and Belgium no formal legal procedure is laid down. However" the
asylum procedure can be resumed if new facts become available. Moreover,
Belgium intends to introduce the right to appeal when the asylum procedure is
amended.

The Federal Republ ic of Germany provides a multi-stage process for appeals
within the framework of administrative jurisdiction. If this is fully
exploited it is a another reason why the procedure can take so long.

Denmark provides an appeal authority. With ' simple cases ' a three-man
commission makes a decision on the issue, otherwise the large, seven-man
appeals chamber sits. Approximately one-third of the appeals lodged are
successful.

47. The rapporteur draws attention to Recommendation No. 81 of the Committee
of Ministers of the Council of Europe of 5. 11. 1981 on the harmonization of
national asylum procedures. The Committee of Ministers recommends that common
procedural safeguards for those seeking asylum be laid down, and proposes the
following principles:

(a) The decision on whether to grant asylum should be taken by a central
authority.

(b) The border authorities and all other departments concerned should be given
clear instructions on how to deal with a request for asylum and, in
particular , they must be informed of the need to take account of the
princi ple of non-refoulement.

(c) Wh He the procedure is continuing, the appl icant must be permitted to
remain in the country of refuge unless his request is fraudulent and bears
no relation to the criteria of the Geneva tonvention.

(d) The asylum procedure should include the appeal. Even at this stage the
applicant should be allowed to remain in the country of refuge.

~) He shall be provided with all the assistance he requires in regard to the
procedure and his rights must be explained to him. He should be enabled
to make contact with lawyers, representatives of the High Commissioner for
Refugees and welfare organi~ations.

If these recommendati ons are taken as a yardsti ck for evaluating the asylum
procedures in the Member States, it can be said that up to now, although there
have been grounds for criti cism on many points, there have been no serious
violations of these principles.

Protection from extradition

48. As may be seen from the recommendati ons of the Commi ttee of Mini sters on
the harmonization of national asylum procedures, applicants for asylum may
remain in the country of refuge throughout the procedure, unless thei 
appl i cation i s fraudu lent and bears no retatt~n to the criteria of the Geneva
Conventi on.

The rapporteur has learned of a number of cases in which deportation or
extradition was carried out, OIL though the procedure for recognition of refugee
status was not yet completed (France). In view of the special significance of
extradition, it is necessary to insist that, in accordance with the
recommendation of the Committee of Ministers, no extradition should take place
before completion of the recognition procedure.
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In 1977 the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe took .up this
question in its Recommendation 817. It went beyond the recommendation of the
Committee of Ministers and proposed that the organs of the European Commission
on Human Rights be given power of decision in disputes over extradition. This
has not yet happened.

De facto refugees

49. It became clear to the rapporteur during his visits to the Member States
that there is an increasing number of refugees who have not been given refugee
status but are tolerated in these countries for humanitarian and political
reasons (de facto refugees).

In the Federal Republic of Germany this is the case, for example, with

refugees from Iran, Afghanistan, the Lebanon and the Eastern European
countries. According to the Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs there Were
approximately 270 000 de facto refugees in 1985.

In Italy, too, these de facto refugees p.resent a serious problem. As already
mentioned, estimates of their numbers vary considerably. The UNHCR
representative gives an estimate of 20 OOO~ the Italian Ministry for Internal
Affairs 100 000 and ' caritas ' 400 000.

In France, Spain, Belgium and the United Kingdom there are offi cially 
de facto refugees. The only distinction made is between refugees and other
foreigners. In the United Kingdom, those asked were unable to give any
statistics. According to an estimate by an official in the French Ministry
for Foreign Affai rs, about 30 000 de facto refugees are living in France. In
Spain the welfare groups estimate the number there at 500 000.

For the local communities in the Federal Republic of Germany and Belgium, the
existence of these groups of refugees is creating considerable financial
problems. According to the present systems in these two countries the local
authorities have to provide the financial support for these de facto refugees
and asylum-seekers during the asylum procedure. In the case of asylum-seekers
the expenditure is refunded from federal or I land' resourceS. In the Federal
Republic the local authorities receive no compensation for de facto refugees.

50. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe considers that there
is .a clear need for the .member countries to adopt a uniform approach to this
problem. In a recommendation from 1976 on the situation of de facto refugees,
the Par l iamentary Assembly observes that people who are unable or unwi II ing to
return to their country of origin for political, racist , religious or other

important reasons, need to be treated more favourably than foreigners
generally. The Parliamentary Assembly calls on the Committee .of Ministers to
draw up an agreement which would give de facto refugees a residence permit, a

work per.mit and travel documents. Furthermore, the Parli ament Assembly urges
that de facto refugees should be treated according to the principle of
non-refoulement and as many articles of the Geneva Convention as possible
should be applied to these people (Articles 17, , 24, 32, and 33).

The Committee of Ministers has taken up this recommendation and decided
(Recommendation No. 84 of 25. 1984) that the application of the principle of
non- refoulement within the meaning of Arti cle 3 of the Geneva Convention must
also be ensured for non- recognized de facto refugees.
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Criteria for determining refugee status

51. The principal legal instruments governing the right of asylum are

(a) the Convention on the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951 , known as the
Geneva Convention,

(b) the Protocol on the Status of Refugees of 21 January 1967,

(c) the Statute of the Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees of
14 December 1950.

For the granting of asylum or the determination of refugee status, aU the
member countries of the European Community make direct or indirect use of
Article 1, A of the Geneva Convention with the exception of the Federal
Republ ic of Germany, where the ri ght to be granted asylum is based on
Article 16, paragraph 2, p. 2 of the Basic Law.

52. The Geneva Convention defines a refugee as a person who, owing to
well-founded fear of being persecuted for rea.sons of race, religion,
nationality, rnembership of a parti cular social group or politi cal opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear,
is unwi II ing to avai l himself of the protection of that country or who, not
having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual
residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear,
unwi lling to return to it.

53. The concept of persecution as accepted by the Contracting States to the
Geneva Convention of 1951 had in view mainly poli cies of a discriminatory
nature pursued by the State apparatus of a country.

54. If the Geneva Convention is compared to the constitution of its
forerunner in the field, the International Refugee Organization (IRO) of 1946
it wi II be seen that the latter contained provisions not only on the
protection of refugees but also on the protection of displaced persons. The
IRO extended protection to a much wider circle and, in addition to the
persecution of individuals, also included refugee movements directly resulting
from the Second World War.

55. The Geneva Convention seemed at the time an adequate lega l instrument for
the protection of refugees in Europe. The vast majority of refugees came from
the East bloc countries, where persecution was mainly perpetrated directly or
indirectly by State departments. The Geneva Convention, drawn up in the
aftermath of the Second World War, answered the needs of the new international
situation.

As with the provisions of the Geneva Convention so, too, today the criteria
governing the recognition of refugees reflect a new view of the problems.
Thirty-five years on, the concept of State persecution as a decisive criterion
for the recognition of refugees is being interpreted in a new way. The
Western countries of Europe are increasingty becoming a place of refuge for
people from the Third World escaping from politi cally unstable situations,
armed internal. conflict or an economically hopeless situation.

56. The High Commissioner for Refugees has continually issued new guidelines
for recognizing refugee s~atus, which the rapporteur is presenting in another
section.
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57. From statistics on the numbers granted refugee status and a breakdown
according to country of origin, it is possible to draw conclusions about the
way in which refugee status is defined in the individual countries. Below is
a table of the relevant fi gures, i nsofar as they were made avai lable to the
rapporteur.

Table 4

Numbers granted refugee status, by country

Belgium
Denmark
Federa l Republi c

of Germany
France
Greece
Ireland
Ita y Geneva convtn

UN Mandate
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portuga l
Spain *
United Kingdom
* The 1985 law is

1979 1982 1984 19861981 1983 19851980

88. 6% 81. 5% 83. 6% 67.3% 43. 6% 46.8% 38%
55. 5% 42. 8% 48. 0% 44. 9% 25. 72":6%

47.

14. 12. 13. 26. 29. 16. (8/86)
56. 51 . 0% 45. 31 . 0%

24. 21. 15. 4:0%
54~0% 71. 59. 69. 59. 45 ~ 2%

45. 6% 51. 5% 32. 5% 20. 3% 16.8% 17%
oo recent for conclu ions to be drawn-

Principal countries of origin, according to frequency

Belgium
Denmark
Federa l Republi c

of Germany

France

Ita ly
Spain
United Kingdom

: Ghana, Turkey, India, Iran (1985)
: Sri Lanka (1986)
: Sri Lanka, Poland, Turkey, Ghana, Pakistan, Afghanistan,
: India (1984); Iran, Lebanon, Palestine, Poland, Turkey,
: India, Ghana, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Pakistan (1986)
: Vietnam, Kampuchea, Sri Lanka, Ghana, Za i re, Turkey,
: Poland (1985), Zaire, Turkey, Vietnam, Kampuchea,
: Ghana, Sri Lanka (1986)
: Eastern Europe (Poland)
: Iran, Cuba, Poland, C.hi le, Iraq, Uruguay (1986)
: Ethiopi a, Ghana, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Somali 
: Sri Lanka, Uganda (1985)

58. As can be seen from Table 4 the numbers of those granted recognition as
refugees vary greatly from country to country in the European Community. This
is an indication that different criteria are being applied, since the
countries of origin of the refugees are simi larD Tami ls from Sri Lanka,
Lebanese, Iranians, Turks, Ghanaians, Pakistants, Afghans and Poles are
entering all the Member States.

If the percentages of applicants recognized as refugees e.g. in 1982 in
Denmark, the Federa l Republi c of Germany and France are compared, the
difference can be as much as 50%. The Federal Republic recognized only 6.
of refugees in that year, Denmark 48% and France 56%.
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59. The figures in regard to Tamils from Sri Lanka and Turks also illustrate
clear ly the wide variation in the recognition of refugee status:
In Denmark some 90% of Tamilsa.re granted recognition in accordance with the
Geneva Convention. In th.e United Kingdom and the Federal Republic only a
small percentage are recognized; refugees from Turkey are virtually all
granted recognition, in the Federal Republic approximately 10%.

60. The rapporteur is unable to produce evidence to support allegations by
representatives of welfare organi zati ons that the authori ti es concerned are
interpreting the Geneva Convention in a restrictive manner. For this he would
need to have internal statistics which were made available only in the case of
the Federal Republic of Germany. The percentages for France, Belgium,
Denmark, Italy and the United Kingdom indicate however that there has been a
steady decline in the numbers granted recognition since 1982.
Undoubtedly, the way in which the critel"ia are interpreted depends to some
extent on the parti cular relationshi p between the European country and the
country of origin. The way in which diplomatic representations evaluate
politi cal developments in the European country is also an important factor.
All these considerations are taken into account during the recognition
procedure.

61. Even though the proportions granted recogniti on in the different
countries vary considerably and in some cases are very small, this does not
mean to say that the refugees are not given a temporary residence permit or
permission to remain in the Member States for .other humanitarian or political
reasons. In the Federal Republ ic about bolo-thirds of those seeking asylum are
not granted recognition. Those from certain countries such as Iran, Ethiopia,
the Lebanon and above all the Eastern European countries are thereafter
tolerated and not deported to thei r home countries.. From what the rapporteur
has learned, most of the Member States of the Community do not carry out
large-scale deportations.

62. In practice this means an indirect extension of the concept of refugee
whi ch takes account of the changed situation in regard to refugees throughout
the wor ld. The Member States recognize that the tradi tional concept of
pol iti cal persecution by the State as the main cause of the refugee problem
can no longer be regarded as a val id explanation for the refugee phenomenon of
today s world (between 17 and 20 million refugees).

However, the German Bundestag decided when it amended the law .on the asylum
procedure in November 1986 that applications for asylum should not be granted
if the applicant' s sole motive was to escape from a war.

63. Widespread violence, serious social and economic development problems,
hunger and disease, and natural disasters often lie behind the decision to
flee from the home country. A study carried out by Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan,
former High Commissioner for Refugees, into the causes of mass movements of
refugees, lists the following: wars and revolts, the breakdown of law and
justice, repression and anarchy, persecution and the denial of social equality
of opportuni ty and general fears about the future. Reli gi ous and ethni c
minorities are often not recognized as full members of society and are
deliberately driven from their country.
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64. Armed clashes and internal confli cts are a worldwide phenomenon. The
London Sunday Times has shown ina study that one-quarter of all nations in
the world are currently involved in armed conflict. Most of the world'
refugees are homeless because of such Conflicts. They flee from the senseless
brutality and serious deterioration in social, economic and physical
conditions brought about by mi l itary and other forms of violence: armed
confli cts are nothing other than a form of human ri ghts violation.

65. While it is true that the states often set national sovereignty above the
protection of human ri ghts, they have nevertheless, by si gning the legally
binding United Nations Charter (Article 1, No. 3 of the Charter), recognized
that they have a responsibility for promoting human rights. State sovereignty
should Serve precisely this function.

66. The present guidelines of the High Commissioner for refugees for
determining the right to refugee status recommend the following interpretation
of the concept of persecution: if certain social groups in the population
suffer at the hands of another section of the population, e.g. through acts of
serious discrimination, such treatment can be viewed as persecution if it
happens with the authorities ' knowledge or if the authorities refuse or show
that they are unable to afford those concerned effective protection. Internal
confl icts, serious unrest or a state of war may mean that a person cannot
avail himself of the protection of his country 01" such protection is
ineffective.

67. If a person leaves his country for economic reasons the underlying
factors must be examined carefully. If his financial situation is desperate,
this may also be the result of persecution by the State. If economic measures
adopted in the home country are directed again a particular section of the
population and destroy their chances of economic survival , the object and
intention behind the measures may be of a racist , religious or political
nature.

68. In consequence, the interpretation of the Geneva Convention by the Hi gh
Commissioner for Refugees recognizes that persecution may include persecution
by third parties, provided that such persecution ansWers the above description
as set out in the Convention, namely persecution for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political
opinion.

69. In practice the provisions governing refugees and the definition of the
concept ' refugee in the resolutions of the UN General Assembly and the
Executive Committee have acquired a new dimension. They now include among
refugees people who flee from catastrophes caused by human action. The Hi gh
Commissioner for Refugees is required to take action on behalf of people who
must be given assistance according to the fundamental principles of protection
under international law.

70. Other significant differences have developed between the definition of
refugee according to the Geneva Convention ~nd ~he Basi c Law of the Federal
Republ ic as a result of the extensive case-law cOncerning appl ications for
asylum. In its decision (BVerwGE 62. 123) of 1981, the Federal Administrative
Court set out the so-called objectivity doctrine. According to this, the most
important and determining factor in an appli cation for asylum is not the
subjective element of well-founded fear of persecution, as provided in the
Geneva Convention, but the question of whether the persecutor has been
politically motivated in his treatment of the person concerned. This doctrine
has had an impact in parti cular in cases of requests for asylum on grounds of
torture and politi~al and general prosecution. Only when the torture is
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politically motivated is asylum granted. For the determination of refugee
status in other cases, the proportionality theory is applied: this is based on
the concept of the individual appl icant I S well-founded fear, combined with the
decisive objective factors creating the fear. Here, the motivation of the
persecutor or the prosecuting State is only of secondary importance. The
important factor is the concept ~f fear combined with the appli cant'
political opinion, race or religion, membership of a particular social group
or nationality and the justified reasons for that fear.

71. The Anti-torture Convention 1 , which has not yet been ratified in the
European Community except by France, casts a new li ght on the question of who
is a refugee and who is entitled to stay in the country under international
law. According to Arti cte 3(1) of the Convention, no Contracting State wit 
extradite, return or deport someone to another country if there are valid
reasons for bel ieving that he is in danger of being .subjected to torture
there. The basic principle of non- refoulement has precedence over any other
commitment entered into, for example in an extradition treaty. The
Anti""torture Convention closes gaps resulting from the Geneva Convention or
e.g. Federa l German case-law. If an appli cant is refused refugee status, he
still has the possibiL ity of claiming the right to stay in the country of
refuge under Article 3(1) of the Anti-torture Convention.

72. Developments in regard to the right to asylum in the case-law of the
European Court of Human .Rights and the decisions of the European Commission on
Human Rights show that the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights can also play an important role in cases concerning the right to
asylum. For an asylum-seeker it might be more effective to evoke this
convention than the international agreements on refugees if the latter are not
recognized in his country of refuge as independent sources of law, as for
example in the United Kingdom, Denmark and Ireland.

The case-law in regard to the right of asylum established by the above Court
and Commission is based mainly on the following articles of the said European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms:
Arti de 3 prohibiting torture, Arti cle 4 prohibiting slavery and forced
labour, Article 8 on respect of privacy and Article 13 on means of appeal
against the violation of the ri ghts or freedoms enshrined in the Convention.

73. One particular problem arising from the Geneva Convention and the
case-law in general is that persons who are not persecuted because of some
particular characteristic or membership of a particular group but are living
in the crossfire of political conflict and civil war do not come under the
Geneva Convention. In particular, sexual persecution - as for example in
Ir.an - is not covered by the Geneva Convention and the related jurisprudence.
The provisions of the conv.ention ought to apply to all those who are
persecuted because of thei r sex or sexua l difference

74. The African countries~ which are the most affected by movements of
refugees, are aware of this, and in 1969 they drew up thei r own convention on
refugees, w.hich came into force on 20 .June 1974 (United Nations Treaties
Series No. 14691).

0f the United Nations of 10. 12. 1984

2See the report by Mrs d' Ancona on violence against women, Doc. A 2-44/86,
and the corresponding resolution adopted by Parliament on 11 June 1986,
OJ No. C 176, 14. 1986

, p.
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This was made necessary by the limitations of the Geneva Convention, because
the specific nature of the refugeeproblem in Africa is not comparable to that
on whi ch the Geneva Convention was based.

The OAU Convention is designed as a regional supplement to the Geneva
Convention, and Arti cle 1 echoes the Geneva Convention s definition of a
refugee. However, the OAU document classifies as refugees other groups of
asylum-seekers not covered by the Geneva Convention, such as people fleeing
from war, occupation, civil war or similar situations. 

Arti cle 1(2) of the OAU Convention reads:

The term " refugee shall also apply to every person who, owing to external
aggression, occupation, forei gn domination or events seriously disrupting
public order in either part or the whole of this country of origin o~
nationality, is compelled to leave his place of habitual residence in order to
seek refuge in another place outside ~is country of origin or nationality.

The OAU definition does not cover all displaced persons in Africa without
exception. It excludes, for example, people fleeing from natural disaste~s.

The OAU Convention is a step forward because it is based exclusively on
objective criteria and not on the subjective fear of persecution.

The Member States of the Community should move with the politi cal times and
attach paramount importance to the indiv idua l seek ing protecti on. The term
refugee should therefore be used of anyone forced to flee from outside
agg~ession, occupation, foreign rule or civi l war.

In the absence of specific provisions, asylum-seekers .are often only able to
claim the general protection afforded by regional and international human
ri ghts agreements. The objective of international law must, however, be to
lay down principles regarding the rights of a persecuted individual which are
generally recognized in all countries.

Social provision for asylum-seekers during the asylum procedure

75. Following the influx of large groups of refugees at the end of the
seventies into the Member States of the European Community, no special
arrangements were made for receiving or integrating them. In many countries
it is assumed that the influx of people seeking asylum is only a temporary
phenomenon and that no special arrangements need setting up. The tendency has
been to deny the problem unti l it became obvious that the number of
spontaneous refugees was steadily increasing.

76. So it not surprising that most of the reception centres for refugees
consist of former barracks, schools, hospitals and - as in the Federal
Republic now because of the large influx - ' tent towns , building sites or
sports halls. During his visits to the Member States, the rapporteur saw a
great many different kinds of reception centres.: some equipped with poor
sanitary arrangements, buildings whose condi'tiol'1' ranged from good to seriously
defective, dormitories containing from two to 50 or even 80 beds, in which
people were looked after by a large number of helpers or by only a single
warden, centres where medical care is provided and others, the majority, where
it is not. He could go on indefinitely describing his impressions. Instead,
he refers readers to the reports on the different countries.
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Pub li c expenditure on refugee work

77. The rapporteur endeavoured as far as possible to obtain figures on the
expenditure on refugee work by the individual states, since this is of
importance when it comes to considering burden-sharing. It was learned from
the responsible Ministry in Belgium that in 1985, Bfrs 329 mi II ion
(c. 7 563 218 EcU)

, .

and for the second half of 1986 an additional
Bfrs 20 million (c. 459 710 ECU) , were made available. In Denmark, the Danish
refugee organization confi rmed that it receives between Dkr 800 and
900 million (100 - 113 million ECU) each year from the Danish State for
integration programmes for recognized refugees. It was impossible to discover
how much is spent on asylum-seekers.

According to data from the French Ministry for Foreign Affairs, France spends
about FF 1000 million (145 mi II ion ECU). This includes the expenditure of all
the ministries concerned with refugee welfare. The United Kingdom gives about
l600 000 each year to the refugee welfare organizations (875 712 ECU) from
which they claim personnel and administrative costs.

Italy spends about Lit 28 000 million (19.3 million ECU) and Spain about
Ptas 1000 million (7. 3 million ECU) for asylum-seekers.

The Federal Republic of Germany spent DM 2000 million (952 million ECU) in
1985.

Access to the employment market

78. Since those seeking asylum are often housed during the asylum procedure
in communal accommodation with hardly any facilities for passing the time or
speci a l integrati on measures, access to the employment market is a matter of
great importance. For those seeking asylum it is generally extremely
difficult to get a job. The British Refugee Council and the French 'Terre
d' As ile ' - both refugeewel fare organizations - have foun::! that, although
asylum-seekers are given a work permit, only 20% find jobs. But at least the
fact that they are allowed to work in these countries produces a different
atti tude which gives them courage and confidence. In France, asylum-seekers
!Day take up employment one month after submitting their applications and in
the United Kingdom after six months, although it should be mentioned that
appli cants who were questioned knew nothing about this rule.

In Belgium an asylum-seeker can get a job if his application has been judged
admissible and the employer applies for a temporary work permit.

In Denmark, Italy, Spain and the Federal Republic of Germany, asylum-seekers
are not allowed to work during the whole of the asylum procedure, although in
Italy illegal employment is tolerated by the authorities. Changes to the law
on the asylum procedure in the Federal Republic in November extended the ban
on employment from three years to five (four in the case of wives and 2 for
children). Eastern bloc refugees are not allowed to work for at least one
year.

Access to social security systems

79. As a general rule, asylum-seekers do not enjoy the same rights as
nationals as regards access to the system of social security (health
insurance, unemployment benefits, accident insurance and pensions).

In Belgium, France and the United Kingdom, access is allowed if the
asylum-seeker can prove that he has a job.
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In the other countries it is not allowed or only to a limited extent.

Education and training

80. During the asylum procedure, appl icants have virtually no chance of
taking part in v.ocational training schemes. In some countries the children of
asylum-seekers are allowed to go to primary school (Belgium and Spain) and
young people are allowed to attend colleges of further education or university
(France). Language courses are provided by near ly all countries (Denmark
since this autumn - 1986). Where these are not provided by State departments,
the welfare organizations and the UNHcR offer courses. In the United Kingdom,

vocational training measures .are financed by the European Social Fund. The
programme ' for combating pov.erty in the European Community ' also includes
various measures in favour of refugees.

Restriction of movement

81. Under the law governing the asylum procedure in the Federal Republ ic of
Germany there are restri cti ons on asylum-seekers wishing temporarily to leave
the place where they are staying. They are required to remain within the
district controlled by the .aliens authorities. Exceptions can be made. This
rule exists only in the Federal Republ icof Germany.

Yardsti cks for social treatment

82. The Par liamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe deals comprehensively
in its Recommendation 1. 016 (1985) with the living and working conditions of
refugees and asylum-seekers, focusing in particular on unhumanitarian methods
of transport, the length of the procedure, accommodation and questions of
burden- sharing. The Parliamentary Assembly deplores in particular the
protracted procedure, the fact that refugees are forced to live in communa 
accommodation and in most countries have no right to social benefits and
cannot take up employment. It calls on the governments of the member
countries to reach an agreement as soon as possible on shortening the
procedure. The view of the Assembly was that the procedure should not exceed
one year.

83. The World Counci l of Churches, a non-government body, in its declaration
of May 1984 speaks against the ,use of camps to deter those seeking refuge and
against the publication and dissemination of reports about a ban on jobs, the
existence of camps and the denial of social protection to discourage people
from seek ing asylum.

84. The European Consul tat i on of Refugees in Ex He, a non-government umbre lla
organization of refugee welfare organizations in Western Europe, in a

recommendation of January 1985 proposes that asylum-seekers should be

immediately granted an indefinite residence permit, the ri ght to freedom of
movement, respect for thei r private life and human dignity, the right to
employment and social welfare, including practi cal language courses,
vocational tr~ning and legal and social counse~~ing.

Recognized refugees

85. If an asylum-seeker is recognized according to the criteria of the Geneva
Convention, his ri ghts follow from the Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees of 28 July 1951, the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees of
31 January 1967 and the Statute of the Office of the High Commissioner for
Refugees of 14 December 1950.
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The Geneva Convention contains provisions on the legal and social position of
the refugee, e.g. the right to work, aCCess to training, right to travel
documents.

The rapporteur was only able to obtain a limited picture of the social and
legal position of recognized refugees in the countries visited. It was clear
that the position of recognized refugees varied from Member State to Member
State - for example as regards practi cal access to the employment market, the
period of residence required before citizenship is recognized, etc. A point
worth special mention is that in Denmark recognized refugees enjoy the same
rights as Danish citizens apart from the right to vote in elections to the
Folketing. However, they may - like all foreigners - take part in local
elections after residing in the country for an unbroken period of three years.

86. Recognized refugees criticized the fact that they enjoy only limited
freedom of movement within the Community. A recognized refugee in France for
example receives a three-month visa for the Federal Republic of Germany, after
which he must return to France. The European agreement on the abolition of
visas of 1959 provides that recognized refugees in the Contracting States at
least should no longer require a visa. In view of the completion of the
European internal market and in particular the dismantling of controls at
internal borders a desirable objective would be to enable recognized refugees
to enjoy unlimited freedom of movement within the Community.

Concept of burden- sharing

87. The size of the refugee problem, in particular the number of spontaneous
asylum seekers, is different in each of the Member States. In some countries,
especially the Federal Republic of Germany, the governments consider that the
reSourCes for accommodating and caring for asylum-seekers are already fully
stretched.

For a Community of states such as the European Community it seems only natural
that these burdens should be shared with understanding between all countries.

88. The Member States of the EuropeanCommunty, which are also members of the
United Nations, have indicated that they accept this approach. In the
Declaration on Territorial Asylum of 14. 12. 1967 the United Nations declares:
where a State finds difficulty in granting or continuing to grant asylum,

States individually or jointly .or through the United Nations shall consider,
in a spirit of international solidarity, appropriate measures to lighten the
burden on that State At the sitting of the 11.12. 1980 the UN Member States
called for international cooperation to avert new flows of refugees and for an
equitable sharing of the burden. The Par l iamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe also calls in its recommendation 1. 016/1985 for a sharing of the burden
among the member countries. The idea of such cooperation needs to be examined
in greater depth and must be linked with practi cal proposals.

89. In some Member States of the European Community aCCess to the country of
refuge is already governed by a quota system 1 France, the Federal Republic
of Germany, the United Kingdom, Denmark, Italy'and Spain - to name just a
few - have accepted group after group of quota refugees from Vietnam,
Afghanistan or Chi le over the past few years. This quota system has proved
its value in the past and should be introduced into those countries whi ch have
not yet considered it.

Everyone who arrives in a Member State under th is system is automati ca lly
granted refugee status
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90. But a fixed quota should not exclude the possibility of allowing in
additional numbers of spontaneous refugees.. The advantages of a quota system
is that the countries concerned are better able to plan and prepare for the
awai ted influx of refugees.. When they arrive in the country of refuge they do
not need to go through a selection or recognition process. The integration of
the new arrivals can be carried out more effectively. By such a quota system
many .of those who have been tolerated in Europe as so-called de facto refugees
simply for humanitarian reasons are granted refugee status immediately. To a
quota refugee ' such a system, whi ch can be administered more effectively and

qui ck ly, wi II undoubtedly seem more humane than one which entails the
uncertainty and ri gidity of a long recognition procedure.. The registration of
the refugees settl ing in Europe could be organized through cooperation with
the UNHCR, as is done, for example, within the framework of special progl'ammes
fo r quota refugees..

There are also cost benefits from a quota system.. The cost involved in
receiving a given number of people under the quota system would probably be
less than if they were dealt with as spontaneous asylum-seekers. The costs of
the recognition procedure and above all maintenance do not arise under this
system, because the recognized refugees earn their own livelihood, provided
that they can find work.. This also means that more people can be helped for
the same amount of money..

91. The quota rates cou ld be fi xed according to the per capi ta gross nati ona l
product .and the population of a country.. The effect of the quota system would
be greater if all the Western European countries were to take part, not only
those of the European Community..

92. The concept of burden-sharing takes as its starting point the individual
asylum-seeker who requests asylum at our border. and who must be allowed in by
the particular country of refuge in accordance with the principle of
non-refoulement. Every country must be initially responsible for those who
seek asylum in its territory.. Since some countries are receiving a larger
influx of refugees than others, some way of redistributing the costs must be
found ..

93. The attempt to find the means for such redistribution entai ls recognizing
that the states have diffi culty in agreeing to accept new burdens.. For this
reason .. and also for the sake of achieving comparabi ity in the treatment of
asylum-seekers and refugees in the Mermer States - there is a strong case for
using the only device which is functioning more or less effectively: the
Community budget..

If this concept of burden-sharing were to be accepted by the Community, it
would be necessary to provide a common basis for decisions by bringing the
preconditions appl icable for the granting of asylum in the different countries
into alignment with one another and approximating the procedures..

The virtue of this approach is that it places the individual person, who
should be protected by the international agreements on human ri ghts, in the
centre, leaving him to decide where and how he ~ill seek protection from the
international community.

The protection of human rights under international law, which appl ies to all
mankind, cannot be confined to a limited number of people. Combined with an
international pol icy to avert movements of refugees , burden- sharing is the
best way of achieving the aims of the international agreements on human rights..
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The EuropeanCommunty ' s role in regard to the world refugee problems

94. The European Community, which regards itself as an economic, legal and
social community, has two-fold responsibi l ity in regard to refugees;
- responsibi l ity in regard to asylum-seekers and refugees seeking protection

in Europe,

responsibi l ity in regard to refugees outside Europe, l iv;ng in thei 
'developing countries

The Community s responsibility stems from:

- a general humanitarian and moral obligation towards people in need;

- the special historical role of Europe as a former colonial power;

- the Community s present role as a leading industrial power;

- the commi tment made in international and European treaties, agreements and
conventions to respect human dignity and human rights and actively promote
them.

The European Community s role vis-a-vis refugees outside Europe

95. The present situation in the Third World countries needs to be seen in
its historical context. The countries of the European Community are bound up
to a greater or lesser extent with the history of these countries by their
colonial past.

96. The example of Africa will Serve to show how the colonial past is still
affecting these countries today.

In Africa there are several millions of refugees. Of the present Member
States of the Community, Germany, France, Portugal, the United Kingdom,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain and Denmark were represented at the Berlin
conference on Africa of 1884. This conference rseulted in the colonial
division of Afri ca, a division which took no account of the geographica l
economic , social or political facts of African Life. It left a legacy of
artificial frontiers and structural imbalances. These artificial frontiers
are a heavy burden for countries which have now been released from colonial
power , and a source of dest.ructive conflict. Because of the frontiers
establ ished in colonial days tribes and groups with differing social
structures, customs, traditions and languages are forced together into single
national states, in whi ch one group of the population often claims power and
authority OVer others.

The new independent states were also left with a heavy economi c legacy. Of
the 31 poorest countries in the world, 21 are in Africa. Exploitation and the
destruction of traditional ways of life have undermined century-old structures
for survival. Together with the problems 'of hunger, over-population,
unemployment and natural disasters, this offers fertile ground for social
conflict. Between 1945 and 1979 there were 1 967 armed conflicts in the
world. More than a quarter of these occurred in Africa and claimed some
4 mi II ion lives.
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97. The Community must in the long term effect a change of direction in
development aid to help promote the resolution of conflicts in aLL Third World
countries and to prevent the creation of large groups of refugees. The
Community s speci~l relations with the ACP countries offer a starting point~
Since its foundation the Community has had a parti cular relati onship with some
of the Third World countries based on the EEC Treaty. Article 131 provides
that aLL non-European countries and territories which have special reLations
wi th Be 19i um, France, Ita ly, the Nether lands and the Un ited Ki ngdom should be
associated with the Community. In this way the economic development of these
countries and that of the Community were unavoidably bound up with one
another. Yaounde I and II and Lome I, II and III together form a body of
agreements geared to specifi Ca LLY defined forms of cooperation.

98. In the Lome Convention the Community has extensive machinery with whi 
to help to satisfy the basic needs of the people of the ACPstates and to
enable the right to development of individuals and nations to become a
real ity. The declared aim of Lome to OVercom.e the difference in development
between industrial and developing countries means that the Community has
declared its readiness to adjust traditional international law, in particular
economic law, to the development needs of the developing countries 1

99. Against the background of such a European development policy conceived in
these terms, the idea of ' regionalization ' of the refugee problem, of which so
much is heard in the debate on asylum, acqui res a new signifi cance. This is
the concept whereby refugees should remain in thei r own region, near thei 
home country, and be helped there. If regionalization and development
pro.gramme are integrated, the influx of refugees to Eutope will eventuaLLy
diminish.

The Community s role in regard to refugees in Europe

100. There are between 500 000 and 1 mi II ion asylum-seekers in the European
Community. The lega land soci al situation of these people leaves a great dea 
to be desi ted. The Member States must therefore be urged to ensure that they
are treated humanely during their stay.

101. Over the past five years the European Parl; ament has adopted numerous
resolutions directly or indirectly concerned with the position of
asylum-seekers.. ReLevant aLso are the Parli ament' s request to the governments
of the Member States not to deport any Tami ls to Sri Lanka 2 and its requests

to the Council and the Commission to submit proposals for harmonizing visa
requirements, the laws on aliens and the right of as~lum

102. The European Commission took account of this request in its White
Paper4 relating to the further development of the Community and the
compLetion of the European internal market.

cf. The Verbeek report, Doc. A 2-122/86

20J NO. C 175, 15. 1985, p. 219 et seq.

30J No. C 184, 9. 1983, p. 112

4COM(85) 310 final
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The Commission $ intention to respond positively has been demonstrated by the
fact that the President of the Commission appointed an official from his
Institution to accompany the rapporteur on his fact-finding visits.

103. In the preamble to the EEC Treaty the Contracting Parties agree to
promote the economic and social development of their countries by concerted
policie$. In Article 117 they agree to promote improved living and working
conditions for workers and to make possible their harmonization while the
i mprovement pro c eeds.

The concept of social progress enshrined in Article 117 also embraces the
social situation of those seeking asylum. Social progress must extend to all
those who live in the territory of the European Community. Basic social
rights cannot be tied to a particular nationality. The term ' workers ' in
Article 117 must al$o be interpreted as meaning every person who is available
to the Community s employment market. A special programme for improving the
social situation of the asylum-seekers and refugees living in the European
Community is therefore justified on the basis of Article 1171

104. All the Member States have endorsed the UN Convention on Refugees and
some of them th.e UN Anti-torture Convention. Therefore, the basi 
preconditions for coordinating legislation and practice relating to asylum in
the legal area of the European Community already exist.

If the Community wishes, as a Community of states, to afford refugees in
Europe a humane exi stence, the same laws and the same practi ces must apply for
these people in all the Member States. Redistribution of resources between
the Member States, whi ch are affected in different degrees by infLuxes of
refugees , must be carried out by means of the Community budget.

It is essential that Europe, this major industrial community, should play an
effective part in promoting political peace and economic development in the
crisis-torn areas of an indivisible world.

1Also see Article 2(1) of the Council Regulation (EEc) No. 1408/71 of
14 June 1971, OJ No. L 149 of 5. 1971, p. 2, according to which this
Regulation which is regarded as a basic social law, al$o applies to
refugees and their dependents.
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ANNEX I

EAN PAR LIAM

COMMITTEE ON LEGAL AFFAIRS AND CITIZEN' S RIGHTS

Notice to Members

No. 51/86

The following experts have accepted invitations to attend the hearing on the

right of asylum organized by the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens

Rights to be held in 8russels from 3 p.m. to 7 p. m. on 25 September 1986:

- Mrs Henrietta TAVIANI, President of France Terre d' Asi le

- Dr Peter LEUPRECHT, Di rector, Human Rights, Counci l of Europe

- A representative of Amnesty International

- Mr Phi lip RUDGE, Proj ect Secretary, European Consul tat ion on Refugees

& Exiles
- Dr Manfred ZULEEG, Professor of Public Law, Univ~rsity of Frankfurt

- Mr G:i lbert JAE~ER, Chai rman of the Comi te 8elge d' Aide aux R-efugies

- Mr P.M. MOU$ALLI, UNHCR representative in Belgium

In preparation for the hearing, Members wi II find attached copies of the motions

for resolutions tabled pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure whi 

have been referred to Mr Vetter for consideration in drawing up his own-

initiative report. Members will also find the first working document

(PE 95. 895) and the summary reports drawn up by the rapporteur on his visits

to the Offi ce of the UN High Commi ssioner for Refugees in Geneva, the Federal
Republi~ of Germany, Belgium, the United Kingdom, Italy and Denmark. 

The

summary reports on the vi si ts to France and Spain wi II be forwarded at a later

date.

-D IR~, IORA T~-GENERAL 
FOR COMMITTEES

AND DELEGATIONS

Annexes

4 Augus t 1986/ hm

122/85
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3 October 1984 DOCUMENT 2-619/84

MOTION FOR RESOLUTION

tabled by Mrs HEINRICH r'lr GRAEFE ZU
8ARINGDORF , Mrs CASTELLINA and Mr SCHWAL8A-HOTH

pursuant to K\.,;Le 47 of the RuLes of Procer2ure

on rl"',/ Lu:n fr'f- 9' ~3,:U(" re f".:;c,:,,; ;1"1 " ranee

Fng"~h LdltlOn
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Ih~ -~ ~rQe~~ D _E2rli!!!D!,

Whereas,

under Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed
by the GeneraL Assemby of the United Nations on 10.

12. 1948, everyone has

the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from pol 
itical

persecut ion,

under the recognized pr,inc:iples of international law, bi-lateral

extradition agreements do not permit extradition for trial or punishment
in cases where extradition is requested for pol itical or pol itically
motivated offences or for political purposes,

political asylum in France has a long tradition and constitutionaL status,

no-one may be extradited to a country which ignores the ban on torture
and inhuman treatment as set out in Article 5 of the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, Article 3 of the European Convention on
Human Rights and Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and
political Rights,

whereas,

the Court of Appeal (Cour d' Appel) in Pau in two decisions of 8. 1984

approved the extradition of eight Basque .refugees to Spain suspected

of being members of the Basque independence movement ETA and having
taken part in armed attacks against the Guardia Civi 

the Basques imprisoned awaiting extradition began a hunger strike on
1984 , when the deci sions on extradition were known, to avoid the

torture and inhuman treatment which they must expect if they .are
extradi tad to Spain,

the prisoners threatened by extradition are currently in an extremely
critical condit ion in the Fresnes prison near Paris and are being fed
f(Jrcibly~

torture and inhuman treatment against Basque members of ETA, or suspected
member~ of ETA , persist despite the end of the Franco dictatorship

according to !' eports by Amnesty International, the Association of Euskadi
priests, the bishops of the Basque dioceses, the Bilbao and San Sebastian
Committee of Lawyers~ the Basque members of the Sp~nish part 

iament, the

Madrid Group of Young Lawyers, the Pro-Human Rights Association and many
LocaL authorities throughout the Basque region, and between 1. 1981 and

30. 1984 more than 3500 cases of torture and ill treatment have been
recorded in poL ice stations,

CaL ls on the Counci l of State of the French government, in particular

the Prime Minister and Minister of Justice, and the President of the
French RepubL i c, to remember the undertak ing given at the beginning of
their period of Government in May 1981 to respect the right of political

asyLum even between western European states and not to permi t persons

to be extradited who, like the Basques with.Spa~i?h nqtionality, have
to remain in Frnnce to avoid political persecut io in Spain;

Rpqu.~t~ th~ Pf~sident 01 thp French RepubLic to refuse extradition
to ' ,pain;

:3 . It,struns its President to forward this resolution to the Council,
the Commi ssion and the governments and parL iaments of the Member States.
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The European Parliament,

whereas

under Article 9 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, proclainu~d by

the United Nations General Assembly on 10 December 1948 , no one may be

subjected to arbi t rary ex i le,

the principles and practices of international law demand that, prior to the

enforcement of a deportation order concerning him, a foreign national be

given the option of emigrating or being deported to a country of his choice

which is willing to accept him

this principle is also recognized in French law,

the fundamental right of respect for human dignity, and both Article 13 of

the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and Article 12 of the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, forbid that anyone be deported by

force to a count ry wh i ch he wi shes nei ther to enter nor make his place of

residence,

having regaro to the fact that

t~e French Government has since 11 January 1984 been resorting to the practice

of expelling Basque refugees and deporting them to countries outside Europe,

without allowing them the option of emigrating or being deported to a European

country or other country of their choice,

27 cases of forced deportation of Basque refugees to countries outside Europe

have occurred to date, viz. deportations to

(a) the Dominican Republ ic (Eugenio Echeveste)

(b) Cuba (Jose Antonio Mugica Arregui , Jose AntonlO L~rretxea, Jesus Abrisketa

Corta, Carlos !barguren, Pello Ansela and Juan Miguel Arrugaeta San (meteri)

(c) Panama (Jose Antonio Zurutuza Sarasola, Juan Luis Zuzuarregui Redondo,

Juan Carlos ArriarIn, Jose Ignacio Otaegui Mogica, Jose Angel Urtiaga Martinez,
Ascension Maria Arrate, Julian Tena Balsera and Juan JoSe Aristizabal)

Cd) Venezuela (Jesu.s Urteaga, Enrique Barrutiabengoa , JOSe Arruti , Juan Saenz Trecu,

Maria Arzola , Jose Antonio Gaston, Jose Luis Ayestaran and Venancio Sebastian)

Ce) Togo Clzaquirre Mariseal, Galdos Oronos, Castrillos Allende and Alberti

8eristain) ,

Calls on the President of the French Republic: and the F'F~nch Government to

grant pol itical asylum to Basques who have fled to France and cease all forms

of expulsion and deportation of Basque refugees , and especially their forced

deportat ion;

Irstructs 'ts Pres 'dent to forward this resolution to the C~uncil, the Commission

and the Governments and Parl iaments of the Memoer States.
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION

t~bted by Mr V3n der LEK

pursu.3nt 1;0 Rui.e 47 of the RIlLes of Procedure

on tn€' treatm\:r.t of Tami l refw;ee;; from S:- j L'3nka by
t;,e gc'v'ernmer;;:s of the Member S cates of the European Community
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I h~_g~rQQ~ ~ n- E 2 ri i2m~Q!,

whereas ;n the pres~nt situation ;n Sri Lanka members of the Tamil minority,
aI":! e;~pi)sed to thE danqer of drbitrary arrest , torture and execution by the

secur i tv forces

whereas, in view of tnt::se ;;i rcumstances, Amnesty International has urged
the vari9us governments not to return any members of the Tami l minority to,
Sri Lanka against thei r wi ll,

whereas the High Commissioner for Refugees takes the same view and has made
an offi c i al request to the same effect to the Western European governments,

whereas the governments of many Member States have fai led to reply to this

request and that as a result the Tam; ls who have fled to these countries
are in a particularly insecure situation,

whereas the recent meetings of the CAHAR committee and the Council of Europe" s
parl ;amentary Assembly on the famH question produced noreslllts,

whereas an agreement nas been reachf!d at government level to close the ' open
border ' in Berlin

whereas, in accordance with the stateme~t by the High Commissioner, it must

be made absolutoaly clear that members of the Tamil minority are to be ,seen as
poLitir.ai. refugees and are t:C! be received as such,

LI. whereas the influx of Tami l re-flJgees is ereatinq serious problems for various

countries in Western Europe and elsewhere

whereas, however, these problems can and muSt be solved in a humanitarian manner
by means of a compassionate policy towards refugee$,

1 . CaLLs on the governments ~)t aLL the Member States to follow the recommendations
M3de b) the ~igh Comrnis~loner for Refugees with regard to members of the jami 

m;"J!'itl';

Req;.Ie:;ts the gov';!rn.uents ,, 1 ad the Member S~at;:s to draw up as a matter of
urgen::y guidelines for a ;:c~:nunity pOLicy, based on these r~commendations, on
the reception, treatment and prote::tion of Tamils seeking political asylum;

Requests the go'Jernments of the Member States to abandon plans for closing
che ' oper'! border ' in Be,.: i'-

(..

Instructs its President to 'forwarCJ this ~esolut ion to the governments and

part laments of the Member States, the Counei L , the Commi&sion and the Sri Lankan

authoritif'5.
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DOCUMENT B 2-786/85

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION

tabled byMrs HEINRICH

pursuant to Ru le 47 of the Ru leg of Procedure

on extradition Laws in the Community
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The European Part iament

having regard to the ~fforts to aparcximate the laws of the Member States
of the European Co"-lI1unity,

dismayed at the fact th~t th~se cff()rts have made mast progress not in the
field of democratic PiJrticipat;on in and contral over natianal, sacicrl and
ecano.ic institutions ar undertakings, but in the field af state
repression,

whereas an approximation of tiJW and practice is taking place, in
particular where state powers are I.I~H~d to control, monitor and punish
personal and political c;anduct, for example through internatianal patice
cooperation, the CQfI'.p i latianand e'(change of data an Community citizens,thei r criminal prosecution, the; r ~xtradition fQr prosecutiQn ar
punishment, 131' through the practice frequently adopted between ~ember
State:; af illegal depQrtatian, to avoid formal extradition praceedings.

having regard to the practice followed by most Member States and their
argans of jw.tice of suspending or limiting the ban on extradition far
palitical crimes, especially in .dealings between Member States, a$ called
far in the CauncH of Eurape Canventian on the cambating af terrarism
(ratified by three Member States) and highlighted by the extradition af
Basque refugees from France to Spain (motion for a resalution of 5 Octaber
1984, Dac. 2-651/84)

given the present legal .situation, whereby Cammunity citizens who have
found refuge from extraditian in one Member State are limited in their
freedam of mavement even within theCpmmunity, because they run the risk,when vis'itinf,J another ~emberState, of being extradited ta the Member
State or third country that 'is seeking their ext~adition# awing ta the
bilaterally limit~d application af internatianal extradition treaties and
pracedures,

. .

conv"inced that the c:-cat :'In of a Europe.:m ~egal ari:!a of repression must b~ccunt,~:,,~d by strengthl'!"1ng th'" lega~ position of Community citizens "11th
rega rd tc, r~press i ve "tate me;tsIJres,

Recommends most strl)'1gly that Community citizenswha have found refugt
from ~~traditian in one M~rnbtr Slat.~ .shauld be able to mave freely within
the CommUh itv k wi thout hdVi~g to fi:!ar deportation or extradition to
another M~mb~r Stat~ or TO a thir1 country;

Calls on the govenll'ents (;If the Mernber States:

(a) not to grant any furthpr extraditions of Community citizens who have
alrt!ady found refuge from ex tradition in one Member State, regardl,,"-ssof whe;:her th~ ext raG; t' i.?n is bei ng sough t by another ~'emb~~ :, tat". 0:-
ov a third ~ountl~;

(b) not to pursue further the extradition of Community citizens 
IoIho 11,;1\'"3tready four;G r~fuge f1"om extradition ill a Me.rnber State;

InHruc;ts its President to torW"Jrd thi3 resolution to the Coul'1cil, theColI'!",iss~Ona"d the govel I"I!!',t'f1t;s and parliaments of the Member States.

WGevs) /2535E
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!h~_~~rQQ~~~ _e ~rli~m~D!,

having regard La the obi igat ion on the Member States under international law
to grant asylum to poli tical refugees

having regard tq the 1951 Geneva Conven~ion on refugees and ,the additional
protocol of 1967, 

whereas only a fraction of the approximately 12-15 miLlion refugees
in the \Jorla are enci'.:led to usylull1 in accordance 14ith the
Geneva Convent i on on refugees wh i ch reqLii res thf:appti cant for asy lum
co hc:;r!.Jour CI justi ried feu; of prr::secuti\)n on grounds
ot '" ace, religion, nationality, membership of a certain, social group or
their political ~onviction

I~herc:as lI1'ILlion5 of
th~ Convent i on have
e'"..vllomic and sac i;:) 1

or because th~y are
or hunger,

oth.er refugees IJho do not enjoy the protection of
let t or are Leaving the i r country because the
si tuat ion there appears hopeles.
seeking safety from internal unrest, armed conflict

concerned at the growing deterioration in the legal and de facto situation
on entry and during the; r 5t",y of those seek ing asylum in the countries of
the European Commun i ty,

having regard to the practice in tertain Member States of restricting
the o,Jpofu"nities for .efugees to leave their country by requiring
an en~!"y ',isa whi.ch IIIllst be chf'.ck~d by airLines,

whereas the f~deral RepllbL ie of Germany was criticized by the UN High
C'.'i~mi oj::; ;oner f Of refugees (UNHCR) in 1983 and subsequent years for
i 1.5 I ~niqLoEdeterrent meaSlJrEe'S I against those seeking asylum but
neve; ~heles~ co: I~il)uI::S it'i pri'lctir;es in vioLation of the Geneva
~ou'i'bl ~iar. ,~n f"l~iulJeo:;'

h",r",o. Lne;:;.;' practices in vif)Lation of international law consist
f~?it"y if! \;i,ecting those s~p.king asylum to camps in which there are
often tut3l L):lInaJ:c~ptable hygienic conditions, forbidding them from
ta~i~9 ~~ werk and providing social aid largely in the form of
so- c."" ,,:i 'J)uCI!~'~ tv oblain CJooas so that they appear to their
~'Jr;i6: er1' lironmellt a~ ~e~vnd class citizens,

\Jher~,1S l:lii ~CJf1Seqlj",'~Ce nf the degrading treatment of those seeking
asylum in the FederaL RepubLic of Germany is that refugees are
incre"'sinlJl~ seef,inqasyLum in other Member States which in turn are
attt-filpting to ~tem the increased fLood of peopLe seeking asylum by
SiUI; Lar 'J,,;ter'renL measures,

:;eek ing La c0dr. 1.er th~ trend under ~Ihich t-he ,$r~lt;uat;on of refugees
ill the ::w'opean (cm"n,nity as a European judiciaL area is determined
by tL~ M;:' ,"'\ber State 'dhich exerts the most repressive measures against
peCDi ~ seo:;k i ng asy Lurn
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concerned that certain Member States, in particular the Federal Republic
of Germany... expel or ext radite peop leseek i ng asy lurn to count ri es
in which they are threatened by torture and political persecution as
is the case with the extradition of Turkish or Kurdish seekers of
asylum to Turkey or Basque refugees to Spain

deeply disturbed at the fact that the Courts in the Federal Republic
of Germany, notwithstanding the less than glorious history of Germ9n
jurisprudence under national socialism, j'Jstifies this extradition practic~
by arguing that the danger of having to anticipate torture in the country
of origin does not represent grounds for as/, turn,

having regard to the constant attempts by certain Member States to restrict
the right of asylum,especially in relations between western European states,
by removing the ban on extradition for political offenceg
under the, pretext of combat ing terrorism

seeking within the European Community to establish basic positions on
the right of asylum and i3syluffl pol icy which place the protection of refugees
for reasons of international law and on humanitarian grounds above the
wishes of the Member States to avoid additional social costs,

whereas the quota of refugees accepted varies greatly in relation to the
population figures of the Member States and that the western European states
as a whole only grant asylum to a relatively small number of the world'
refugees,

convinced that the Communi ty should use its economi c and pol itical influence
to a greater extent in international efforts to avoid creating large
f lows of refugees t:H"ough a pol i cy to safeguard ~e..ce and appropri ate
economi~ measures to help the regions ~oncerned

\Jishes to see a special comrllittee on the rights of asylulil set up in the
European Pari i ament;

Favours an approximation of the laws and practices relating to asylum within
the Communi ty according to the principle ot the greatest social and
legal advantag~ in the sense that refugees would benefit from the laws and
practice of asyLum most favourable to them;

BeLieves that recognition of a refugee s entitlement to asylum in one
Member State shCA.lld automatically be legally binding for all Member States
of the Community (unlike the rejection of a request for asylum);

..;isnes ;;0 5~ reccg1ized cases of asylum enjoy the same freedom of movement
within the Community as citizens of the ~ommunity;

~avours a just dist:ibution bet~i,:en the .countries of the Community of
the social ~OSt5 i~vo:~ed ~~ t~e r2c~ption ~f refuGees, atlo~ance being
made Tor tne popul.at ~,-,') s: .:'= anCi 

';'

:e jf0::.$ ,;zt icn;;;L product of each
':(Jl,;!ltry;
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CaLLs on the 14ember States to ensure by means of appropriate measures,

that those seeking asylum are not turned back at the borders,

that regulations concerning entry vi5as do not make it more difficult
or impossible for those seeking asylum to flee and obtain entry elsewhere,

that every request for asyLum and that all cases in which
asylum could be involved are submitted to the appropriate authority
for scrutiny without delay,

that those seeking asyLIJm should be offered an opportunity to contact

a lawyer, a representative of the UNHCR or an organization offering
assistance,

that the UNHCR and the representatives of non~governmental aid
organizations should be granted access to airports, incLuding the
tr~nsi t area and other frontier control posts to investigate

possible requests for asylum of whi ch they are informed,

that all those seeking asylum are given a thorough and expert
hearing as far as possible on entry,

that those seeking asylum can for this purpose obtain the services
of an impartiaL and competent interpreter

that those seeking asylum are not detained or arrested as ilLegal
immigrants before they have even been able to present thei r request
for asylum,

that those seeking asylum are not held in expulsion custody for long
periods of time after thei r requests for asylum have been rejected
not even if there is no country : to which they can be expelled,

j )

that those seeking asylum are not sent back to thei r country of origin

wi thout being granted access t~ a proper asyLum procedure,

that DHlnns who do not cume under the def ini t ion of refugee as set
f)ut in the: Gene'Ja Convent' ion but who nevertheless have clear grounds
(or request ing asylum are given an appropriate legal status which
rules out compulsory return to thei r country of origin for at Least
as long a~ such seekers of asylum are in a situation similar to that
of refugee~,

to provld0 1 !l'lI.lu;, iurian soLution for people whose requests for asylum
have been r~je~teJ by due process but whose lives could be at risk

on their return to their country of origin

that the weLL-founded fear of torture must be recognized by all courts
in the Member States BS grounds for asylum, if necessary by introducing
and enact ;ng a LaIJ to thi s effect in the P,~,ft iam~nt of the MemberState concerned, 

,',',

th~t those seeking dsyLum are not extradited to countries in which
they are threatened by torture and/or the death penalty irrespective
of whether tne courts of a Member State regard torture or the death
pena L tyas adequate grounds for asy turn
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that the extradition of refugees can no longer take place before
thei r request for asylum has been decided on wi th the force of
law and after their recognition as being entitled to asylum,

that no particular deterrent measures should be taken against
those seeking asylum, in particular, no assignment to camps, no
ban on employment, no restrictions of freedom of movement within
the country of reception and no degrading method of granting
social aid,

that tho$e seeking asylum are granted limited residence permits
immediately after they have made their request for asylum which
wi ll. allow them to take up employment , take part in language
courses and vocational training measures and provide legal and
social counselling,

Criticizes the increasingly restrictive interpretation of the c.oncept
of a refugee as set out in ~he Geneva Convention of 1951 and the additional
protocol r:i 1967;

Note.s that this interpretation must take account of the circumstances which
nowadays caUse those seeking asylum to leave their country;

Advocates that refugees who have already left a country of reception
which could only grant them limited scope for integration ~hould not be
denied recognition in the new country of refuge 

because of the request
for ~sylum a lready presented in another count ry;

10. Believes it incompatible with the obligations under the Geneva
Convention on refugees for Member States to subject those ' spontaneouslyseeking asylum to a more restrictive asylum practi(2!because of the intro-
duct ion of refugee quotas;

11 . Condemns the attempts by certain Member States to remove the ban on
extradition for political offences under the slogan of combating terrorism,
as an assault on the right of asylum;

12. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council
, the

Commission, the governments and 'parliaments of the Member States and the
UNHCR.
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1. On 16 October 1984, the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens ' Rights

appointed me rapporteur on a motion for a resolution concerning asylum for

Basque refugees in France (Doc. 2-619/84).

On 30 November 1984, my appointment was extended to cover a further motion

, for a resolution, on the forced deportation of Basque refugees by the French

Government (Doc. 2-754/84).

I initiatlysaw it as my task to investigate the ci rcumstances described
in the motions for resolutions (II). However , both my findings, whi ch were
considered under the procedure adopted by the Commi tree on Legal Mfai rs and

Citizens ' Rights, and a number of other facts which emerged in the course of my

inquiries now prompt me to suggest a possiole future approach to this subject

(lID.

II . The circumstances described in the motions ~cr res0lutivn~

1. Motion for a resolution Doc. 2-619/84 (asylum for Basque refugees in
France)

The version set out in the motion di ffers in only minor detai ls from the
facts whi ch were brought to my knowledge. My sources were in the main
newspapers; Le Monde Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung Financial Times Le Soir
El Pais and Suddeutsche Zeitung. Alt their accolJnts present a picture in which
there are essentially no inconsistencies:

On 9 August 1984 , the Off,ice of the PLblic ProseclJtor attached to Pau

Court recommended the granting of an appl ication from the Spanish Government for

the extradition of four BasqlJes. On 24 August 1984 the court also authorized

the extradition of three other Basques.

at her case.
An appLication was rejected in one

The Basques concerned , who were being held in Fresnes prison , then began

a hunger strike: contradictory statements .as to their subsequent physicaL
condition , subsequentLy came from their ca.yn.seLs ,and government sources.

On 21 September 1984 , the highest court of appeaL (La cour de cassation)
confi rmed the deci sions of the Lower court (cf Flash DaL Loz No. 33

11 October 1984 , Jurisprudence).
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On 2,3 September 1984, the French Government decided that three of the

Basques concerned should be extradited to Spain and the remaining four deported

to Togo. The decision was signed by the Prime r.,inister , Laurent Fabius, and

countersigned by the Minister for Justice, Robert Badinter.

Speaking in an interview, the then minister for European Affairs and

Government Spoke.sman, Roland Dumas, indi cated that prior to reaching its

decision , the French Government had secured three guarantees from the Spanish

authori ties:

(a) The extradited persons would not be handed over to the police or

placed in police custody, but be entrusted directly to the competent

judges.
(b) The extradited persons would be free to choose their Gwn lawyers in

Spain. They could, if they wished, be represented by foreign

lawyers.
(c) Foreign observers would be allowed to attend the trials of the

extradited persons.

On 26 September 1984 , Lne Consei l d' Etat , to whi~h the Basques had applied

as the higr;est authority, rejected an appeal against the de,cision of the
government (cf Flash DaLLal , lac. ciL). The courts argued consistently at all
three levels that the murder charges which had been brought fell within the

purview of common law , and the accused could not therefore enjoy the same

protection as that afforded for ' political crimes

The extradi tion was completed on the evening of 26 September 1984.

The allegations concerning the practice of torture in Spain were verifiable

only in part. Amnesty InternationaCs annual report for 1984 Lists a series of

proven cases of torture (p. 301 et seq. , wh i eh general Ly occurred in pol ice

custody and invoLved for the most part persons being held under anti-terrorist

laws (see aLso PE 94. 889).

The guarantees received by the French GovernmenT also fefer to the risk

of to.t re and roa l t rea trnen t .

!n add; t ion , there are proceedings pending in Spain against a n~mber ~f

police officers who hdJe ~een ch~rgea en ~recjse~1 t~ose grounds.
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It is thus generaLly assumed that conditions in Spanish prisons have

fundamentally improved since the end of the Franco regime but that torture and

maltreatment are continuing in pol ice stations. However, a relative imp~ovement

in the situation has been observed there too. (That is why the competent

subcommittee of the Political Affairs Committee apparently does not wish to

include Spain in its next annual report).

It should finally be pointed out that Spain was among the fi rst

signatories to the united Nations convention outlawing torture.

Motion for a resolution Doc. 2-754/84 (Forced deportation of Basque

refugees by the French Government)

The alleged forced deportations did indeed take place. The discrepancies

in the figures quoted in the press are of no importance: more than twenty

Basques have at all events been deported to the countries listed (on the

four Basques who were deported to Togo, see above).

The French Government regularLy obtains advance permission from the states

concer~ed to deport Basques there. 
The costs of thei r residence and

accommodation are borne by the Spanish Government.

The use of the term ' refugees I to describe the Basques in the motion for

a resolution cannot be taken to mean that they have the right to the status of

refugee as recognized in the Geneva Convention.

III. Suggested approach

ALthough the circumstances described in the motions for resoLutions are

largeLy true, there are certain arguments against draw ingup a report on those

two motions alone.

Some of the request~ made in the motions have inevitably lapsed

with the passage of time. For '1stance~ it",l~an now be of no avai l to request

the President of the French Republic , as does paragraph 2 of document 2-619/84

to refuse extradition to Spain
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As rapporteur , I had oct:asion whi le investigating the circumstances

evoked to acquaint myself with other problems pertaining 
to the right of asylum

in other Member States.

I accordingly came to the concLusion that it wouLd be perfectly possibLe -

and moreover, given certain anomalies, urgentLy necessary - to draw up a report

on the probLems of the right of asyLum , which would afford an opportunity 

di scussing the probLems r-aised in the two motions for resolutions and 

considering the economic and sociaL aspects.

automaticalLy in the Community context.

The subject would then be placed

The two motions tabled under Rule 47 of the RuLes of Procedure cannot in

aLL honesty be taken as the basi s for such a report , because the scope of the

subject clearLy extends beyond the narrow complex of problems with which the

motions are concerned. I wouLd therefore suggest that authori zation for an ollln-

initiative report on the probLems of the right of asyLum be requested from the

enLarged Bureau , pursuant to RuLe 102.
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ROPEAN PAR LIAM ENT

COMMITTEE ON LEGAL AFFAIRS AND CITIZENS' RIGHTS
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~~-~~~~~~~

No. 44/85

Please find attached a short report byMr VETTER, rapporteur on the

problems of the right to asyLum, on the conference which he attended

at the off i ce of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees in Geneva from
28 to 3~ May 1985.

DIRECTORATE-GENERAL fOR COMMITTEES

AND INTERPARlIAMENTARY DELEGATIONS

,;,nne'

( PE 99 697)~:: j:Je! "985

! 22/ 3)
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ANNEX

The influx of people seeking asylum and refuge~s to Europe

~~ 1 ~~_2~!~~~~_ 1 ~~ -_

~~_

~iE~_f~~~i~~ 12~_ f~ ~ - ~~ 1~g ~~~

and government representat i ves and observers, observers from internat iona 
organizati ons and non-governmental organizations

Trom 28 to 31 May in Geneva

Short

..!:~

suomi t led 

Heinz Oskar VETTER , Member of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens
Rights

The impetus for the organi lation of these ta Lks was provided by the
observation by the tiN High Commissioner before his executive committee that
in Europe ~oday people seeking asyLum dod the governments involved are
con'fror.~ed with such difficult problems that a coordinated policy is caLledfer. The governments of aLL the Community Member States, with the exception
:1f Lux~mbourg, and ten other members of the Counei l of Europe and YugosLavia
;,ad sent representatives; observers from African , Asian and North American
states attended. The Commission of the European Communities was represented
by observers. At the request of the Committee on legaL Affairs and Citizens
Rights, the Bureau of Parliament asked me to attend the talks as an observer
in preparation for an own-initiative report which is shortly to be drawn up
on tlo,; probLems posed by the right to asyt.um and refugees in the Member States
of the EUToppan Communi ty-

The starting-polnt for the taLk::; was a note by che HigiJ--CornMissionei , distributed
beforehand , whi ch di scussed the problem of the large influx of refugees

refugees ' from social .3nd economic problems and the problems faced by governments
Jnd DP.0pLe ,;eeking df.ylum" against the backgrOI.nd ()f Europ'7an traljitions ar.d
stal;dGr,j$ and the legal position. Possible solutions wer-:; discussed , inCLudi,1g,
dc-a,,: fro:)l" the tradition,lL suggestions ' ;ncentives to return home, 'integration
ocady, resettlement), the possibiliti,.:s ;:-f co:Jperation between governments at

Eu~opear. :-cgionaL levet (consuLtation p-ccedure and tacH i1"g the situations from
....hich ri::tugees seek refuge).

TI;e :':'L: ir,CJ points \'Jonny of mention , 'merged from tlte C1ScU5sion by government
oe:)re~enca':;'leS: EuropE':: prc,blems wit" th';se seeking asylJm nowadays do not
come fr.,m refugees as defined bl th~ 1951 G'?neva~qnvent)on or' the 1967 Protocol
on the staTus of refugees , but rather room the grQ~'ing number of people seekinq
e'5::-3pe ' ,.(",". severt" unrest and 3r::;ed cor, f! iets in their home (;ountry; they sho~la
3E' 7r22-::eo !lumanE'Ly ai, d aw\-" a: L not sent bdCk to troubLeci a:-eas; the existing
Uw :;n :-etugees alreacy requires this; ir. this connection t...e imminent expulsion
~f f3m' . ~es from the Uni~cd Kingdom was mPlltlor.ed. The need for the industrializeD
cC"/::r~,,~ -::0 assist f"t:' countries where reTugees first appLy for asyLum by
ShoLJloer~n' i some OT tr' t' burdAn in a spir Jf SDt idaritv :;nd by seeking Lasting

(p-;:: 

996 0-:' 

,., ~" '
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,:oi.utions 1n the t'egic)ns affected was universaLLy ackn()wledged. The causes
of the influx of refugees shouLd be tackled by the UN or comparabLe
internationaL organizations. ALL governments wanted a speedier asylum
procedure. The Counci L of Europe shouLd make clear which state should be
responsible for considering an application for asylum, to prevent seekers of

asylum being sent from pilLar to post. Public understanding should be sought
for the pLight of those seeking asylum and refugees, who are in a worse
position than other foreigners.

Further taLks are to be heLd between the High Commissioner and governments.

During the discus$ion by goverment representatives, Mr Widgren . Secretary

of State in the Swedish Government, who ,""as apparently very much in favour
of these talks, spoke out inter alia against short-term work permits for
seekers of asylum. The German representative pointed out that in 1977 in
Geneva the FederaL Government had argued in favour of establ ishing the right
1'0 .:Is/Lurn as an enforceable Legal right for the individual under internat ionaL
law; he ~alLed for a Counc i l of Europe agreement on internat 10naL so~ idar i ty
ar.d the even distribution of the burden and spoke against the abuse of the right
to asyLum. The french ambassador warned against the danger of European host
countries ' rivalling one another in their poor treatment ot seekers of .asyLum.

In my capacity a$ .:in observer "ent by the Burp..3u .:Jf Parliament in preparation
for the drafting of an own-initiative report, lannoul".ced that a hearing of
the authorities and organizdtion3concern!o'd wouLd be proposed, as part of our
wor" , in order to take stock of tht" situation and improve the lot of asyLum
seeker~ and refugee~ uniformly tiH'~"~ghout the Community MeMber States; I stressed
Qur concern with the foLLowing points:

coord'f'lation of the right to asyL:Jm in the Community Member States,
mifOfm application or .the right to as:,.tLJm ln th~ Community Member States,
shared re-;ponsibi I ity by Communi ty Member States and poss'ibly a sharing
of the Durden dccordlng to e. g. popuLation and per capita income,

appointment of a European Community ofticer for refugees,

Community measures for improved social and professional integration of
refugees,
a coordinated pelle) by Community Member States , to ensure greater
respecr for nurnan rights 11". the home countries of refugees.

UnderstandabLy, the European Community bodies represented at these talks for
thp first time did not wish to take part in the confidential taLks. However,
the Communi ty and its Member States have aLready made avai table considerab! e
res')IJrces ; 1". t h(: Communi tv budget (Chapter 92 and Article 'IS!)) '1nd under
ArtlcLe ?,!'F of the lorn~ fII Convenrlon. Prf')yision is aLso madp for at LOC.:3t jog
funds ir. tr' is way in Art ic~e ?Ot, of the new ! om~Vt6nvention. It therefore
seems, particuLarLy in thi.i : lg~. t of the poLitical goaL of a peGpLe s Europe,
that the Cc::-.;:,,~nity !':Just r.~ordir" ct,~e the Laws 3nd poLicies c': its Member States
regarcina 6SYL~ffi se~~~15 ~nd refugees.

(PE 99 697/Af,n.)
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Please find attached a statement to the press drawn up by Mr VETTER~

the raoporteur on the probLems of the right of asyLum, CC::s1S!1ng

aT an account of his tour of the federaL Repwblic of Germany in

November and December 1985.

DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR COMMITTEES
AND INTER PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATIONS

~QC~~

----------------~':'

c'?"'cer 1985

::'

; i. 
-- Ipc , i4(, 

\. ~ 
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I ~ I S fn~_RgEQ!lLQ~ _I!:!L f g~gR~!:_ggEY~!: If - Q E - ~ g R ~~~r

'ollowing a tour oy Mr Heinz Vetter , Member of the European Parliament , as
~art of an inquiry into the situation of persons seeking asylum in the E~ropean
Communi ty.

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The European Parliament has instr\.icted Mr Heinz Vetter to draw up a report
on the coordination of the right to asyLum in the European Community. Mr Vetter
announced this on 4 June 1985ata press conference in the European ?arliament'
Information Centre.

Jver the past few weeks Mr Vetter has toured the Federal Republ ic of Germany
to acquaint himself at first hand with the legal and social position of
refugees. He has visited centres in M~lheim/Ruhr, Essen, Hei lbronn, Cologne
and Zirndorf and spoken to persons seeking asylum, representatives of the
authorities and political leaders as well as the representatives of the
Commissioner for Refugees in 80nn, the Federal Ministry of the ,Interior
representatives of the German Bundestag s Committee on Internal affairs, the
Head of the Federal Office for the recognition oJ foreign refugees and representa-
tives of the Free Welfare Institutions.

Early in 1986 Mr Vetter will visit France, the United Kingdom and Italy.
submit a report on his findings to the European Parliament in mid-1986.

He will

I h ~ - ~ i! ~ ~ !iQQ__ ~! h~ _ f ~Q~r 21_ !l ~QMQl if_Qf_~~rm2Ql

In his overall assessment of the situation of persons seeking asylum in the Federal
Repl.!blic of Germany, Mr Vetter notes that Germany has, characteristically, created
a perfect legislative solution to this problem, but allowed serious shortcomings
to mar the implementation stage. It emerged notably in talks with representatives
of the ministries and politicians that the instruments set up to deal with the
rDfugee problem - whi~h wi lL continue for decades - are designed to deter
refu8teS rather than to soLve the refugee problem. Furthermore, the deveLooment
af t~e situation since 1980 shows that aLL deter~ence measures, notably assembly

u~ee camps , the ban on work for persons seeking asyLum , obLigatory resiDence,
cl.t" i.n national assistance, mass catering, the introduction of the principLe of
paYi:1ent in kind , etc. have been to no avaiL. There were 51 493 persons seeking
asylum in 1979 107 818 in 1980 49 391 in 1981 , 37 423 in 1982 , 19 737 in 1983,
35 278 in 1984 , and 60 433 in 1985 up to October.
(Source: Federal Ministry of the Interior and FederaL Office for the recogni~jDn
of foreign Refugees). At the same time the proportion of refugees granted
~cGgnition has increased: 14. 0% in 1979 , 12. 0% in 1980, 7% in 1981 8% in

'~82 , 13. 7% in 1983, 26. 6% in 1984 , approximateLy 33% in 1985.

Two- irds of refugees are not granted asylum; however, in practice perso'1S from
certain groups Df countries such as Iran , ftho~ la , Lebanon and above all Eastern
bLoc countries are allowed to remain in the red~~~L Republic 

of Germany and are
~or deported to their country of origin , even if they have not been grantee
asy; "m.

~PE 10Z. 942/Ann.
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:r. \i ~e\~ of this - and Leav;"gaside huma.."::arian Gonsiderat'ions - det~rrer.c~
iiJeaSU,es such a.s those introduced since the oeginnif'g of ;980 are unjustifiable.
(hey creace ext ra paper wo~k for the autho~i ties ~nd add substan t i aLLy to the
fir~....c ~C!j. C'"",,,tribl.!t'ipn of t::!xpayers., For i~T':ancc, Bavaria and 8aden-
1;';' ': ::emb~r,;; ado,t that the; l' dete"rence meaSU!'C:$ ; ose th~m an ex t '"a severa;

~~~ion marks 1naadit.;' cn to Fed~raL PubLi\; ..;$s:stancp fer ~efugees whi.:h tile
F2de~al Government allocates to ~he l~nder.

;!'

.r:"'e- is no doubt that those :-esponsibie for persons seeking asyLum, f:-01l1 the

~\eari, cf the camps or homes to the aL' €n authorit:ie~ officia~s, sincerely 
desit"

to t~eat them cons~derately; however, they ar~ subject to p0Li~icaL dictates ~nci

3:-;: f,)!"ced to act as they. CO. ihey heve to de3L w th piob~,=ms- on the spot
~nen disturbances occur because of German-sty!.p m~ss ca~e~ing, because of

"gg,

ess or due to crc.mped quarters and becawoe ~t takes b~tween four and six

ea.-s Tor 2 refugee to be granted asylum.

~r Jetter considers that ~he role of the federal Commissioner who is appointed -
3:1d may be dismissed by the Federal Ministt~r of the If'\terior under Paragraph 5 of
the a~ylu", procedure law and ~s responsible! for es~abL ishing a uniform court
pract" '=F. in the FederaL Lander shouLd be .scrutin1zed partil;ularly closel.y: for he is entitLea

\;0 cppeal against any decision by the Feder.at Off~ce for the recognition of
fore" gn refugees, which deLays asylum procedures unnecessarily. Bet..een

'j June and 5 September 1985 the Federal Commissioner for asyl.~:'!1 affairs Lodged

a ti)tal of 1 028 actions to set aside decisions grant" ng asytum 
'.:0 refugees

by the Federal. Office in Zirndorf with the competent h~ghe" admi,nistrative court.

The rader-at Commissioner requested the Federal Adm~n"strative Court to examine
whether Sri Lankan nationals of T~miL ori9i:1 should be granted asyLum. Mr Vetter
,:ons iders that neither the Federal Col!1I:1issionP,.:'" nor the judges are competent

to ( ecicie on suer fundamental questions.

i'1r Vetter called on FederaL German polH iC15ns 0 '" aLL potiticaL persuasions to
lay down c,LearpOliticaL guidelines to deal Wit:1 the re ugee probLem rather than

~erely to deter refugees: th;s requires m~a~u~es ~t national~ European and
internationa~ level.

%~Q!r~QQ2!iQQ

:f\de'"' r:~e 3$ylul1' proc~clure law, pe:-sons s'2t"kin9 :I';;Y~UI'1 should normalLy be

;:c'Jr"'Ioda;;e-::' in assembly camps. -:-he thre~ most: ~opulous Federal. Lander 1t1$1;:ed

')'j 

r Vetter - Badel"-Wur~tember Bavaria and No~d"n~in-Wes':'falen - have

aeapted different approacres in this matter: 8ava~ia and 8aden-Wurttemberg
accomi~odete refugees iT) c:ssembLy ::amps wIler!" po'~sibte, whi Le Nor'drhein-Westfalen
con;;:;:~trares or ef'ablil"!; person~ seeking a5y~um to i.ive in decentrQlised
a;;cc,J," r.odation; under this s~"":eM they are h;)lJ".o:d in lodg' :lgs rented by the
c ;~y ;,;, ,tborities. In Eaden-W lJt' tti.:'!!1berg ther io:; 50 a ,:endency to provide

c"ce, "~a

, '

sed accommodation beCC:I..!~e" according ':0 ' he Ministry of the Interior,
the C~~p5 are over- (rowded.

1- ei' ~ 1re enormous di fferences betwee~ accommodation in Lodg'ngs a~d in
l-SSf:'fllt. cy camps. The asse!T\tLy camps whi,:h are ofH' h~;~ver~Ly crowcc' .i - with
~~ ~~~rage 5 ~a. metres l: 02 space Qer person - d0 not provide cDnditio~s

"""

:.Or-C:;I t w it:' human dign ty.
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In principle, there is not~ing wrong with accommodation in assembly camps for a
maximum of four to five months; however, persons seeking asylum have to remain

in these camps for up to five years. This is totally unacceptable on

humani tarian grounds.

In addition, during their long stay in th\! camps, refugees ar~ barred from working
or training and there are hardly any qual i fied staff to look after them.

If refugees are accommodated in assembly camps or temporary homes, minimum
standards must be fulfilled as regards accommodation, benefits and care as laid
down, for instance, by the Free Welfare Associations.

I Q~_e riDE i Ql ~_Qf- Qslm~Q 1- 10_~ log

Nordrhein-Westfalen, Baden-Wurttemberg and Bavaria have adopted differing arrange-
ments regarding benefits to refugees. Bavaria and Baden WUrttemberg apply the

principle of payment in kind, i. e. they provide mass catering and an allowance

of approximately OM 7.0. - whichgeneraUy has to cover travell lng expenses and
other small contingencies of everyday life; where refugees are housed in

decentral ised accommodation, Bavaria and Baden-Wurttemberg pay them in 
kind.

In Nordrhein-Westfalen persons seeking asylum receive OM 390.
- under the

Federal National Assistance Law and have to provide for themselves.

~ass catering pays only scant attention to the ethnic and religious eating habits
" oersons seeking asylum and is also a source of unrest and frequent conflict in

ugee accommodation. For short periods of time - three to four months - this
type .of catering would be quite acceptable; however, in view .of the Long period
of t" me involved - up to five years - this principle of payment in kind is
unacceptable on humanitarian grounds.

~Q~~ ~ l~Qrl_I~~lQ~Of ~

Par-=~raph 25 of the Asylum Procedure Law lays down the conditions under which

oe,sons seek ing asylum may temporari ly leave thei r place of residence. Thus

~~e 0l iens authority may allow foreigners to Leave their permitted area of
rp' " (;2n-::e ;:emporari ly if there are ur,gent reason5 for this or if they have an

f:"pc" '1t1\en': with authorised persons, the high (:ommisSloner for refugees or
;t., ,')rganizations concerned with the welfare of refugee::;.

"~~.

~-::ti~2 , however , this residence obLigation often leads to aosurd, indeed
;"'~'j::-'.1n decisions. Thus persons seeking asyLum have been prev'~;"\ted from attending

a visit of the President of the federal Republic, an informa~ion meeting by
t"-; church on refugee problems and a chri stening of a nephew.

S1~~L~Q_ ::iQ!:~

c:-= g:-,ers seeking asylum in the Federal Republic of Germany dr":? prohibited
Tfey werking while their application is being processed. The various L~nder
have adopted different arrangements in this ma ttet";'" In Baden-Wurttemoerg
:Jt?rsons seeking asy'lum are prohibited from working for the entire period during
HI" Cl thei r case i 5 processed; whi le in other Lander the ban lasts for two years.
::2:.~ ern :JLock refugees are also treated differently; they ar!~ barred from
~cr~ing for up to one year. furthermore, persons seeking asylum may not rake

part in vocational training vr education; they are thus condemned to remain
;~le: a Lifting of this ban on work wouLd have a negligible imoact on the labour

:narket.

(PE 102. 942/Ann. )
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~ 2 r~ _2! _e~r ~QQ~-2 ~~~iQg_S2 ~ 1 ~m

rn the assembly camps it was noticeable that there are cnl~' very few trained
staff for tucking after refugees. Moreovr:t ~:-Je er'Jotherapeutic measures
and sports faci l ities are very l irnited. No trained interpreters for
ensu:"j,1g smooth communication between persons seeking asylum and the administration
~~d teaders of homes were in evidence. On the credit side, many groups in the
population are endeavouring to look after persons seeking asylum and establ ish
social contacts between them and the local population. As regards care,
minimum standards should be fulfilled on the lines formulated and demanded by
the Free Welfare Associations.

~ ~!.:~ 

!1.2 !:'._Q LQ!:Qf~9!:!r: ~

Public officials and politicians as well as tile persons seeking asylum themselve$
complained about the ~ong duration of the asylum procedure. on average it
takes a person four years to be granted asylum; in some cases people have to
ait eight or nine years. According to the .Federal Office in Zi rndOrf the
local aliens authorities take approximately three to four months to submit an
application to Zirndorf. The Federal Offices takes ten .and a half months 
for October 1985) to consider a case. According to its director, the Federal
;ffice wa~ able substantially to shorten the procedure for reCognition of refugee
5tatus this year by the recruitment of additional staff. The process is
d?layed when the Federal Commissioner for Refugee Affairs (in the case of the

;amils for instance) or the refugees ' lawyers lodge appeals with the higher
administr~tive court. It is noti~eabLe that the Llnd~r Bavari~ and Baden-

;,,~'

rttel11b€rg take almost twice as long as Nordrhein-Westfalen to grant asylum.
A r~~r~~~ntative of the Bavarian State Ministry and the director of the Federal
Cffice attr~buted this to the ' burden of cases ' which had accumulated from
prpvious years.

~~_

E2~ ~Q- ~~:!.~9~~~

~t emr-" ged in the course of r"r Vetter s visits That an inc:-easing number of

0fu9~e~ who have nQtbeen granted asylum are nevertheless given accommodation
:-.d ar:~ adowed to remain in the Federal Repubtic on humanitarian grounds -

bly refugees from Iran, Ethopia, Lebanon and ta~tern bloc countries.
~cording to the Federal Ministry of the Interior there are at present
~2~ 000 de facto refugees in the Federal Republic of Germany.

;:: 

b~came cI. ea r in the course of discuss ions "Chat there was nO reason why per::;ons
~c" .g ao;;yi.um from these countries should be noused in assembly camps and

::,b ccn'ititute an unnecessary burden for the administrative courts if they a~
.::LLow~a to remain in the Federal Republlc even witholJt being granted asylum.
'he ~ncre~sing number of the de facto regufees constitue a substantial drain
:~I r.ne rf:sources of the communes~ since it is they rather than the Land - or
:e~eriL Government - that provide for de facto refugees.

: :-,

1 1 i~!if21_r:~fQ.cQLQL!:~f!:!g~~~

f~ oecame clear ~ n the course o'f numerous discussions that assessments of the
"'l' rnbe~s of refugees and persons seeking asylum in the Federal Republic of
-:,~!'I\aI"Y I/ar;- col"siderably. The Federat f4inistry of the Interior issued the

t PE 102. 942/Ann )
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following figures in September 1985:

At ~resent there are total of approximately 605 000 refugees residing in the
Federal Republic of Germany. Thi-sfigure can be brokl:n down as follows:

5'1 .0.0.0 persons entitled to asylum
- approximately 118.0.0.0 members of their families
- approximately 31 .oDD ' quota ' refugees, admitted as part of humanitarian

aid (e.g. from Southeast Asia)
- 42 0.00 stateless foreigners,
- 5 .0.00 refugees recognised abroad with members of thei r families, who
have arrived in the Federat Republic of Germany,

- approximately 22.0 .oDe de facto refugees; these are persons who have
submitted no appl ication for asylum or whose appl ication has been
rejected, but who - for humanitarian or political reasons - extended
vQluntary departure - are not deported to the; r country of origin and

- approximately 130 COO applicants for asylum whose applications are still
being processed.

There is therefore one refugee per 1.01 inhabitants of the' Federal Republ 
of Germany

According to the UN Commissioner 
for refugees on i jaruary 1985 there were 126 700refugees in the Federal Republic; he estimated that since 1952 the Federal

Repucl ic of Germany has granted asylum to approximately 12.0 00.0 appl icants.
The figures of the Federal Ministry of the Interior differ considerably
from those of the High Commissioner for Refugees, even allowing for a margin
of error of sa DOC either way.

They are therefore unsuitable for international comparisons since the UN-
Commissioner for Refugees uses the same statistical methods in respect of all
,::ount r; es.

UNHCR-figures as cn 1 Jal"luarl' 1985.

O~nl1'ck: 8 5.0.0 , UniteD Kingdom: 135 000, HcLlanci: 15 100, Belgium: 36 4.00
the F~deral Republic of Germany ~26 700 , France: 169 900, ItaLy: 15 100,

e,=ce: t. 0.00, Spain: 1.0 000, Portugal: 600, Sweden 90 50.0, Norway: 10 .0.00btria: 20 5.00, Switzerland: 3~ 200.

jq, 

:r' ternctional comparison would have to be b~sed either on the UNHCR figures
or tne f~ gures supoL ied by the individ~aL countr es. If the figures provided

~j 

di: lndividual country - as in the case of the federal RepubLic of
GH'1'.ary - are combined with tJNHCR figures, thlS gives distorted picture
of tne ~e2L situation.

:;cc;:onaLizat" c.,

-- ~~,- ----------

SO":€' DoL i t i cans have proposed scheme for the regional ization of the refugeeprobl2m. Th' s means that refugees from Third' Wor~~ countries fleeing crisesa,.,d "unger should not come to Europe but be accommodated in neighbouring states.
Give., that there are between 17 and 2.0 miLlicnrefugees today, and in view of
the concentration in some states (e.

g. 

70.0 .0.0.0 refugees in Somalia, 69.0 0.0.0 inS:~jar. , 250 000 Tn8urundi '2 900 .0.00 in Pak' star-, 1 80.0 0.0.0 in Iran) it is:Leer tnat only a very smaLL propo:-tion of refugees comes to .Europe. The UN
:-'omm; ssi(1/'1er "or Refugees est imates the number of persons seeking asyLum in

(PE 102. 942/Ann)
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EurGP~ as follo~s: 80 700 in 1982, 67 000 in 1983 and 103 500 in 1984.

~~ ,;; dcl:otful whether sucna small trickle of refugees to Europe can be
.w:-+:. 'r r(;'I"jiof'lsL ized.

~. -:-:--,;; 

regionaLization scheme is intended seriously, the UN Member States
; ~ L nave to increase their contribution substantially to finance the work of the

:.14 :iigi'1 Carmissicner for Refugees. In February 1985 the High Commissioner complained
f:hat resources were inadequate and that on the present ~ and the pLanned -
bud~et he could not even guarantee the survi va l of refugees in many refugee
':;,;;;05.

e ~2Q 2 ~~l L!Q_ fQQ'!:Q Q~ !~_ !!l L rig!!:L QL~~Yl!:!!!!

r"r Vetter interprets his mandate as proof that the European Parl Lament is

tak ing senousLy its seLf-appointed task of developing d sociaL and legaL

C(iITHnunity. He consider"s that the European Community does not wish to remain
merely an economic community. Having learned the lessons of the past it seeks
to create ever closer ties between the peopLe of Europe: this is its responsibility

beforE' the w.or ld.

~, Vett~rmaintains that Europe must serve as a model and guarantor for resp~ct of
~uman rights and the protection of refugees. This applies notably to the

European Community, the only community of states in the ~orld which may lay
dc,,"r supranational legislation which is binding at national level. For this
reason ,a people s Europe must also include the right of asyL'.Jm. This is a 

:t1?tter

(;;

- ~;rgent necessity in view of the proposecj Legislation to abolish identity
c()ntrols at the Community s internal frontiers and to create a generaL right

of resid.:mce. Iii this connection it is important not to seal the Community off
from the Member States of the Counci l of Europe.

1", 'V":' tef (;onsiders ttlat the following me.asures in particular are r.ecessary ;"1

. '

c;,::,' t'; ac;lieve E~,lrcpean coordif1ation:

, ~~e tC0rd\narion af the r1ght of asylum in ~he EC Kember 5tat~s so as to
larlfy ~na make legally binding ~n Communi:y countries t~e ~e~eral applicdti~n

tiT th~ right of asylum in its present torm and of the recommendat ;ons of the
IJN ;; gh Commissioner in respect of refugees. it should qrohibit the forced

oeciod of res'idence in camps for the dur3tion of th-2 recJ':1n~tion ,-roced...r,:,
t0e compuLsory labour requirements , the practice of arresting refugees at

,-,,~t~onai

, ~

"'ontiers without Legal justi' ficatior: and violations oi' the pritic-;ple
of non~re~atriation. The durat~on of th~ recognition procedure must be
snv, teneo, without reducing legal protection in difficult cases. A .;;oord-

1tiatlD~ 01 the right to asylum should under no ,ircumstances Lead to a
(jeneral reouctio:1 in reiugees ' ri';Jhts.

- ;~~s fpoL es eQ0alLy to the standardization and the improvea appLica:ion
The rigor to asylum in the EEC countries. .' IhopGssib-le this should oe

=.~

rieJed Cy s:rengthening the committees laying aown recommendations for
'~'Ju, pra.~tj.;;;:! and by qiving the Court of Justice of the European Community
.~ ~0~embourg and tne European Human R ignes court in St raspourg toe
gnt to review cases in this field.

(PC 102, 942/Ann )
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- A common responsibil ity of EEC Member States to accept refugees and, if

necessary, a distribution of the burden according to popuLation and per

capita income of EEC countries, but without depriving refugees 
of the free

choice of their host country.

- The appointment of an EEC Commi ssioner for refugees who could act as an
intermediary between persons seek ing asy lum and the authoritri es and seek
cooperation betwe.en the parl iaments.

- r"easures for better professional and social integration of refugees, if
possible with EEC assistance.

A coordinated policy of the European Community and the Member States vis- vis
refugees ' countries of origin so as to safeguard human rights at source.

Mr Vetter caLls on the governments of Member States to aLLow free access to
facts, figures and planning reLating to refugee poLicy since this is the
necessary basis for any objective discussion and constructive proposals forsolutions. 

)y1seLdorf , 4 ,December 1985

( PE 102. 942fAnn /
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COMMITTEE ON LeGAL AfFAIRS AND Cln:z.r:NS' RIGHTS

Notice to ~embers

No. 14/86

Please find attached a repon by Mr VETTER, rapport~ur on the right of asylum,

on his visit to the Kingdom ot8elg;um in February 1986.

DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR

COMMITTEES AND DELEGATIONS

Anne;(

14 Marcn 1986/hm

De. -apt
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Synopsis ~f the Legal and social situation of p~rsDns

sEeking asylum and retug~es in e~lgium

On 26 and 27 February 1986 the rapporteur carried out an on-the-
spot

investigation of the legal, eccncmic and social situation of persons

seeking asylum and refugees i11 Be, j . ilm.

He ,,; sited a reception centre (Cenue d' accuei U for persons seeking

asylum in Braine-le-Comte and had talks with representatives of the UNHCR,

the Ministry of Justice and the State Secretariat for Social Emancipation

and with independent welfare organizations.

In general, these discussions and the e:::amination of numerous documents

revealed that the situation regarding asylum is comparatively liberal in

a~lgium.

In view of the sharp increase in the number uf persons seeking asylum,

howe-ve, , fa('- reachingchanges are to ce made in the near future.

1. Le9a~ basl s and procedure for the grant of asylum

(. .

The :1rant .of refugee status is governed ir" B~Lgium by the provisions of

the 1951 Geneva conventionF tne additional P~uto~0i of 1967 and a number

of 8eLgian (amending) laws and implementing provisions.

The procedure for the award of refugee status consists, in principle and

in the majority of cases, of t~c stages

(a) the Ministry of Justic? ( :3\11::0S depa:" ment) decides on the

admissibility of appl~c~tions

(b) the UNHCR representati'd decides on the grant of refugee status.

The aLiens department of the Minis~ry of Justice decides on the

admissibility of requests for asylum, regardless of the regularity 

o~herwise of the method of entry into the country, on the basis of the

fallowing criteria:

The speciaL case 0t t~~ 3a-caLLed ' assimilated' refugees wiLL not be
discu,;sed here since it barely ever arose in oractice. Nor is any
reference made tp quotas of refugees since they benefit from simplified
procedures and provi~ions.

- 6S -
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- whether the specified deadlines for the submission of applications have

been r.espected

- whether the applicant, after Leaving his/her country of origin
, did not

stay in another country for lonf!er than three months and was not

expelled from that country before entering Belgium

- whether a request for the grant of asylum has been submitted in another

count ry.

If a request for the grant of asylum is declared admissible by the

Ministry of Justice (aliens department)~ the UNHCR representative is

informed accordingly so that he can take the final. decision on the award

of refugee ::.tatus. It is possible to If)dge an .appeal in the event that

the Ministry of Justice does not come to a favourable decision on the

request - approximately 10% of the requests are declared inadmissible by

the aliens department. If the Ministry of Justice stands by its refusal

and all means of appeaL are exhausted, ~ deportation order is issued to

the applicant and he must leave the country ~ithin a specified time li~it.

8y decree of 22 February 1954 , the Belgian Foreign Minister delegated his

power to decide on the refugee status of individuals to the UNHCR

representative in ~elgium. In accorda..-Ice with the criteria laid down in

':r.e Geneva Convention and t:," ..~dition-2L protocol thereto, the 
r€'presentdti\Je decides ..,net",,;' 0f nut a pe"-son wi II be granted refugee

status in 3elgium.

Once reTcgee status has been granted, the UNHCR representative provides

the n~cessary certification and A~tifies the Minister of Justice, who

immediateLy issues a reside;;c," ;:;~rmit. If the UNHCR representative comes

to an unfavourabLe decision, the appl icant has three weeks in which he may

submit further material to support his request. The re is, however, no

budy to ..,hich applir.ants may Appeal against t~e final decision of the
uNHCR representative. In aod~t:ot1, the .-eascf'.S for the aecision are given

orally and not in writing. l'? the UNHCR rep reserl-t' 8tive does not grant

ref~qee 3tat~3, the applicant Loses his right of residence and must leave

Belgium.
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2. Economic and social situation of persons seeking asylum

If the applicant has complied with all the necessary formalities within

the specified time limits in BelgiulII, he is giver. the status of 
candidat-refugie' and enjoys the following protection and rights:

- he/she cannOt be deported unti l ~he procedure has been cone 
luded

- he/she may take up residence in any part of Belgium

- if he/she finds work, the employer can ask for a provisional 
and

temporary work permi t

if he/she ~s without financial means , an application for social

assi stance may be made to the CPAS (Centre Public dl Aide Social) of the

Locality in which the applicant is registered (afrs 15 000 maximum per

mont h) .

According to the law, persons seeki n9 asy lurn who are properly reg; stered

in a local, ity may seek work and accommodation for themselves. However,
this is becoming increasingly difficult, despite the assistance of welfare

organizations, because of the increasing numbers of persons seeking asylum

and the economic crisis in Belgium.

10. The number of persons seeking a$) lum in Bp.lgium has more than doubled in

siJ( years - from 2 427 in 1979 to 5 255 Last year e. between 400 and

500 per month. UNHCR statistics set the number of refugees in Belgium at

35 000 in 1983, which, with a population of 9. 8 milLion, represents

appiox;mately 0.36% (as campared toith 0. 19% in the FRG). The number 

refugees in BeLgium was caLculated to be 36 400 in January 1985. 
Most of

the refugees and persons seeking asyLum corne from Turkey (primar; ly

Christians), Ghana, Zaire, Ir3n, India and pakistan

2The specific problem of the variations in the figures quoted wilL be

di scussed Later in the report. Only a few figures are gi 'Ien here
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11. As a result of this relatively sharp increase in the number of persons

seeking asylum, the processing of applications is taking longer and there

are at present approximately 1 500 awaiting attention. This has major

financial consequences for the C?AS of the local authorities 
who must pay

the applicants social assistance while their applications are awaiting a

decision. Certain local authorit1e~, particularly in and around Brussels,
are therefore refusing to accept any more persons seeking asylum (or other

foreigners). As a result, the originally very liberal and generous law of

15 December 1980 has been amended such that the Minister of Justice can

stop the movement of persons seeking asylum into local ities with a high

proportion of foreigners, which he has since done in the case of 7

mt:ni cipal ities.

Ot~er ~onsequences have been the extension of tne visa requi rement,

particularly since January 1986, and the drop in the proportion of

applicants granted refugee status, ~hich was still about 60% in the 1970s

but has since fallen to 48%.

3 . Fvrthcomi ng ;:hanges

12. The changes in the procedur~ .or the grant of dSytU:n planned for the end

~f 1986 ~rc designed to help ensure that

- t~e applications are piocessed more efficiently and more promptly,

- the number of claims for 5o;:;a~ assista~;~ is reducec as far as possible

and cases of abuse ~re prev~~ted,

- persons seeki ng asylum have 3 better legal status.

13. In order to achieve thes~ ;;;ims, there are moves within the UNHCR
headquarters in Geneva and at ministeriaL level in Belgium to foLlow the

~,ampte of the rrench procedure for the grant of asylum. It is also

proposed that the Foreign Ministry should regain the powers delegated to

rne UNHCR representative, for tne following reasons:

8e~gi0m is the onLy ~~untrf in the world in which the UNHCR

recreientat i ve has ~"e pow~r to dec iQ~ independently on the grant of

~efugee status. The staff of the UNHCR representation is not

sufficiently large to deal Oiith the increasing number of applications to
be processed and the UNHCR is ;.;nable :.:. finance any increase in staff
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- there is as yet no body to which individuals can appeal against

decisions taken by the UNHCR representative in BeLgium. 
A body

sort, which has been caLled for in Belgium for many years, must

created in the near future for both legal and democratic reasons

of this

- decisions taken by the UNHCR repre.;cntative in 
eeLgi!JIII are not justified

in writing at present, and an oral justification is 
gillen only on

special request. Thi s must also be changed so that in future deci sions

are justified in writing and thereby allow the possibi 
Lity of appeal

for which purpose the appl icant may call on the assistance of a lawyer.

14. The border authorities of France, the Federal Republic and the Benelux

countries have for SOlliE: ti.me now had worlcing parties which are concerned

witt. improving the management of the pol icing aspects of border c.ontrols

(Saarbruclcen Agreement).
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ANNEX IV

PEA. PARL~AM

COMMITTEE ON LEGAL AFFAIRS AND CITIZENS' RIGHTS

Notice to Members

No. 22/86

PL2ase find attached a summary report by Mr Vetter, rapporteur on

~roolems of the right of asyLum, on h; s fact-finding mission to

tr.e l.'nited Kingdom in March 1986.

DIREC TORA TE-GENf:RAL FOR COMMI TTEES

AND DELEGATIONS

';;-;ne~,

7 A;:~i!. i986/hm

~=~:35
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Summary report on the legal and social situation

of refugees and persons seeki ng asy Lum
in the United Kingdom

1 . From 2 to 4 March 1986, your rapporteur visited the United Kingdom

to investigate at first hand the legal, economic and social situation

of persons seek i ng asy Lum and refugees in that count ry.

I held talks with representatives or senior officials of the UNHCR

the Home Office, the 8~itish Refugee Council and other independent

charities, as well as ~ith several Members of the national parliament.

I also visited a reception centre, Basle Court, and was abLe to speak

with a ' number of refug;es and persons seeking asylum.

Legal basis for the processing of appl ications for asylum

The legal basis determining the award of .refugee status consists of:

the Immigration Act (1971)

the immigration rules and

the 1972 immigrat ion appeals rules.

Procedural practi ces

Approxima~elY 4 000 applications for asylum are currently registered

each year in the United Kingdom. This relativeLy smaLL number is

generally thought to be due to the fact that the United Kingdom is

an island and the farthest point in a series of possibLe host countries.

The infrequency of appl i cat ions does not mean that the asylum procedure

in the United Kingdom is entirely without its problems.

Given below is a schematic account of the individual stages of the

procedure that is set in motion, in typical cases, when an applicant

arrives in the United Kingdom or submits c,tds application for asylum.

Comments, impressions and criticisms will be added as and where appropriat~.

ePE 105. 233/Ann.
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1. Procedure to be foLLowing by applicants on arrivaL

An appLication made on arrivaL in the United Kingdom must be addressed

to an immigration officer , and will be forwarded by him to the Home

Office. An immigration officer cannot turn away an appL 
icant.

AppU cants who can prove that they have .relatives or acquaintances

wi lL ing to offer them accommodation or who are in a position to

provide security are normally aLLowed into the country on condition

that they register with the police. In other cases, the immigration

officer may approach the British Refugee Counci 
l or one of its

subsidiary organizations. If, owing to overcrowding at the reception

centres, those organi zat ions cannot offer accommodat i on, the

appl icants for asylum may be heLd in detention - as also occurs when

'(here ' are particular grQunds for suspicion. The list of detainees

is regularly s.ubmitted to the Home Office and reviewed.

The need to make an appLication 
for asylum immediately on arrival

In the United Kingdom appLies Bbove all to persons wishing to enter

who have no vi sa but are requi red to have one on account of thei 

nationality. The introduction of compulsory visas for nationaLs

OT certain countries is used as a means of stemming the flow of

refugees: aLthough Commonwealth nationals are in principLe not

requi red to hoLd vi sas, Last year, after the NetherLands and the

federaL Republ ic of Germany had attemtped to restrict the flow of

incomi~g Tami ls and more and more Tami Ls were accordingly seeking

~efuge in the United Kingdom, compuLsory visas were introduced for

Sri Lankan nationaLs. In the wake of the ensuing considerabLe public

discussion, this was made a temporary measure.

AppLicants whose uLtimate destination is the United Kingdom may need

a transit visa to travel through ather countries.
This creates

probLems in the cases where visas are not required by the United

(ingdom itself. Applications for transit visas or other decLarations

of intent made by persons stopping off in other countries are

recorded by the locaL police and notified tQ the Unite9 Kingdom,

which means that immigration officers frequentlY have prior

~ now Ledge.

When an appLication for asylum is made by a person already in 
'(he

:ountry, the applicant is ~eneraLLy required to register ~ith the 
police.
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II. Cons~d~ration 0'; applications for ;!SYLum

After an application has been lodged , the applicant is summoned for

an interview with a Home Office official. Until a decision is reached

on his application , this i$ generally the only stage of the deliberations

1n which tne applicant is directly involved.

ALLowing for any appeals, the procedure lasts between six months

and three years.

III. Appeals

When an application is rejected by the Home Office, the means

of redress open to the applicant depend on whether he holds a valid

visa: if he doesl then he may - with the assistance of the UKIAS

(United Kingdom Immigrants ' Advisory Service) Refugee Unit, which

is automatically advised of every rejected application - lodge an

appeal, initially before an arbitration board and subsequently before

a Court of law.

1 C. If an unsuccessful applicant does not hold a valid visa, all he can

do is approach the Home Office for a second time, with the

appropriate assistance from the independent charities referred

to above. The authority which rejected, the application has the

power to review its decision. Ther~ ~s no possible judicial remedy.

It should also be noted that Members of the national parliament have

the right to intervene and , in that way, occasionally prevent a

planned deportation at the last minute.

IV. The social situation of pers~ns seeking asylum and refugees

1 i. Finding somewhere to live is frequently the first problem encountered

on arrival in the United Kingdom by persons seeking asylum - especial.ly
if they wish to avoid being held in detention. The recept ion centres

run by the Br it i sh Refugee Counc i l have ~'*" i mi ted number of places.

Persons who are accepted in such centres - for a maximum period of

three months - are looked after by trained staff and given practicaL

guidance by the other residents. The common preci cament and the

existence of cultural ties creates a s~nse of community, and this

makes it easier for new arrivals to settle in.
occasionally also arise in the centres.

Yet conflicts can
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Persons seeking asyLum, whether living in a reception centre or outside,

are locked aftcr by the independent charities, which arrange places

on language courses and certain other training courses.
In practice,

it 1S only ..here whole groups of refugees are 
assigned to given areas

(as occurred in the case of the Vietnamese boat people) that genuinely

comprehensive programmes of education and training, under wha: are

termed community programmes, are organized to assist their integration

into sod ety.

12 - ~;:cording to the Home Office, an applicant 
may take a job at the

earl iest si x ~onths after he has appl ied for asylum. This seems to

~e a fairly new ruling, since all the applicants without exception

have never heard of it. They implied that the Home Office would

not allow them to take a job, whereas the Department of Health and

Social SeclJrity was encouraging them to do so, because that would

~ase the financial burden on the social services.

in practice, applicants for asyLum usually tail to find a job, for

t~e situation on the labour market is already extremely difficuLt.

13. AppLicants for asylum and recognized refugees who are not in 
gainful

e~pLoyment and have no other source of income are dependent on social

securi ty. They usually eke out their existence in small bed and

breakfast accommodation: the ~heapest category of bed and breakfast

is frequently fiLled entirely by persons seeking asylum.

V. The role of the charitable organizations

,-,-- -~--- ' - -,--

14. The care of refugees and persons seeking asylum is underaken soLely

by the independent charities grouped together in the 
British Refugee

Council. These organizations are financed by central government,
3 S we L l as by numerousdonati ons.

Some of the money they receive

comes from the European SociaL Fund.
Thei r work is hampered by the

Low endowment of this fund and its poor management: they are usually

not told until the April of a financiaL year whether they wilL be

receiving a grant, and how much, and are then paid the sum concerned

in September , ~ith the injunction to spend it by the end of th~ year.

The British Refugee Council is thus reguLarly obliged to walk a

financial tightrope.

)espite these probLems, t~e charlties do much impressive worK.

QC 1 n 7' 

,~ . '-' . 

c. ,tin.
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ANNEX V

ROPEAN PARL.IA~Ji ENT
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--le.-ase find attached a summary report by Mr VETTER, rapporteur on ,he

orotJl.i'!ms of :he r1ght of asylum, on his visit to Q~!::!!!!e!:~ in 
June 1986.

OIKECTORATE-GENERAL FOR
COMMITTEES AND DELE GAT IONS
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.1) SE.l( 1.~.l3 _ 1\.1) l1-.Y.~L 1\ l-I1L ~s.f.Y.l3S s~- J l-I- ..Psl-I1' 1\ i.l(-

1 . On 2 and 3 June 1986 your rapporteur investigated at first hand the

legal, economic and social situation of persons seeking asylum and

refugees in Denmark.

i held talks with representatives or senior 
off;tiai.s of the Ministry

of Ju~ticel Danish Refugee Aid (or the Danish Refugee Council, the

Flygtningehjaelp), the Danish Red Cross, the 
I)an~~h Federation of

Refugees ' Fr iends, the president of the appeal 
triburoal CFlygtningenaevnet)

and a national MP. I visited a r.eception camp (Sandholm-l.ejren) and

was abce to speak ~ith persons seeKing asylum and refugees.

l ~g2i_g~~i~ _fQr- Q~ 21 iug_~i!h_Q~r~Qn~_~~~~iQg_e~Y1Y~

Denmark has ratifi~d all the major international agreements on refugees,

including:

- the Geneva Convention relating to the Status of ~efugees of

28 July 1951 and the Additional ?rotocol of 31 January 1967.

The national legal basis consists of:

- the Al iens Law No. 226 of 8 June 1983, whi ch entered into force

on 1 O~tober 1 Y83, and was

- amended by Law No. 232 of 6 June 1985 and Law NO. 574 of 19 December 

1985.

e!:9f~9~r.:~

In Denmark, which has a popuLation of about 5 milLion 
lnhabi-::ants, the

numbers of asylum seeker.,; have increased in recent years as follows:

r~~r: ~QQlif.2!J!2

1 ';81
:982
;(~83

- - -" '

2zB
'J:.:prcx. 6t;::;,

~ 3 - 
-13':'

': :,

:'165

/' 
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The largest groups of appli cants are Poles, Lebanese, Turks,
Iranians and Tami 1s.

The fo1Lowin~ is a typicaL and schematic account of the individual

stages completed by a person applying for asylum, from his arrival

in Denmark or his submission of an application. Comments,

impressions and criticisms are given a.s and where appropriate.

Two main groups of asyLum seekers may be identified:
the so-caLled quota refugees under 9 8 of the Al.iens Law and the

:pontaneous applicants under 9 7 of the law. The firs t group compri ses

refugees who have arrived in Denmark on the basis of an agreement

negotiated by the Government with the UNHCR. In view of the ' increase

in the number of spontaneous appl icants and the resulting financial

OIJrcjen only about 250 quota refugees per year are now admitted.

The vas~ majvr1ty of a:oylum seekers submit ",spontaneous application

ei ~her in Denmark , or at the border when they enter the country, or

at a Danish consuLate or embassy. Under Article 7 of the Aliens Law

applicants for asyLum in principle have a subjective right to be

issued with a residence permit, if they come under the Geneva Convention

on Refugees (so-calLed Convention refugees (0 or if , for other

im~ortant reasons, they cannot be reaui red to return to their country

of 01" 'Jin (so-call ed de facto refugees (F)). The second category was

s;Jer.,ficaLLy t:xtew1E:d for important humanitarian reasons by the
~mendment of 6 June 1985 to the Law.

In principLe an asy!.um seeker cannet be turnea away without having his
apclication examin~d. The appLicant is first given a hearing by the

;Jot ice and i~ then handed over to the aliens directorate which is part
;-,f the Ministry of Justice and which conducts another hearing.
The D;3nish Refugee Council. gives the applicant advice on alL practical

:'Ind le~aL mac~ers. The decision of the- dir-e"c'tor for ali~ns closes the
I rst stag~ of the procedure. The proc~dure up to this point lasts on

av~rage 2-4 ,"onI"S, with some cases taking :::cnsideraoty longer.
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Ar ~sylum seeker whose appli cation has been ~ejected or who has only

been granted F-status and not the sought-after C-
status may lodge

ar ' appeal' against the unfavQurable decision. The distinction

between C and F-:status is important in as far 3S de facto refugees

only receive an alien s passport which makes it more difficult for

them to travel abroad. This prevents them from worKing abroad and
ruLes out in particuLar the import-

export business which is popuLar

wi tr. refugees.

The appeal tribunal nOw comprises 43 peopLe. In addi tion to the

?residency, which cons~sts of 7 people 
(1 president and 6 deputy

presidents) who are aLL judges, it has 36 members, of which the

Mini5tries of Justice, Social and Foreign Affairs and the Bar Council

each appoint 6. The remaining 12 are appointed by the Danish Refugee

Council. All the members are employed by the Minister of Justice.

The appeal tribunal meets regularLy incnambers of 7 
members:

a presld~nt, a representative of each of the above-
mentioned ministries

and the Bar Count 1l and two members of the Dani 
sn Refugee CounclL.

These chawbers dec ide on both individual cases 
and the formulation

cf guidF:;. ines on the basis of which proce.edings can be conducted in

tripartite committees. If a case appears to be particularly simple,

the decision may be taken by a tripartite committee, 
whi(;h consists

~f a eha i rman and one representat ive of each of the th fee mi ni stries

and of r!'le Danish ReTugee Counci...

.,.!It' appLicant is advlsed oy a Lawyer during t~,e Wpe;)L pr0ceedings.

h0 ap~~al tribundL ~ de(lSion h3~ to be ~~b~~ant:~~~J.
A:),:;jt on,,- -::,; rd

t the 3poeaLs lodged "re succes.5tu~.

h 1 400 cases still penD ng the average length at croceedlngs rose

cC aoout 8 months ' n Apr; l 1986.

(PI:: 101. 292 )
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There is one important exception to the procedure described above

which fulfils the requirements of a constitutional state on account

of the legal basis on which it has been developed:

The amendment of 19 December 1985 to the At iens Law made possible a

simpl Hied procedure for rejecting an appl ication for asylum where
the application is ' clearly groundless If the aliens directorate

reaches this conclusion after its initial examination it must refer its

decision to the Danish Refugee Counci l. If the latter disagrees with
the di rectorate s judgment, whi ch has occurred in about 25% of cases
so far , the normal examination procedure is started. If it agrees

the applicant is deported at the end of this procedure lasting 1-2 weeks.
There is no possibility of appeal.

50 far this procedure has been applied in about 90 cases.

10. The baclc, ground to this drastic change in an otherwise extremely liberal
iaw is as follows: Since 1983 the number of asylum seekers had been

constantly ri$ing and in the second half of 1985 the increase accelerated

sharply. At the same time disturbances were caused by Danish trouble-
makers di rected at refugee accommodation (e.g. in Kalundborg).

This was a shock to the nation which had hitherto been proud of its

liberal attitude. Nevertheless, and even if application of the short
procedure has so far beenrest~icted to relatively few cases, the last
amendment seems quest ionable. It removes the legal guarantees from
a prccedurewhich otherwise could almost be described as exemplary.
It opens the door to further, more far- reaching deterrence measures

shOuld they be required by the economy or the mood in the country.
Th~~, on the basis of the new text, it seems likely that decentral ized
examination procedures, conducted by representatives of the two

institutions concerned, will be carried out using the simplified method

at the border. This would come very close to a violation of the principle

of ' non-refoulement I or protection against forcible return.

(PE 107. 292)
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11. A measure which involved no amendment to the la~ but proved stiLL

more effectlV!? was an informal agreement between the Swedish
, Danish

3nd GDR governmen, ~. When there was a rapid increase ip the number

of Iranians who were Hewn into East Be'- !lnby the GDR ainine,
Interfll.lg, ana then ;opplied to Sweden or 0enmark for asyLt,Jln, Sweden

and Denmark forced the GDR to promi se only to OIL ! ,:)\. as:(LUm seekers

~hrough if tteyhad the necessary entry v i s~s. The stream was

a,,;t'i.-..aLly reduced. The int;oduction 01' the ,~is", reCt.; ~rel!1ent also

great,y reduced the stream of Tamils who are aLmost alw3Ys r~cognized

as refugees in Denmark.

12. fhe propor t i on of peep le recogni zed as re f ugees i n D~nrnark i 11 the Peri od

1981-1985 varied between about 51% (1982) and 75% (1985).

I 2~_ Qfi2L~i !!:!2!iQrLQLe~!:~Q!:!~-~~~ ~i!1'L~~;!l~!!LarA, !:d!:!g~~~

13. Pf;~ ,rs seeking. asy1um are allocated a pla~e of residence by the police.

Pro" 'ded they maintain contact with this place, the appl icants are

dllcw~~ to tr~vel around the country.

Laken tl,e task of i1cc;pmmodating them.

The Danish Red Cross has under-

They are accommodated in

comrrl)r1al lodgings, i. e. former hospitals, barracks and hotels.
The cost i~ borne by the Ministry of Justice.

!~ ~0dition to board and lodging, the appl i cant rece ives a weekly

'1lLowance oj 150 kront:. If he is feedi~g himseLf he r2ceives 400 krone

a week.

1 '

, .

er"ons seeking asylum are prohibited from working throughout the entire

proce:-!ure. Un ur. t i L now t hey have al so beer, banned from tak i ng part

in lJnguage courses whiLe the application is pending.
;: rom the autumn

of 1986 the Rea Cross wilL be offering Danish courSP5 of up to 
60 hours

:1" its centres. lI\.on9 with a few opportunities for sport, this is

~n~ first slgnific3nt attempt to reduce the nervous ~t~ain and stress

of T he ~Of'5tof'1T waiting i:1 the ce~ltres t~~' psy(n0\ogicaL str~ss in

::h,:: ' 1mp:=, '~ui~"9 .h,~ "",:tif'g ;)erl' d \. hl..t, - " :C);(!ir,.

) '

,) :11;)";: ar.(('.lInt'~ -

,; ':. : ..

!rJ f(; t'..'.: yedr, :'" extreme'-;, ;e'Jer."
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15. Recognized refugees initially receive a residence permit restricted

to five years with the prospect of subsequent conversion into an

unl imi ted one.

They enjoy the same civil rights as Danish citizens with the exception

of the right to vote in elections to the Folketing. However , - like

all foreigners - they may vote in local elections after three years

;)f uninterruped residence.

Refugees have exactly the same right as Danish citizens to further

education and to take part in courses which make their present

qualifications val id in Denmark.

The Danish Refugee Counci l carries out integration programmes 

12-18 months which also bridge the gap between being recognized as

refugees and becoming el igible, a whole year later, for certain social

ben~tits. In particular, language courses of 6 to 12 months are

ot fer-=d.

In ~ - r Ql~_Qf _1 h~ _f h 2ri!2~1~_Q rg 2Qi ~ 2! i QQ~

16. The Danish Refugee Council is a non-government umbrella organization

comprising a large number of free welfare associations, including the

Red Cross. It currently employs 1 200 to 1 300 staff, including some

400 interpreters.

Despite ,he outwardly highly impressive achievements of the charitable

organizations there is some unease in Denmark about their role.

For this reason , the Danish Federation of Refuge. ' Friends was founded

on 1 February 1986, and is attacking the administration and associations

for being too efficiency-orientated, too bureaucratic and too hostile

to re fugees. The federation concerns itself both with individual cases

which appear hopeless to others and with the general development 

political opinion in the country.
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ANNEX VI

ROPEAN PARLIAM
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Please find attached a summary report by Mr VETTER, rapporteur on the

problems of the r' ight of asylum, on his vi $it to!!i:!l~ in May 1986.

D IRECTORA TE-GENERAL FOR

COMMITTEES AND DELEGATIONS

~~~g----------------

4 July 1986

"",
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Summary report on the legal and social si~uat;on of perso~s seeking asylum

and refugees in Italy

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

lO!!:2Q!:!f!i2a

As on his previous fact-finding missions, the rapporteur was able during his

visit to Italy from 21 to 23 May 1986 to gather a great deal of information

about the legal and social situation of applicants for asylum and 
refugees.

InCapua and Latina he was able to talk to the occupants of the refugee camps
themselves about thei l' present situation and to have disc.ussicns with the

competent local and regional authorities, Government representatives and

representatives of the UNHCR. He also had detailed talks in Rome with UNHCR

representatives , Italian MPs, senior officials of the Ministry of the Interior
and the Foreign Ministry, representatives of the charitable organizations and

the three tr.ade union federations.

To sum up, the legal and social situation of appLicants for asylum and r~fugees

in Italy wasconsiaered by almos1: aLL tt",cse consutted to c~ unsatisfactory,
~Lbeit for different reasons. The cause is at~r;buted to the legaL basis

which no longer ~rovides an adeQuate frame~ork tor dealing wit~ toaay s demands

and problems. riowever , it remains to be seen whe~her the at~empts being made

by " r~"lIbJ?r 01' peoDLe to change this Wl; ~ s,Jcceed in tlie neJr future.

!:~9~L~2~i~

FoLLowing the experiences with Fasdsm, (he r i9;-;t t03syi.t.:iil -"as - as in the

Federal Repllbi. ic of Germany ~ adop-cea as a fundame:1tel ;:;rinciple (principo

fondamentaLe) in Article 10 of the ItaLian constitution. However , the legal

implementing provisions to which it refers have still not been ena.cted.

The legaL basis for the determination of ref~gee $tatus therefore consists 
of:

The Geneva Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 JuLy ,~51

and the Additional ProtocoL of 31 January 1'967

~"..

the agreement oetween tr.e IIali3il GO' ernmen! and the OtfEe of the united

Nations rllg~ Commissioner for RefuJees , on c~ope~ation between the Italian

Government and the UNI-'CR

, '

Jf 2 Acr ;~ ~95Z

the exchange of notes ber",een ' ~e It,,~lan fore gn :~ir.is~:-y an;j :he Office 

the Uniteo Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, concerning the creation of

the Joint Recognition Committee, at 22 July 1952
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the Law approving the above-mentioned agreement of 15 December 1954 (Official
Gazzette of the ~alian Republic, No. 19, of 2S January 1955)

Although Italy signed the 1957 Geneva Convention on Refugees and the Additional
Protocol of 1967, it availed itself of the possibility of applying the

geographical restriction provided for Article 1, Section 6 (1)(a) of the Geneva

Convention, whereby only people who have left thei r home country because of
events occurring in Europe ' may be recognized as refugees. In practice, this

means that in Italy only asylum seekers from Eastern European states have any

chance of acqui ring refugee status under the Geneva Convention. However , the

Italian Government has on a few occasions allowed groups of non-European refugees 

Chi leans, Indonesians, Vietnamese (boat-people) , and Afghans - to enter the
country regardless of the geographical restriction and granted them refugee status.
(A maximum of 4 000 people so far).

Er 2 f ~Q ~!:. ~ _1 2r _ ! h!L Q ~ !~1:!!! i!:! 2! i 2!J _21-!:. ~ 1!:!9 ~ ~- H2 !!:!~

-:"he Joint Vetting Committee (Comm;ssione paritetica di eleggibilita) , which

consists of representatives of the Foreign Ministry, the Ministry of the Interior

and the UNHCR, decides on award of refugee status. The chair alternates between

the representatives of the Foreign Ministry and those of the UNHCR. 1 f 

decision can be reached, the chairman has the casting vote. The Joint Vetting

Committee generally mer:ts twice a month in Latina where it decides on the
applications for asylum after the applicants have had an initial interview with

the aliens department of the poLice (Questura) and have filLed in a questionnaire..

The Committee s decision is final. If there is a change in circumstances the

case can naturalLy be reviewed. Reviews of applications on which a decision has

already been reached, exceptional cases and applications from peopLe who are not

living as asylum seekers in the Latina reception camp are decided by the committee

in Rome.

The Joint Vetting Committee issues peopLe who have been recognized as refugees

with a certificate.

The 'JNHCR representative alone decides on the refugee status of asyLum seekers

om non-European countrles who are placed under his mandate if they are recognized

as refugees (so- called mandate refugeesJ. The Italian Government accepts this

recognition in as far as it tolerates the mandate refugees in its territory and

does not deport them.

(PE 107. 293 Ann. )
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AsyLum seekers and refugees from East European states are usuaLly accommodated

in camps and provided with basic essentials by the Italian .state during the

vett ing procedure or white they are waiting for an entry visa into another
state. Some remain in the camp after they have been recognized as refugees.
If they have the financial means to do so asylum se~kers may also live outside

the camps.

There are at present two long-term camps in Italy for which the Ministry of the

Interior is responsible:

the camp in Latina is currently fully occupied by about 850 asylum seekers

"nd refugees from Eastern Europe (the largest group is from Poland). La t ina

serves as a recept ion camp or a trans; t camp and the Ur--mCR representative has

an office in its grounds;

the camp in Capua is at present accommodat ing more t"an 600 asylum seekers

and re fugees; some of the asyllim seekers living here have already been in
the camp for severaL years.

As there are not enough places in the camps a further 1 500 or so people are

accommodated in hotels and guest-houses at the I tal ian Government I s expense.
There are plans to set up an association in the north of Italy for the Vietnamese

refugees. Asylum seekers living in the camps do not have the right to work but
it is tolerated if they take (poorly) paid jobs.
Once they have been recognized .as refugees they have to a large extent the same
rilJhts as ItaLians and may aLso claim social security but they are not entitled
to hotd pubLic office , to vote or to stand for electlon. There is no possibility

of naturalization for rive years. Refugees ~ho have been recogni zed by the
UNHCR as 50- caLled mandate refugees are pCiid a fuLL alLowance by the UNHCR for a
maXlmum of four months and are tnen paid a reduced allowance tar a further nine

'11nnths. Help in integrat lng, for example language and vacat ional training
courses , is provided::JY the charitable Qrganizations and IS usualLy financed by
the UNHCR.

As far as the right to work ; 5 :Qncerned~ man~~le refugees are treated In the

same ~ay as foreigners. T"is means that t ,ere are no'N \/lrtiicLLy no LegaL

poSSiblLlties of employment ror chern.

~~, - I~~_~~~C~Ii~1~_~:2~~,

~ ~ ~~ ~

~nter(1a:iOnijL Social 5:er' ce :iJ l., :tJS ~; ~ cr

:., (j, ,,'

' r :.fit:;bi.e
cr9anizations ;nVOLVE't1 in carin:; "or :'IpoL ;c3nt:s ; J." .:;'3~.'l;"I1'..J,':j ref;.;gees in Itaty.
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80th organizations look after not only applicants for asylum and refugees

recogni zed under the Geneva Convent ion or by the UNHCR but also and

especially the large number of de facto refugees who do not belong to either
category but are also unable to return home. (Free food and various
integr.ation programmes). The representatives of both organizations are
critical of the geographical restriction which is still being applied and

the lack of reception and integration faci l Hies for asylum seekers and

refugees. They therefore weLcome and support all the associations which
might be able to help change the present si tuation.

l~ 

- _

E~r!if~12r_2rQQ1~ma

As a result of maintaining the geographical restriction, Italy s refugee

figures a re very low compared to the rest 0 f Europe and the wor ld. In 1085
only 225 out of 4 093 appl icants were recognized as refugees under the Geneva

Convention and 600 out of 1 327 applicants to the UNHCR were recognized as mandate

refugees. Since Italy acceded to the Geneva Convention a total of approximately
15 000 refugees have been recognized. The East Europeans who come to Italy

do not usually intend to seek asylum there but regard Italy as a country they

wish to pass through on their way to the USA, Canada or Australia. In previous

years most of these Eastern European asylum seekers obtained entry visas to

these countries relatively quickly. Over the last two years, however, only
a very few ent ry permi ts have been granted wi th the result that the asylum

seekers are staying Longer and longer in the two refugee camps.

however , the main problem is posed not by the officially recognized and

registered refugees but by the so-called de facto refugees who have to manage as

best they can and enjoy no legal or social security. They are an easy target

for exploitation of aLL kinds.

ItaLy, which has a long tradition of emigration amongst its own people, has

now become a country of immigration, even if there is widespread reLuctance to

acknowledge thi s. It is mainly peopLe from the Mediterranean countries

(L ioya , amongst other North African countri~s) but also people from Asia,

who enter Italy, generaLLy iLlegaLly, in order to seek not only work and food

GU~ also protection fiom persecution of aLL kinds. Depending on who suppl i 

tne fi g~re5 , t~e number of iLLegal aliens in the country varies between 8CO 000

:;nc ' " 5 -:1" There .are also c::mflicting opinions about the number of possible

de facto refugees amongst these aLiens, e5pecially as it is 'Jer" difficult to

draw a Line betw~en so- called e~onomic and polItical refugees. ALL the socii.il

(PE 107. 293/Ann.)
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interest groups have therefore been calLing for soma time for comprer,e'l$ive

and fair legisLation on aliens both to ir.creas": the Legal se-:u;"ity ,o::f at:

foreigners and to ensure the proper "egulati,:;n .:! e"1c:"I, res i:::er,c;:; i:;:":: cu.

permi ts. BilLs have been s:..ibmittea tor t.hi::; ;)!..;rpose - a~3:J ::r0,1!C:~': (,i' 

:;',

series of terrorist attacks in the past year ~ but some ~ave met wi;:"

considerabLe public opposition and ha'Je conseqt.Jer.tly beer. \" i:hdra...m and

revised (aliens bi LL and bi Ll on !he LegaL status of migrant workers).

The bilL submitted to the Cabinet (Consig~io dei ministr;) by the Interior

Minister, Scal faro, at the beginning of the year provided for the removal
of the geographi cal restriction in applying the Geneva Convention.

The intention was that ItaLy shouLd fel Low the other Western European states

in taking account of the actual movements of refugees (i.e. most refugees

today come from Thi rd World countries and not Eastern Europe). Furthermore

the promise made by the Foreign Minister , Mr CoLombo, at a public press

conference in July 1982 to the then UN High Commissioner, Mr poul Hartling,

would have been fuLfiLLed. However, this passage of the biLL was removed,

Largely on the initiative of the Minister of Finance, Mr Goria , on the grounds

that Lifting the geographicaL restriction would be far too costLy for Italy.
The rapporteur heard simi lar arguments at the Foreign Mini stry, based on

Italy s speciaL geo-poLitical position, which would result in an increa5ed

flow of potentiaL refugees if the geographi.cal restriction were Lift.ed.

The view was aLso expres5ed that a survey of the foreigners in the country

shouLd be carried out fi rst before the restri ction was Lifted.

An aLL-party working group of ItaLian MPs has aLso produced a bill for the

aboLition of the geographicaL restriction in addition to t~e legalization

of foreigners staying in the country i i.lega~Ly. The chai rman of the ~orking

group, ;~r Foschl , is currentLy trying to win the support of the relevant sociaL

groups for his bill. Tr. ese groups include ::he thre~ f115' , trade 'Jnion

federations , which have now recognized that the problem of foreigner~ in Italy,
whether t~ey are ther~ legalij or ilLegally, anj for r~J~cnsof poLl~i:al

persecutlon or out ot economic or social ~ecessi~y. come3 ~, thin their sph~re

of ;ntereSL

(Pi: 107. 293/Ann.
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ANNEX II

ROPEAN PAR LI A M N T

COMMITTEE ON LEGAL AFfAIRS AND CITIZENS I RIGHTS

Noti ce to ~embers

No. 55/86

Please find attached a short report byMr VETTER, rapporteur for

questions concerning the right of asylum, on his visit to Spain
in Sept embe r 1986.

DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR COMMITTEES

AND DELEGATIONS

Annex

27 October 1986

122/85
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ANNEX

SHORT REPORT ON THE SITUATION OF

REFUGEES AND PERSONS SEEKING ASYLUM IN SPAIN

Prel iminary remarks

Discussion partners in Spain

From 17 to 19 September 1986 I visited the relevant authorities and groups

in Madrid in order to gain a personal impression of the practice of

asylum and the situation of refugees in Spain. This pr.ovided an opportunity

for extensive discussions with senior officials from the Foreign Ministry,

the Interior Ministry and the Ministry of Justice as well as the Ministry

for Labou~ and Social Security in the Inter-ministerial Committee for

refugee questions, and finally with the representative of the UN High

Commissioner for Refugees. I also discussed the role of relief agencies

with leading members of the Red Cross and the Spani sh Committee for Refugee

Aid (SCRA). I also met a representative of the trade union UGT and leading

members of the Society For The .Defence of Human Rights , the Institute for

Latin American and African Studies (ILAAS) and the Institute for ~atin

Ameri can-European Relat ions.

Deve lopment of refugee po l icy in Spai n

Until 1959 Spain received refugees only from other European countries and

in the early 1960s mostly Cubans en route for the USA. After 1973 there

was an increasing flow of refugees (around 50 000 in all) from South

America , who were treated as immigrants and who either reclaimed Spanish

citizenship or appl ied for it after two years. At present the majority
of refugees come from Angola, Cuba, Iran, Poland, Ghana, Chi le and Iraq.

Whereas in the past mainly fami lies and groups of people sought asylum

in Spain, today more and more individuals are arriving.

In July 1978 the Spanish Government signed the Geneva Convention on Refugees

and stepped up cooperation regarding the reception of refugees with the UN

High Commissioner and the non-governmental organizations active in Spain.

In 1984 and 1985 the laws on asylum and foreigners were passed and came

into force in 1985. At the same time steadily increased budget allocations
replaced the efforts of the UN High Commi ssioner for Refugees whi ch had

predominated unti l then. In thi s period the number of appli cations for
asylum rose from 1 500 in 1984 to around 1 700 in 1985 and 2 500 in 1986

(estimate) .
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Publ ic relations work

Since then the Spanish Government has tried to fami l iarize the authorities,

rel ief agencies and other interested members of the public with the rights
laid down in the Convention on refugees, with Spanish legislation and the

me.asure.s taken by the relief agencies.

Despite the exceptionally high unemployment rate (on average 22% ~cross the

country) and despite the fact that the asylum law guarantees applicants

material aid and social security, recognised refugees and applicants for

asylum, who currently number around 3 500, are clearly not Seen as a burden

in Spain. There is at present no public discussion in Spain about a refugee

problem, rather there i s concern about the problem of foreigners in view of
the large numbers (between 500 000 and 1 000000) living i llegally in Spain.
They could be expelled from the country at any time.

Bases in law

1. Spain has signed the following international conventions whi ch have a
beari ng on the status of refugees:

- the Geneva Convention on Refugees of 1951 and the New York Proto.col of 1967

- 6th Protocol of the European Convention on Human Rights on the abolition of

the death pena lty,

- Additional Protocol to the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in

Criminal Matters of 17 March 1978.

2. Recognition of refugees in Spain is based on Chapter 1, Article 13 ,of the
Constitution and on Law No. 5 of 24 March 1984 (right of asylum and position

of the refugee; adoption of the 1951 Geneva Convention on Refugees and the
Protocol of 1967), implemented by Royal Decree No. 511 of 20 February 1985

and on the Organi c Law No. 7 of 1 July 1985 (law on foreigners), implemented

by Royal Decree No. 1 119 of 26 March 1995.

Refugee status - right of asylum

Law No. 5/84 translates international law on refugees into Spanish law and

makes a basic distinction: it covers

- refugee status in line with the provisions of the Geneva Convention and

the Protocol of 1967 and
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- the granting of the right of asylum as a sovereign decision of the

Spanish Government, which provides an improved legal status, like

the work or residence permit.

Procedure

1. Applications for refugee status and the right of asylum must be
addressed to the offices of the Ministry of the Interior. Applications
for asylum can also be made at Spanish embassies or consulates abroad.

2. Applicants for asylum and refugees may enter Spain regardless of
whether, they have valid identity or entry papers and regardless of the

question of the fi rst country of asylum.

If a foreigner living in Spain decides to apply for refugee status, he

must make the application within one month of the state of persecution

beginning, and before his visa runs out, and in the case of illegal entry,
within fi fteen days of crossing the border.

3. On making the application applicants receive temporary identity papers
which allow them to claim certain social security benefits.

4. After preparation and after examination by an inter-ministerial
subcommittee made up of representatives of the Ministries of the Interior

thair), foreign Affairs, Labour and the UN High Commissioner the application

is forwarded to the inter-ministerial committee, consisting of representatives

of the Ministries of the Interior (chair~ Foreign Affairs, Justice, Labour and

Social Security.

The representative of the UNHCR and the recognized relief agencies can deliver

a written opinion on the appl i cation.

On making the application the person ,claiming asylum receives temporary

identity papers valid for three months , whi ch can be renewed for further

periods of three months unti l a decision is reached on the application, and

which entitle the applicant to take up residence anywhere in Spain.
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S. For persons in a situation simi larto that of persecution (e.g. fleeing
a civi l war) - Palestinians from the Lebanon, Lebanese nationals, Tami ls,
Columbians, Salvadorians, Iranians, Iraquis - who does not fulfil the

conditions of the Geneva Convention, but whose return home would threaten

thei r life or thei r freedom, the i nter-mi ni steri a l commi ttee genera LLy
recommends the right of residence in accordance with the law on foreigners.

6. The Interior Minister makes his decision on the basis of a justified
proposal by the .Department of Documentation and a report by the inter-
ministerial committee. If he decides against the application an appeal
can be lodged; if the Interior Minister cannot resolve the appeal

himself he must refer it to the Council of Ministers. Only on certain

technical grounds can legal action be taken against the rejection of an

application by that body.

The granting of asylum

Spain understands asylum as protection granted on the basis of a sovereign

po l it i cat deci s i on by the state; asylum can be granted to the followi 
groups of persons:

refugees under the terms of the Convention (such refugees in other countries
can apply for asylum at Spanish embassies or consulates),

- persons who are being persecuted,

- for political crimes or crimes connected with pol itical activities,

- for exercising basic rights or fighting to win recognition of basic rights

which are protected under the Spanish Constitution

- for racial , ethnic, religious or political reasons, or because they

belong to a particular social group,

- or stand accused or have been convicted ~\ such actions, even if they

represent offences under criminal law.

Applicants for asylum cannot be turned away at the frontier or expelled from

the country, except if there is clearly no possibility of them being granted

asylum; in addition, any expulsion procedure must be suspended if an

application for asylum has been made.
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Proportion of appli cations approved

On 1 September 1986 out of a total of 8883 applications Tor refugee status
2 561 had been approved, 3 004 rejected, dropped or withdrawn; 2 709 were

still pending. Of the 3 159 applications for asylum 778 had been approved

302 rejected or dropped by the applicant and 2 012 were still pending.

9. Whilst preparing the application for refugee status or right of asylum
the applicant can obtain the assistance of interpreters and translators and

- through relief agencies - legal advice. This also applies to the

examination procedure itself and the appeal procedure, if the application

is rejected.

The economic and social situation of the refugees and applicants for asylum

1. Whilst their application is being processed, refugees and applicants for
asylum and their dependants can, in cases of proven need, claim financial

support through the Ministry of Labour and Social Security and take advantage

of the social, medical, pharmaceutical, educational and cultural facilities
provided by the state.

2. Whilst the application for refugee status or asylum is being .considered
(four months) single people receive ptas 22 000 per month (from the fifth

month onwards ptas 30 OOQ)and families receive ptas 47 000 to 50000; to
alleviate the economic situtation of families, adolescent children are

treated as single people. Persons of pensionable age receive ptas 14 000

per month, the same as Spaniards who are not members of a pension scheme.

3. The Ministry of Labour and Social Security holds an annual public

meet lng of all relevant authorities and agencies, at whi ch the latter

present thei r programmes. The budget al locations for these programmes

have been increased from ptas 580m in 1985 to around ptas 836m in 1986,

a ri se of 44%.

Work permit

Whilst their applications are being considered, applicants for refugee

status or asylum have no right to a work permit. During thi s period
applicants may neither pay social security contributions nor claim such

benefits, these being reserved in Spain for people in work.
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When the procedure is completed, the granting of right of asylum covers

permission to work, the right to free choice of domicile, which is valid

throughout Spain, and the right of .establishment in order to exercise a
profession or a trade. Recognized refugees must actually apply for a

work permit, which is valid throughout Spain, and which they are granted

irrespective of the situation on the employment market.

Relief agencies

1. The Red Cross provides assistance above and beyond that required by
law and supports refugees unt i l thei r status is recogni zed or they are

granted asylum. It meets refugees at the ai rport, clothes and accommodates
them (in boarding houses rather than camps), provide.s Spanish courses and,

if necessary, psychiatric help and health care. At present five reception

Centres are being set up at the most important places of arrival (Madrid airport

Va lenci a, Cadi z, Barcelona, Canary Is lands) .

2. The SCRA i s supported by Caritas, the Catalan Association for Support

and Ai d for Refugees (CASAR), the Spani sh Catholi c Committee on Immigrat ion

the leading pol itical parties, the unions and humanitarian and charitable
organizations. On behalf of the UNHCR it provides legal advice and carries

out public relations work, on behalf of the government it organizes the

integration into local communities and the training of young refugees, and

it is responsible for aid and repatriation measures for refugees from

Latin America. The most important areas of activity of the SCRA are integration

programmes, legal advice, training grants and job creation.

Conc ludi ng remarks

1. To sum up, emphasis should be placed on the basic position of the Spanish
authorities, that of trying to integrate applicants for asylum and refugees

into Spanish society. This positive attitude on the part of Spain no doubt

has much to do with the country s own p~st:
'J"' as a result of the civi l War

3 000 000 Spaniards were forced into exi le. However, the restrictive
refugee policy of the other European countries is having an influence on

Spai n as we Lt.
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2. When considering the approval rate for applications, the lengthy
backlog and the resulting delays (up to 18 months) are particularly

noticeable. A lack of administrative routine leads to overloading

and bottlenecks in offi ces and courts and has uni ntentional ly
negative effects on the applicant (uncertainty, integration, withdrawal

of application etc. ) and on Spain itself.

3. The Spanish authorities and reli.ef agencies were very receptive to
the idea of coordinating the refugee policies of the EEC Member States

at Community level, and of a sharing of the costs.
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ANNEX I

Summary report

on the legal and social position of refugees and

applicants for asylum in France

1 . Over the pe.riod 23-25 June 1986 I gathered information on the legal,
economic and social position of asylum-seekers and refugees in France,

through numerous conversations with representatives of the High Commissioner

for Refugees , the Ministries, welfare organizations and political parties

in Paris. During my stay in Paris I also had the opportunity to visit
a reception centre for asylum-seekers in Cretei l (Paris) , and to talk to
some refugees. In the week of the July 1986 part-session I visited a

working men s hostel in Strasbourg in which refugees have found accommodation.

Genera l impressions

The number of people seeking asylum in France has ri sen steadily since
1981. 1981: 19 863; 1982: 22 505; 1983: 22 350; 1984: 21 714; 1985: 28 810.
By comparison, there were approximately 2 000 asylum-seekers in 1974.

Despite this increase France has a ' foreigner problem ' rather than a
refugee problem , according to the vast majority of the representatives

I spoke to. Generally speaking, it would appear that no fundamental

changes in the laws concerning persons seeking asylum have been undertaken

to date. The rapporteur cannot yet estimate the effects whi ch the new

immigration regulations of July 1986 wi II have on those seeking asylum

in France. It is worthy of note that France has increasing numbers of

so- ca lled de facto refugees. These are refugees who have either fai led
to undergo the relevant procedures or have not been granted refugee status,

yet who remain in France nonetheless. The presence of this category of

refugees has no legal or social foundatiQQ" .'!ihat~oever.

The legal position

The legal provisions determining refugee status are as follows:
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- The preambLe to the Constitution of 7 October 1946, incorporated into

the preamble to the Constitution of 4 October 1958, which states, inter

alia:

Anyone subject to persecution as a consequence of having worked to

advance the cause of freedom shall have the right to asylum within the

territories of the Republic.

- Law No 52-893 of 25 Ju Ly 1952, concerni ng the estab L i shment of the
French Offi ce for the Protecti on of Refugees and State less Persons

(Offi cial Journal, 27 July 1952).

- Decree No 53-377 of 2 May 1953, concerning the French Office for the

Protection of Refugees and StateLess Persons (Offi cial Journal,
3 May 1953).

- Law No 70-1076 of 25 November 1970, concerning the accession of France

to the Protocol on the legal status of refugees, signed in New York

on 31 January 1967 by the President of the General Assembly and the

Secretary-General of the United Nations (Official JournaL, 26 November

1970) .

The authority responsible for granting refugee status is the director of

the office for the Protection of Refuge.es and Stateless Persons (OFPRA);

this office is autonomous and attached to the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs. The director of OFPRA is assisted by a counciL (Conseil de

L ' Office) which advises him on qu~ions of a general nature in connection
with the official recognition of refugees. The council is made up of

a representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (chairman)

representatives of the Ministries of Justice, the Interior , Finance,

Labour, and Social Affairs and National Solidarity, plus a representative

of offi cially recognized non-governmental refugee organizations.

Persons to whom refugee status has been refused, or from whom it has been

withdrawn , can protest against the decision to an appeals commi ssion

(Commission des Recours); this is made up of a representative of the
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Counci l of State (chai rman) , a representative of the OFPRA counci 

and the representative of the UNHCR in France. Decisions reached by the
appeals commission can be challenged in the Counci l of State as far as

legal problems are concerned.

The UNHCR representative in France has the right to take part in the

meetings of the DFPRA counci l , to present his point of view and to put

forward proposals; as mentioned above, he is also a member of the appeals

commission.

Those persons whose status as refugees i s offi ci ally recogni zed recei ve

a certificate to that effect from the director of OfPRA.

Having completed the formal description of legal procedure, the rapporteur

would now like to focus on a number of details:

After a preliminary visit to the local prefecture, each applicant must

obtain a residence permit of one month' s duration and apply to OFPRA

during that period. OFPRA then considers whether the request for asylum

is justified. A decree of 27 May 1982 sets out the criteria which

determine whether the claim is substantial. This list of criteria is,

however, rather imprecise.

It i s not necessary to be represented by a lawyer in the court of fi rst
instance convened by OFPRA. The we l fare organi zati ons i nvo lved i n refugee

. work offer help and advi ceo In the case of an appeal, the costs of
representation by a lawyer are not defrayed by legal aid.

According to the law, OFPRA is supposed to reach a decision within four

months. In practice, it often takes up to one year. If an appeal is made
subsequent ly then the procedure as a who le may take two to three years.

With this in mind, the French Government is considering increasing the

staff and financial resources of OFPR-A.

,\"".

On the basis of reports on the process of granting refugee status,

a di stinction may be made between spontaneous asylum-seekers, who submit

their application after arrival in France, and so-called contingent or

quota refugees. The latter enter France after submitting a request for
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asylum to the French Embassy in their native country and passing a

prel iminary examination, or as part of an intergovernmental agreement.

As far as the State agencies are concerned, these peopLe have the

advantage of belonging to a compact and identifiable group for whom

provi sion can be made in advance. Thei r treatment can be described as

good.

The spontaneous applications for asyLum, on the other hand, for which

no provision can be made in advance, are subject to discrimination in both

legaL and social terms. There are even reports of completeLy paraLlel

cases where appL ications were accepted or rejected according to whether the

appli cants in question were quota asyLum-seekers or spontaneous asylum-
seekers.

The .social position

An appL icant seeking asylum in France arrives initiaLly at one of the two

reception centres in Paris. There he is given information and medical

care. In general he is allowed to spend between 15 and 18 days in a
reception centre. During this period, canteen food and 100 FF pocket

m(,ney are provided. Afterwards, the asylum-seeker usually enters a
refugees ' hostel, of whi ch there are about 300 in France.

10. AsyLum-seekers are a.LLowed to take up employment after receiving the

temporary residence permit. Those who have a job or receive unemployment

benefit have the right to claim welfare benefits and fami Ly allowances.

In the opi nion of the rapporteur, the asylum-seekers are provided with
good accommodation both in the transit centre and in the hosteL which

he vi sited in Strasbourg.

11. Refugees granted official status are sent by the French refugee organi~ation

France Terre d' Asi le to the various hostels. They are given Lodging there

for si x months, receive French language L~&sons E42 hours in three months)
and are looked after by a lady social worker. In Strasbourg, most of

the refugees with official status find work in supermarkets and market-

gardening fi rms.
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Refugees lodged in a hostel of this type receive financial support from

the State for six months. In Strasbourg, for example, half-board costs
1 770 FF per month. In addition, the refugee received 280 Ff pocket money.

In the seventh month , the refugee receives benefit of up to 2 000 FF

from the city of Strasbourg, if he has fai led to find employment. From

the eighth month onwards he receives unemployment benefit.

The role of the welfare organizations

12. There is no doubt that welfare organizations such as France Terre d' Asile,
CIMADE (the Ecumenical Mutual Aid Service), the Comite medico-social and

the International Social Service carry out invaluable work on behalf of

refugees. Problems concerning the medi cal care of the spontaneous refugees
were mentioned. The Comite medico-social, in particular, deals with the

health education and immediate medical treatment of the refugees. It
considers that special therapeutic treatment is urgently needed, since

many refugees have suffered torture. No faci lities have been set 

as yet.

The Basque problem

13. At the explicit enquiry of the rapporteur, it was confirmed that the

description of the practice of deporting Basques to third countries

gi ven i n Working Document PE 107. 288 i s accurate.

It was after our visit to Paris that the deportation of Basques direct to

Spain, which had been determined shortly before, was carried out. The

law of 2 November 1945 (!) whi ch was used as legal grounds for the deporta-

tion states in Article 26 that refugees with official status cannot be

expelled in this fashion. In one case whi ch received the attention of
the press , the refugee concerned was sti II at the stage of submitting an

appli cation to the Counci l of State.
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PEAN PARLIAM
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Public hearing on the right of asylum

Brussels , 25 September 1986
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of the papers given by experts
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Mi che l MOUSSALLI

Delegate of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

for Belgium and Luxembourg and for the

European Inst i tut ions

Mr MOUSSALLI made ,the following points in his introduction:

Although the right of asylum was concept which had worldwide recognition

Europe had a special tradition in this area. This tradition was valuable

and should therefore be defended against aLL the threats to which it was

currently exposed.

The Counci l of Europe had been active for some time in this area and had

initiated a whole series of positive steps.

The right of asylum that had been appl ied a.LiOOSt uniformly everywhere in the

past went further than that defined in the Geneva Convention on the status

of refugees in that it also included the right to asylum on exclusively

humanitarian grounds. In the past Europe had responded positively to the

flood of refugees mainly from Eastern Europe. Here, integration had been
achieved. The vast majority of refugees today came from the Thi rd World.

In recent years European countries had faced a growing number of applications

for asylum: in 1983 there were 70 000, in 1984 104 000 and in 1985 166 000

applicants. This increase had resulted in the very principle of the right
of asylum being caLLed into question. It was a matter of great concern that

the pol icy was frequently no longer geared to integration but to turning
appl icants back.

Any initiative by the European Parl iament at Community level should be

welcomed. Efforts should be made to begin developing the necessary awareness

at political level of the need to find a solution in Europe. The problem

affected .Europe but by no means primar.i lY, ~f:!rope. The majority of those
seeking asylum now came from Thi rd World countries and most of them stayed
in other Third World countries.
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The increasing numbers in Europe had to be set against the figures for such

countries, for example, Pakistan where there were currently some 3. 5 mi II ion

refugees.

II. In answer to questions from Mr Stauffenberg, ,Mrs Fontaine, Mr Garda Amigo

and Mr Wijsenbeek, Mr Moussalli stated that the figures for refugees published

by the High Commissioner s Office were based on government data. Refugees

from the DDR did not appear in the statistics submitted by the Federal

Republic of Germany since they related to German nationals. The chi ldren

of other refugees were included if they did not obtain the nationality of the

host country. Some refugees did not wish to be naturalized on grounds .

principle (e. g. White Russians) and therefore figured in the statistics
indefinitely. Many were, however, naturalized and thus disappeared from the

refugee statistics. The grounds for seeking asylum now included not only

the classic reason of persecution by the State but also military conflict,

natural disasters and fami/!)e. The trend towards a restrictive attitude to
refugees could be ,observed in aU countries in Europe. Efforts should be
made to shorten the determination procedure for asyLum claims, particularly

since the length of the current procedure would offend public opinion.

Following a further discussion in which Mrs Miranda de Lage, Mr Bandres,

Mr Garda Amigo and Mr Vetter took part , Mr Moussalli pointed out that
Articles 1 and 2 of the Refugee Convention of the Organization of African

Unity currently provided the best definition of the term ' Refugee . However

the European States had rejected the text since they did not want tp go

beyond the wording of the Geneva Convention.
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Dr Peter LEUPRECHT

Di rector for Human Rights at the Counci l of Europe

Prior to the hearing, Dr LEUPRECHT submitted the following written introduction:

WILL EUROPE REMAIN A PLACE OF ASYLUM'

Europe, which is traditionally regarded as a place of asylum and human rights
takes in only 600 000 of the world' s 13 000 000 refugees.

Despite this low figure - 4. 6% of the total - the countries of Western Europe
are still trying to restrict the number of refugees entering their territory.
This worrying tr.end ha~ emerged in the three-fold context of the economic
recession, the rise in terrorism and the resurgence of intolerance and racism.
Against this background it must be asked what protection the legal instruments
of the Counci l of Europe provide for asylum seekers and refugees?

The European Convention on Human Rights does not as yet guarantee a personal
ight to asylum. However, a number of the articles of the Convention can be

invoked - and thi s has in fact been done on various occasions - parti cularly
Article 3 (prohibition of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment) and Article
8 (respect for private and family life).

In addition, a variety of work is being done within the Council of Europe,
particularly by a body specializing in the right of asylum the Ad-hoc committee
of experts on the legal aspects of territorial asylum and refugees , (CAHAR) set
up in 1977, ~nd by the Parliamentary Assembly and the Committee of Ministers.

The work of the counci l of Europe is di rected at four objectives:

to extend the possibi l ities offered to those seeking asylum by the European
Convention on Human Rights;

to standardi ze the procedures for considering requests for asylum and the
criteria for granting asylum;

to remedy the situation of ' refugees in orbit'
to strengthen solidarity between European States and those seeking asylum
and between the countries of Europe themselves.

The Parliamentary Assembly s proposals that the right of asylum should be
included as a personal right in the European Convention on Human Rights
date back to 1960 and they have now been taken up by the International
Federation for Human Rights which recently called for the drawing up of an
additional protocol to the Convention, ' ret"Ef'ting to the right of asylum.

2 . An initial step towards standardizing procedures for considering claims for
asylum has been taken with the adoption of a recommendation (R (81) 16) made
by the Committee of Ministers in 1981 which attempts to define the fundamental
principles whi chshould be respected in any national procedure for granting
asy lum.
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The position of refugees in orbit , exi les who are Sent from one country to

another without ever finding a host country, is one of the most distressing
problems of western society. The Counci l of Europe has responded by two

initiatives: Recommendation (84) of the Committee of Ministers calling for the

appl ication of the principle of non-refoulement , even in the case of persons
whose refugee status has not yet been recogni ~ed, and the draft Convent ion
on the responsibi l ity for considering requests for asylum drawn up by CAHAR

which will make it possible to designate the State responsible for considering
the claim for asylum on the basis of well-defined criteria. As regards persons

whose refugee status has already been recogni~ed, the European Convention
on the transfer of responsibility for refugees, concluded by the Council of
Europe in 1980, permits them to settle in another country. At present this

agreement applies only between seven countries: Denmark, Italy, the Nether-
lands, Norway, Portugal , Sweden and Swit~erland.

In addition, Recommendation R (82) 21 of the Committee of Ministers on the

acquisition by refugees of the national ity of the host country is designed

to faci l itate the integration of refugees into thei r country of residence.

This year, the Parliamentary Assembly in its recommendations 101 and 1031
appealed to governments to show greater solidarity towards refugees and
called for greater solidarity between European countries; the Assembly also
held a major debate on the problem of the right of asylum last week. For
its part, the Committee of Ministers plans to hold discussions between European
countries, within the framework of CAHAR, to establ ish jointly practical

arrangements for inter-government cooperation.

Finally, it might be useful to set up a system for the exchange of information
on the movements of asylum seekers.

It is to be hoped that these texts wi II soon be taken i nto ac.count by the demo-
cratic countries of western Europe. Only then will Europe retain its reputation
as a haven of asylum and human ri ghts.
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III .

II. In his presentation, Mr Leuprecht went on to develop the following points:

On the basis of gross national product and population figures, the cOUl1tries

of western Europe had to deal with a disproportionatley small number of asylum

claimants compared to other countries. In some countries in the Thi rd Wo~ld
itslef there was one refugee for every seven inhabitants. In Europe the ratio

was 1:200, 1:300, or' 1:1 000. The present reaction on the part of the European

States was difficult to understand insofar as they were among the richest

countries in the world.

In addition to Arti c les 3 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights
referred to above, Articles 4, 5 and 13 of the European Convention on Human

Rights and Article 2 of the Fourth Protocol might also be invoked to protect
asylum-seekers.

As regards up-to-the-minute information, two days earl ier approximately 70

non-governmental organizations had once again called for the drafting and

adoption of an additional protocol to the Human Rights Convention providing

explicitely for protection of the right of asylum.

In a personal comment , Mr Leuprecht said that societies could generally be

judged by basic rights. The attitude to asylum claimants was a significant

indicator of how liberal and humanitarian a society was.

In answer to questions from Mr Stauffenberg, Mrs Fontaine, Mr Garcfa Amigo,

Mr Wijsenbeek and Mrs Vayssade, Mr Leuprecht said that the figures that he

had quoted came form the UNHCR, and that the refugee figures for Europe

probably accounted for a very small percentage. The question of members of

the fami ly joining a refugee had also been introduced into international law

by the specific inclusion of the right to the reunification of families in

the Final Act of the CSCE conference in Helsinki. Such potential refugees

who were being forcibly detained in thei r country of origin, could not be

included in the statistics.

In some cases measures taken by countries in western Europe, such as the

visa requiremen~ discouraged potential refugees.

Referring specifically to Professor Zuleeg, Dr Leuprecht endorsed the latter

comment that , according to the r1-dJ1"9 by theNinth Chamber of the German Federal

Administrative Court under which acts of violence aimed at ensuring law and
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order shou.ld not be regarded as pol itical persecution. Jews involved in the

uprising in the Warsaw ghetto would probably have had no chance of being

recognized as refugees in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Restrictive trends were to be found everywhere in legislation, administrative

practice and case law. The many deterrent measures introduced were having
their effect on neighbouring countries.

Terrori st activities Were not covered by the right of asylum.

that any intelligent terrorist would apply for asylum.

It was unlikely

The degree of harmonization between tbe countries of western Europe was

inadequate. Not even all the relevant Counci l of Europe conventions had been
ratified in all countries, a case in point being the Convention on the

supression of terrorism. The Extradition Convention caused no problems in

countries with effective protection of basic rights such as the Member States

of the European Community. However, problems of this nature had arisen within

the Counci l of Europe in relation to Turkey.
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Philip RUDGE

Project Secretary

European Consultation on Refugees & Exi les
(ECRE)

I. The following summary is taken from the paper submitted by Mr Rudge

for the hearing:

SUMMARY

The view of many of the voluntary agencies participating in the
European Consultation on Refugees & Exiles (EC~E) is that the
best approach to the present European' a-syl-um situation requires a
two-fold policy; on the one hand adherence by European States to
their obligations under the United Nations 1951 Convention
relating to the status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol relating
to the Status of Refugees and the .avoidance of harsh or inhumane
deterrence" policies; on the other hand a much more imaginative
search for regional solutions that take fully into account the
causes of conflict and social unrest and ways to promote
international solidarity, including burden-sharing. The ECRE
agencies therefore welcome the initiative taken by the European
Parliament through its Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens
Rights to examine the issue of asylum and to develop policies for
a humane and coherent European approach to what is a global
problem of massive dimensions.

By almost any comparison

!- - 

statistical, political, economic - the
refugee problems facing governments in Europe are relatively
minor in the global context. The common perception of the
arrival of asylum seekers in Europe owes more to a reaction to
high levels of unemployment and prolonged recession than to a
willingness to make an adequate appreciation of, and reasonable
response to, the real scale of the tragedies affecting central
America, East Africa, the Middle East, South and South East Asia
and elsewhere. It is hardly reasonable to say that the refugee
community in Western Europe adds a major additional stress to
employment and social problems, when refugees and asylum- seekers
represent substantially under 1 % of the total population of thisregion. There is, furthermore, increasing evidence that harsh
deterrence" policies based on these assumptions actually "deter
very few but merely add t6the sum total of human misery and
severely reduce the capacity of ~he asylum seeker to contribute
effectively to' the social and econd~ic llfe of the receiving
country. Conversely, a humane and efficient determination
procedure, consistently applied and adequately resourced, ensures
that unfounded asylum claims are speedily resolved and that the
majority of genuine refugees are enabled to rebuild their lives
quickly and participate in the life of their new environment.
The length of the determination procedures is a problem that can
be solved and indeed the failure to deal with this problem both
costs the host country more in the long run and causes serious
damage to individuals subjected to it.
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Nonetheless, the situation in Europe is perceived as a crisis and
is leading increasingly to measures that threaten the refugee
concept itself. There is evidently a feeling that things are out
of control, that the problems will grow greater and that the
international system is not coping. The consequences of this are
potentially alarming. It is leading to a situation where European
states may react either by refoulement of asylum seekers to areas
where their lives and security are threatened or by introducing
new policies which have the effect of passing the burden from one
country to another rather than discussing better ways of sharingit.
It is now well-known that the changing nature of the asylum
question in Europe is both a matter of the increasing numbers of
asylum seekers and also of a change in their origin. The 1951
Convention was prepared during a period of the Cold War and
derived from the complex situation resulting from the mass
displacement of people during the Second World War.
Beneficiaries at that time were those fleeing from
Soviet-dominated regimes of Eastern Europe, although it should be
stated that the geographical scope of the 1951 Convention was
universal. During the 1960s it became increasingly clear that
the refugee phenomenon was far broader in scale as more asylum
seekers came from Third World countries and the 1967 Protocol
expanded the terms of reference of the 1 951 Convention by
dropping the time restrictions and allowing those States which
had adopted a geographical reservation to remove it. The only
major western European country to maintain an asylum policy based
on the original European geographical limitation is Italy, though
even this country has exeeptionally taken a quota of refugees
from Chile and Indochina in recent years. So all principal
countries of Western Europe have ratified or acceded to the 1951
Convention and 1967 Protocol relating to the status of Refugees.
How far the terms of the Convention and Protocol are actually

. incorporated into domestic law depends on the national
jurisdictions in each country. Each European government
therefore shares the same obligations under international
agreements to grant the fundamental rights provided for in those
texts to those refugees recognised on their territory.

Clearly the situation in Europe cannot be seen purely in terms of
individual national policies. The agencies share the view that
there is a need for extensive cooperation at the European level.
A great deal of technical work has been carried out to deal with
complex issues such as the responsibility for examining asylum
requests, international support for adequate protection and
assistance in countries of first asylum, ways of establishing
regional settlement and resettlement programmes. It is the
political will that has failed.

If progress can be made on these ideas and political initiatives
can be taken in areas of the world where the political conflict
generating asylum seekers seems intractable then it will be
possible to counteract the feeling that there are no solutions in
sight and that the burden on Europe is becoming intolerable,
feelings which feed the racism and xenophobia which can only lead
European asylum policy in increasingly isolationist and
restricti ve directions.
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III.

II. In his oral presentation, Mr Rudge made the following specific points:

the maintenance of the right of asylum rai sed a serious problem con-

cerning the protection of fundamental rights in Europe. The core of the

problem lay in
1. the aLleged abuse of the right of asylum by so-called economic

refugees and

the restrictive trend in some countries whereby potential asylum-

seekers were deterred by inhuman corditions and linguistic confusion.

As regards 1. , the right of asylum was undoubtedly being abused. Howeve r,

the numbers involved were small , as showh by the example of

Denmark where only 4. 5% of all asylum claims were classified

as ' mani fest ly unfounded'

As regards 2. , the official figures - even those used by the UNHCR - were
sometimes misleading. The deterrent measures taken by

governments wen~ not only immoral and ineffective but also

violated the European Human Rights Convention and the United

Nat ions Covenant s.

The Communi ty should draw up mi nimum standards for dea ling
with asylum-seekers. Governments should comply wi th the law
in force in a more constructive way. As regards the problems
in the countries of origin, an imaginative search for regional

solutions should be encouraged. International sol idarity and
burden-sharing and a liberal interpretation of the Geneva
Convent i on on Refugees wou ld represent s i gnifi cant progress.
As regards the European Communi ties , the Commi ssion should

cooperate with non-governmental organizations. Europe still

had a duty to assume part of the burden, to preserve its good

reputation and to intervene politically to solve conflicts in

the countries of orig'M.

In answer to questions from Mr Stauffenberg, Mrs Fontaine , Mr Garcia Amigo

Mr Wi j senbeek and Mrs Vayssade, Mr Rudge sai d that there were three categori 
of refugees:

1 . those recognized under the Geneva Convention relating to the Status of

Refugees,

De facto refugees who were genera 1 ly accepted on humanitari an grounds , and
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those without any claim.

The term ' economic refugee ' should be dropped. All those who had lived

in European countries for a long period either as immigrant workers or

students should be taken out of the figure of 725 000 asylum-seekers
over the past 10 years. Many of those seeking asylum withdrew their

apP.Lications or were not recognized as refugees. Ultimately some also

returned to their country of origin.

This and other factors showed that the overall figure of 725 000 was too

high. Deterrent methods did not have the desired effect. The reasons for
leaving the country of origin still persisted. Most asylum-seekers did
not come from the poorer countries but, for example, from Sri-.Lanka and

Iran , i e. countries in which the personal safety of the individual was

under threat. Following further discussion in which Mrs Miranda de Lage,

Mr Bandres , Mr Garcia Amigo .and Mr Vetter took part, Mr Rudge pointed out
that it was important to distinguish between the law and legal tradition.
!twas advocated that the European Parliament should seek to extend the
protection for asylum-seekers beyond the narrow limits of the Geneva

Convention on the Status of Refugees and to define minimum standards for

deal ing with asylum-seekers and refugees.
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Professor Dr Manfred ZULEEG

Facul ty of Law

Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Frankfurt

Professor Zuleeg submitted the following written contribution to the hearing:

1. Although the right of asylum is not an area for which jurisdiction has
been expressly transferred to the European Community, it is nonetheless of
considerable significance since the free movement of persons is one of the
main pillars of Community life and it would be undermined if the fear of
the mass influx of asylum seekers were to determine foreign pol icy and
adversely affect the attitude of the general public to foreigners.

2. It would not be in keeping with ,all the Community stands for to recommend
that the Member states should close their borders to asylum seekers; all the
Member St~tes know full well that they are committed to the humanitarian
phi losophy from which the right of asylum derives.

3. The European Community can help to share the burden between the Member
States more equitably, to work for and maintain a humanitarian right of asylum
in all Member Statea and to increase the readiness to grant aaylum.

1Ca) In the Federal Republic of Germany, the right of asylum is defined as
protection against political persecution. Thia touches on only one of the
reasons why a person might be in need or danger. If someone is trying to
escape from a distressing situation, he should not be accused of an ' abuse
merely because he adopts a course of action which is not in fact designed
to deal with his particular case; the term ' abuse ' implies a moral reproach
which would not appear to be appropriate for most asylum-seekers.

1(b) Under the 1951 Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees and the 1967
Protocol , the term ' refugee ' corresponds broadly a lthough, it is wide ly held
not fully, with the term ' a person persecuted on pol itical grounds ' within
the meaning of the second sentence of Article 16(2) , of the Basic Law. Thus
the Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees provides no protection
worth mentioning for groups of people who are not covered by the provisions
of the Basic Law referred to above.

iCe) It must be assumed that , given the poverty and political unrest in
many countries in the world, the large number of people seeking refuge in
Europe wi II remain unchanged or even increase. Whether the right way to
describe this is a ' flood' of asylum-seekers is somewhat doubtful.
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2. It is quite true that the Federal Republic of Germany is pursuing a
pol icy of closed borders and deterrents vis-a-Vis asylum-seekers. Evidence
of barriers at the borders can be seen in the visa requi rement for the main
countries of origin of asylum-seekers. This policy of deterence can be seen
in a number of ways in which life on German soil is made difficult for
asylum-seekers and in statements by politicians.

3(a) Although criticism is justified in a number of individual aspects or
cases, the determination procedure in the Federal Republic of Germany is
based on constitutional principles. These principles could therefore be
adopted throughout Europe, particularly the guarantee that administrative
decisions should be subject to judicial review.

3(b) The procedure itself could be shortened if more staff (civi l servants
and judges) and reSources (gathering of information on the situation in
the countries of origin) were made avai lable.

3(c) Asylum-seekers who are not recognized as victims of political persecution
but are nontheless allowed to remain in the country should be ' tolerated'
only on a temporary basis since they have only minimum legal protection.
The person concerned should acquire a residence permit as a secure basis
for his stay.

4(a) Throughout Europe, welfare services for asylum-seekers should be such
as to encroach as little as possible on the individuality of persons held
in camps, for example priority should be given to letting them look after
themselves and adopt a way of life that reflects their own cultural tradition.

4(b) The European Community should play an advisory and educational role in
working towards the establishment of the right of asylum on humanitarian
grounds and provide a forum for political agreements. In addition, agricultural
surpluses could be made avai lable to feed asylum-seekers and recognized refugees.
The Community could finance measures to improve the professional and social
integration of refugees. Although there are legal obstacles to any legally
binding coordination of the right of asylum at Community level, in my view
these difficulties are not insurmountable. The goal should be to achieve
a uniformly higher standard as regards the right of asylum in the interests
of asylum-seekers.

Sea) The refoulement from one country to another of those seeking or entitled
to asylum is unacceptable on both legal and social grounds. Thus, burden-
sharing within the Community should be reviewed to spread the economic
repercussions of asylum in accordance with the potential of the individual
Member States and incorporating a contribution from the Community as such.

S(b) The Community s political and economic contribution to solving the
refugee problem should attack the root of the problem, namely the instabi l ity
in many countries in the world. A development aid policy, without any need
for reciprocity as in the Lo'H~ Conventions, 'eoncentrating on aid for self-
help and an open trade policy towards poor third countries are an integral
part of a preventive and forward-looking asylum pol icy.

6. The rights and obl igations of recognized ref~gees ~n the Eur~pe~n Community

should be based primarliy on the Geneva Conventlon, wlthout pre)UdlCe to
more favourable national arrangements, such as those provided for in para-
graph 3 of the Asylum Procedure Law in the Federal Republic of Germany. The

European Community could also envisage extending the free movement of persons
to recogni zed refugees.
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II. In his oraL tresentation, Mr luleeg added the foLlowing points:

Although the Treaties establishing the European Community did not give the

Community express jurisdiction as regards the right of asyLum, its terms

of reference did at Least include harmonization, owing to freedom of

movement that had to be safeguarded and the removal of internal frontiers

which were thepre~onditions for creation of the internal market. In addition
the Community was fundamentally commited to safeguarding standards reLating

to basic rights.

It would be inaccurate to describe the present situation as an abuse of the

right of asylum. The number of de facto refugees was much higher than the
estimated number of refugees under the Geneva Convention. In the future
the numbers couLd be expected to remain constant or to increase. NevertheLess
it wouLd be totally wrong to speak of a ' fLood' The Federal Republic of
Germany was adopting deterrent measures and keeping its borders closed.
ALthough there was a constitutional basis for the asylum procedure the

appl i cants were badLy off whi Le it was going on. Welfare arrangements should

be establ ished on a European basis in order to order properLy to protect
individuality. The European Community ~ouLd serve as a forum for harmonizing

such arrangements. Food surpLuses in the European Community could be used
to solve the problems of food suppl ies in some Thi rd World countries. This

would remove the causes of the refugee problem in the countries of origin.

Coordination between the Member States could not go as far as the actual

distribution of refugees between Member States. It was, however, conceivable

that the costs couLd be allocated according to a specifi~ formuLa.

Finally, the Community could contribute, at political level , to overcoming

the problems in the countries or origin.
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III. In answer to questions by Mr Stauffenberg, Mrs Fontaine, Mr Garcfa Amigo,

Mr Wijsenbeek and Mrs Vayssade, Professor Zuleeg said that it was difficult

to arrive at a clear definition of the term refugee. Figures for the break-
down between political and economic grounds varied widely. Even the distinc-

tion between these two areas was anything but clear. In its restrictive

rul ing on the Tami ls, the Federal Administrative Court had maintained that
a situation approximating civi l war did not constitute pol iti cal persecution,
despite the fact that the case typified persecution of one specific group.

Ther term refugee should not be defined too narrowly.

Since the right of asylum was granted without reference to the pol itical
persuasion of the applicant, it did not provide a means of singling out

potential terrorists.

The media had very little influence on decisions concerning asylum-seekers. It
was, however, conceivable that protection might be eroded in the longer term.

The European Community should pursue a development pol icy in the countries

of origin to help remove the reasons for people be~oming refugees. Within

the Community itse l f, measures to deter asylum-seekers should be abol i shed.
the Community should compi le joint statistics and data on conditions in the

countries of origin. The determination procedure should be speeded up.

In the Federal Republic of Germany there were in fact no cases of recognized

refugees from other Member States. Once a person had been recognized as

having refugee status , he could not be deported to a thi rd country except on
grounds of a criminal offence. The illegal immigration figures were determined

largely by the imposition of restrictions (visa requi rements). The number
of illegal immigrants in the Federal Republic was estimated at 200 000, some

of whom were also working illegally. The restrictive aspects of the Asylum

Procedure Law and in a number of proposals to amend the Basic Law were limited

by the protection afforded by Article 1 of the Basic Law which, for example

prohibited extradition to countries practisimg," torture.

After further di scussion, in which Mr Stauffenberg, Mrs Mi randa de Lage

Mr Bandres, Mr Garc fa Amigo and Mr V'etter took part, Professor Zuleeg

recommended that the broader definition of the term I refugee ' adopted by the

Organization of African Unity should be used otherwise there would be no

basis on which to tackle the real problems.
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Kees BLEICHRODT Marcel ZWAMBORN Wol fgang GRENZ

Representatives of the Dutch, Belgian and German sections of

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

- - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- --- - --

The Amnesty International representatives submitted a paper

for the hearing from which the following summary has been taken

Conclusions and recommendat ions

1. The institut ions of the European Community have on many occasions
expressed their firm commitment to the promotion and protection of
human rights. It is important that the European Community .and its
member states take an active role in pursuing its human rights poli-

cy to prevent people becoming refugees, so far as this is possible.

Violations of human rights in refugee-originating countries are a
major factor in causing refugees to seek protect ion elsewhere. The

commitment to the promotion and protect ion of human fights of the
institutions of the European Community entails the obligation not to
send back individuals to countries where they are I ikely to become
victims of human rights violations. ' This principle of non-refoule-
ment should be made explicit in basic documents relating to the hu-
man rights policy of the European Community and its member states.

2. Whenever measures are taken to harmonize and coordinate the refugee
policies of the member states in the framework of the European Com-
munity, these should be designed to conform fully .with the basic
principles set out in internat ional instruments regarding the pro-
tect ion of refugees, and basic refugee determination procedures should
be designed to meet this requirement

- The policy should ensure that the fundamental principle of non-refou
lement is str ictly observed in pract ice, both at the border and
within the territory of a state, in cases where individuals may be
subjected to human rights violations if returned to their country of
origin. This fundamental principle should be followed irrespective
of whether or not an individual has been formally recognized as a
refugee.

- Administ rat i ve pract ices inIe~~Qee d~terminat ion procedures should
ensure that the asylum request Be dealt with objectively and impar-
t ially by the competent authorit ies, who should be knowledgeable
about nat ional and internat ional refugee law, and should make use of

comprehensive information about the human rights situation in the
countries of origin (including information provided by independent
non-governmental organizations). The authorities should make judg-
ments solely on the merits of the case, free from diplomat ie and po-
litical pressures.
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- Procedures for determining asylum claims should be made to work as
quickly as possible, so long as this , is consistent with maintaining
adequate legal safeguards. This would ensure that the legal status
of an asylum appl icant is clari fied as quickly as possible, so pro~
viding more certain protect ion against refoulement.

- The policy should make clear which country is responsible for exami-
ning an asylum rpquest. Recent experience shows that where this
responsibility is not clearly identified, the concept of "country
of first asylum" may be applied in a way which creates " refugees in
orbit" . (This recommendation follows the ca-cJusions of tlie Executive

Commit tee on UNHCR that asylum should not be refused solely on
the grounds that it could be sought from another state).

- The poli~y should follow the principle that an asylum claim
will be treated as "manifestly unfounded" or "abusive " only
if the appl icant is clearly fraudulent or if the request
for asylum is made on grounds which are not included in the
1951 Convent ion and the 1967 Protocol relat ing to the Status
of Refugees. (This recommendat ion follows the conclusions of
the Executive Committee of UNHCR.

- If EC , governments impose v isa requirements on the
nat ionals of certain countries, they should nevertheless
observe their ~bligation not to expel those who may not
have the necessary visa but who maybe subjected to human
rights violations if returned to their country of origin.

3. The European Parliament should regularly review refugee policy
and procedures in European Community member states to ensure
that these principles continue to be observed.

4. The European Parliament should reiterate its support for ini-
tiatives that seek to make reliable information more readily
avai lable to those responsible for the determinat ion of asylum
applications , especially at the European level.

S. The European Community and its member states can play an im-
portant part in making the general public aware of the special
situation and needs of refugee-s ht

lpis could be done by means
of publ ic informat ion programs and human right s educat ion.
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II. In his presentation, Mr Bleichrodt developed the following points:

Amnesty International' s terms of reference were much wider than solely

dealing with asylum claimants and refugees. Its staff monitored all

violations of human rights of whi ch they were aware and were generally

opposed to capital punishment even when the death penalty was imposed

following proper legal proceedings.

Amnesty s information on the human rights situation in Sri Lanka, for

exampl~prompted it to call for no Tamil to be sent back to that country.

To its knowledge, the Basques extradited from France to Spain had been

tortured. Amnesty International had therefore requested the French
Government not to carry out any further extraditions.

Turkey had forced a number of Iranians to return to Iran. In view of the

geographical reservation adopted by Turkey to the scope of the Geneva

Convention on the Status of Refugees , the Turkish authorities did not

consider that they were under any obl igation to take in non-European

refugees. In Amnesty International' s opinion, the principle of not
turning refugees back was binding in international law and outweighed

other considerations.

III. In answer to questions by Mrs Mi randa de Lage, Mr Bandres, MrGarcia
Amigo, on the situation in Spain, .and Mr Vetter, Mr Zwamborn outlined

the information avai lable to Amnesty International and which had in
fact been published some time earlier. He offered to hold separate

discussions on this matter since it was not central to the hearing itself.
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Gi lbert JAEGER

President of the

BELGIAN REFUGEE AID COMMITTEE

Prior to the hearing, Mr Jaeger submitted a document going into each

point raised in the rapporteur s questionnaire, with specific reference

to the situation in Belgium.

II. In his presentation, Mr Jaeger also made the following points:

He agreed with previous speakers that the number of asylum claimants in

Europe was both insignificant in world terms and small in relation to

the total population of the countries of the European Community. The

figure was in any case lower than that for immigrants entering Europe

for economi c reasons.

The concept of the political refugee had emerged in the nineteenth

century and no longer corresponded exact ly to the legal principles

now applied such as the Geneva Convention on Refugees. The political
refugee represented only part of the refugee concept as it should now

be understood. More specifically, the origin of the asylum claimants

had changed as a result of crises in other continents.

The Geneva Convent i on on the Status of Refugees (parti cularly the associ ated
Recommendation E) and the European Convention on Human Rights gave all

Member States suffi dent legal instruments to deal with the refugee problem.
Work within the Counci l of Europe had also defined something akin to

de facto refugee status.

The number of refugees could not be reduced either by violating accepted

standards or by deterrent measures. The latter were not effecti ve and also

, "

infringed the existing guarantees of basic rights. Deterrent measures had

fi rst been introduced in 1980 when the number of asylum-seekers in Western
Europe was 116 500.

risen to 169 600.

After a temporary fall the figure for 1985 had then
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One possible way of reducing the number of refugees would be to make

it easier for them to emigrate or to return voluntari ly to thei r country

of origin. The main thing, however, was to combat the reasons for people
becomi ng refugees.

The European Community should, as a matter of urgency, seek to arrive

at a definition of the ' country of first asylum This would require

the drafting and ratification of a convention. The European Parliament
should formulate a policy consistent with ba~ic rights and act as a

driving force. Furthermore an asylum-seeker status should be defined

to ensure a degree of protection during the procedure forexamingappl ic-
ations for asylum. The European Community should take action to deal with

the causes of under-development in the Thi rd World. More specifically,

the European Parliament could be a more effective spearhead than the UN

General Assembly. The efforts made by Canada and the Federal Republi c

of Germany in 1980 in the UN could be taken up by the European Parliament

and conso l i dated.

III. In answer to questions by Mrs Miranda de Lage, Mr Bandres, Mr Garcia Amigo

and Mr Vetter

, .

Mr Jaeger read out the text of the definition of ' refugee

in the Convention on African Unity. He recommended that this definition

should be adopted by the European Part iament and by the Member States.
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Henriette TAVIANI

President of FRANCE TERRE D' ASILE

Mrs Taviani raised the following issue$ in her presentation:

In France the r~fugee determination procedure was carried out by the Office

for the Protection of Refugees and Stateless Persons (Office franlfais de

protection des refugies et apatrides, OFPRA). The new Aliens Act of
September 1986 increased the risk that spC!ntaneous asyLum-seekei' s would no

longer be admi tted to the procedure. In the wake of terrori st atta~ks, a

general visa requireme,nt had been imposed on all foreigners with the exception

of Community nationals and the Swiss. The inherent risk for asylum claimants

arose from a linguistic confusion which had removed the clear dividing line

that had existed in the past between terrorists, traditional immigrants from the

Maghreb countries and asylum-seekers. Even the published figures for asylum-
seekers failed to draw a ~lear distinciton betw~en this group and other foreigners.
The resulting situation was one of unacceptable confusion.

The number of refugees under quotas fixed in advance had decl ined. The refugee
determination procedure itself had become considerably longer since, owing to

lack of foresight , no action had been taken when it was becoming obvious that

there were not enough staff to process applications. The Government had wrongly

assessed the situation in the troublespots in the world and the effects on France

its le l f.

In France too, deterrent measures had been taken. The worsening social position

for example, would make it more difficult to integrate asylum-seekers and

refugees. The percentage of claims for asylum rejected in France had risen from

some 25% in 1950 to approximately 60% in 1985.

The association of the refugee problem with terrori sm was unacceptable a$
demonstrated by the fact that out of the total of 1 mi II ion individuals who had
claimed asylum over a period of thirty-five years, only two had been found gui lty
of involvement in terrorist action (one in 1964 and one in 1984).

In principle, the way in which a country treated minorities was a yardstick

for the extent to which basic rights were protected.
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